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Abstract
The dissertation sets out to investigate how teacher-pupil communication 
can be used to establish and build on key stage two pupils’ perceived 
understanding in order to enhance learning in Mathematics. Conclusions are 
drawn after examining lengthy discourse between one adult and nine 
children. After discussing facets of constructivism, the concentration is on 
the relationship between the use of situated cognition and an understanding 
of pattern in mathematics. The conclusion drawn is that a developing grasp 
of pattern is helpful for children whose thinking may still be of a concrete 
nature, in order for them then to calculate successfully in a hypothetical 
situation. Communication, primarily of an oral nature, is examined in order 
to determine how an adult in the teaching situation might enhance the 
understanding of that pattern, two approaches being highlighted as of 
particular value, the use of speculation and silence. The use of initiation, 
response and feedback sequences and open questioning can also be seen to 
be helpful in certain circumstances. The conclusion is drawn that whatever 
the oral technique in use, it is the teacher’s ability to listen to the child 
which is paramount if they are to make appropriate interactions in relation 
to pupil understanding.
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION AND AIMS
This dissertation came out of a study where I investigated teachers making 
assessments of pupil learning. One question that I began to ask myself was 
what might be going on for the pupil when the teacher was talking with 
them in order to find out what they knew and understood. I surmised that the 
pupil might be structuring their understanding, thus learning, as they were 
required to sort out in their own minds what they knew and then 
demonstrate it to the teacher. If they were learning, I asked myself whether 
there was there a question of how the teacher could talk to pupils in a way 
that would best enhance that learning, not just when assessing, but in the 
normal course of discussion between teacher and pupil. This was a matter I 
wished to pursue further.
My original motivation for wishing to pursue the matter of discussion in 
teaching was further stimulated by concerns expressed by Neville Bennett 
(1984) and his co-researchers in ‘The Quality of Pupil Learning 
Experiences’, and Mary-Jayne Drummond (1993) in ‘Assessing Children’s 
Learning’. They found during their research that teachers tended to look at 
the product of the work rather than at the process undergone in producing it. 
Moreover, when an error was found, the teachers would take the learner step 
by step through the manual procedure necessary for producing correct work, 
rather than diagnosing where there was a misunderstanding and tackling the 
conceptual problem underlying the wrong result.
There might be more value in teachers providing less 
direct instructional input and adopting a more diagnostic 
stance, thus allowing the child to exhibit his errors.
(Bennett et a l 1984 p 172)
Mary-Jayne Drummond observed:
Teachers who investigate, for example, children’s 
mathematical thinking, by listening to their pupils’ 
thinking aloud, explaining their calculations, very quickly 
discover that apparent errors in the written record of those 
calculations are often the result of systematic 
mathematical reasoning, which has been mistakenly 
applied.
(1993p 91)
A question by Robin Alexander (1995) “How, in short, can we use 
classroom dialogue as a means of promoting genuine learning and 
understanding?” (p 209) addresses a similar dilemma to the concerns being 
raised in my own mind. Therefore, by talking with some children, I set 
about the task of answering the following question: “How can teacher-pupil 
communication be used in the teaching situation to establish and build on 
pupils’ perceived understanding and thus enhance learning?”
History of my study
I hoped that in my study I would identify new understanding and skills 
which have the potential to enhance the curriculum practices of those 
involved in education, in particular, my own. By doing so, I would have 
fulfilled one of the line-specific criteria for this Doctorate. As a recently 
retired primary school headteacher with many years experience, but still 
involved in education, my concern is that the curriculum offered to children, 
by myself and others, is made as efficient as possible. Originally, I planned 
to work with a small group of year five children I taught in the school where 
I was headteacher by reflecting on how I interacted with them in the group 
and individually. However, through circumstances beyond my control, I 
found myself no longer at the school, so I linked up with a neighbouring 
Junior school, which I call Seaview School, continuing to opt for working 
with pupils initially in year five. I chose the domain of Mathematics and 
within that the gaining of an understanding in number. This is a crucial area 
of competency because of our need to use calculations in order to operate
successfully in our culture. If reports are to be believed, it is also one in 
which students leave our schools without that need met to a satisfactory 
extent. Dr Tony Gardiner, President of the Mathematical Association, 
writing in the Times Educational Supplement 4th April 1998, says, “Our 
weakness in “number” raises serious questions about older pupils’ ability to 
develop subsequently in other areas of mathematics and science” (p 22). My 
hope is that my study might make some small contribution to alleviating this 
state of affairs.
The move from reflecting on work undertaken in my own school in the 
normal course of events to working with individuals and groups withdrawn 
from their own class and teacher in a school where I had no official role 
raises the issue of whether I acted as a teacher or researcher in that context. 
My original plan was to seek a contribution to pedagogical studies through 
my teaching. Schools today are places where a number of adults, not all 
holding the title of ‘teacher’ have an input into the learning of the pupils. I 
was one more person having such an input, albeit limited, into the learning 
of the children with whom I worked. If the definition of a ‘teacher’ is a 
person who facilitates learning I very much hope that my efforts had that 
effect. In that respect I could be said to be teaching. However, Janet Ainley 
(1999) gives thé difference between a teacher and a researcher, in a situation 
such as the one in which I was acting, as being one of purpose. Was I more 
interested in the welfare and learning of the children or was I more 
interested in finding out more about issues pertinent to my research 
question? Whilst I was interested in doing the best I could for the children 
when speaking to them, the answer has to be the latter, and therefore I acted 
as a researcher, though one informed by years of teaching. The topics 
chosen by me for discussion, following the initial conversation, were partly 
taken because I felt they could produce data relating to the issues raised in 
that first discussion. However, as Ainley says, “I know how to dress and 
behave, I know the appropriate ways to speak to children, I have some 
strategies for getting and holding the attention.... These things make it easy 
for me to be seen as a teacher” (1999 p 46). I write further on page 72 of 
how far I felt the children took me as a teacher. I believe that it was
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important that they should view me as someone having a teaching role if the 
outcomes from our conversations were to have any relevance to the task of 
enhancing learning in school situations which will take place elsewhere. 
Whilst in the school I was afforded the status of a teacher by the staff and, in 
my view, acted as a classroom assistant, many of whom are now expected to 
take part in small group teaching under the direction of the class teacher.
A further consideration is whether this dissertation, which chronicles the 
outcomes from our discussions, can be regarded as purely a ‘tale that is told’ 
or a compilation of issues which appeared to me to be of some importance 
to the world of oral education. I would claim the latter because, although it 
contains narrative describing a series of conversations, I have been selective 
in the choice of exerpts presented. The choices were made as I felt these had 
a relevance to issues related to possible improvement in pedagogy. It is the 
exploration of a series of issues which transform narrative into research.
In all, I worked with nine children, at length, making possible a study of 
complex interactions taking place in the course of our conversations, over a 
period of time. The focus was on my developing insights into the way I 
facilitated their learning, insights which it is hoped will encourage other 
teachers to consider a similar facilitating stance. The expected advantage of 
such an approach was that I could spend time developing a close 
understanding of the way individual pupils were responding. By taking a 
range of pupils, by gender and ability, I wanted to be able to highlight some 
of the differences in approach a teacher might need to adopt with different 
pupils, but found this difficult to achieve when working with more than one 
pupil at a time. However, this is the reality of the educational world and I 
believe my work has relevance for teachers working with children of a 
similar age and in the same domain.
What emerged as a result of my study was an awareness that, whatever 
strategies were used, the essential factor was the ability of the adult to 
actively listen to the child, what they said, how they said it and even what 
they omitted to say. Strategies explored included aspects of posing
questions; of making space for children to compose their contributions to 
conversations and the posing of inputs in the form of suppositions. In 
addition, I reached a conviction that children can misunderstand problems 
set in fictional, but supposedly lifelike situations.
The format was one of a case study, a looking at a single situation in depth. 
O’Hanlan (1996) writes, “How can the teacher control, much less dictate, 
the impact they have in educational contexts without self-knowledge and 
understanding?” (p 85). By reflecting on my practice, my operations in a 
social setting, I constructed an understanding of the impact my interactions 
had on the children.
Research question
The specific question I wished to address was:
How can teacher-pupil communication be used in the teaching 
situation to establish and build on pupils’ perceived understanding and thus 
enhance learning?”
I intended to seek answers in order to improve my own practice, add to 
existing research and make some contribution to the ability of any teacher 
reading the study to enhance the learning of their pupils. By talking with 
children about the domain of Mathematics, I hoped it might be possible to 
identify approaches, both pertaining to the subject matter and the manner of 
conversation, which would give me, and other teachers, pointers to 
contribute to our consideration of pedagogical issues.
Neil Mercer (1995) writes, “To be effective any teacher needs to explore the 
scope of a learner’s existing knowledge” (p 10). This is a statement with 
which I agree totally because without it it is not possible to build on that 
understanding. Both are important and in my conversations I endeavoured to 
do just that, but not always with complete success, as will be seen during 
my analysis of data. Maybe it is not possible because no one can enter into 
another’s thinking completely, an issue within radical constructivism which 
I examine later in my literature section. I do not feel that it would be 
possible for any person, even a teacher, to know whether they have made an
accurate assessment of the pupil’s understanding, or whether they are 
making the best possible contribution to building on that understanding, but 
the issues which emerged from my conversations relate to how one might, 
in the role of a teacher, use oral communication more productively. I 
worked in the realm of .‘perceived understanding’, rather than ‘actual 
understanding’. It is very possible that a teacher’s perception of the 
understanding of their pupils is faulty and therefore their response becomes 
less than completely helpful, even possibly confusing. It is possible that the 
perceptions, on the part of the teacher, are accurate but their response to a 
pupil unhelpful. It is also possible that their perceptions are accurate, the 
response appropriate but that the pupil’s learning is not enhanced. This 
needed to be investigated.
The title of my dissertation and my research question include the phrase 
‘teacher-pupil communication’ because, by my work, I aim to shed light on 
the activity of the adult in the teaching role. Thus, the emphasis is on the 
behaviour of the ‘teacher’. However, it has to be recognised that 
communication is two-way, and the more important aspect is the reception 
of pupils’ contributions by the teacher, used as a pre-cursor to their 
response. Teachers need to be actively listening, and this need will emerge 
as crucial in my analysis of data.
In order to communicate, the pupil and teacher need some form of shared 
understanding. Since the communication is often verbal there is a need for a 
degree of agreement about the meanings of words used by them. Ernst von 
Glasersfeld maintained that all our word meanings are partially subjective, 
abstractions based upon our past experiences of particular words.
For communication to be considered satisfactory and to 
lead to what we call ‘understanding’, it is quite sufficient 
that the communicators’ representations be compatible in 
the sense that they do not manifestly clash with the 
situational context or the speaker’s expectations.
(Glasersfeld, 1989, p 9)
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I looked for insights into how far the children and I showed agreement in 
the way we responded to each other’s meanings as I analysed my data.
The joint and mutual use of language gives us a huge step 
in the direction of understanding other minds. For it is not 
simply that we all have forms of mental organisation that 
are akin, but that we express these forms constantly in our 
transactions with one another. We can count on constant 
transactional calibration in language, and we have ways of 
calling for repairs in one another’s utterances to assure 
such calibration.
(Bruner 1987 p 87)
As I worked, I was looking for an understanding of how I, as the adult, and 
the children were ‘repairing each other’s utterances’, so that those utterances 
made sense to the recipient and led to calibration, or a process of mutual 
building upon each others’ words.
The domain in which the learning was intended to take place was that of 
Mathematics and, as I reflected on our discussions about number, I came to 
the conclusion that not only was it helpful to learning for the adult in the 
teaching role to adopt certain strategies of discourse, but the way the 
material was presented was relevant. I write later, in both parts two and four, 
of my conviction that patterns in number should be grasped by pupils and 
that once they have formed various concepts about mathematical 
relationships they are then in a position to apply them to hypothetical, 
situational problem solving. This is in opposition to expecting the situational 
setting to enhance understanding.
Part two examines my chosen theoretical framework as reflected in the 
existing literature; part three presents my methods of investigation; part four 
contains my findings whilst part five considers implications for further 
work. It is my earnest hope that practitioners and researchers will find 
something to stimulate them to further investigation of the strategies and 
approaches I advocate.
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PART TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
My study, with a focus on the construction of meaning, is about 
understanding, interaction with content, linking of ideas and relating 
evidence to conclusions. As Stones says:
New learning involves the re-structuring of existing 
thought processes, not just the piling up of new ideas.
Learners demonstrate that they have successfully 
integrated their new with their previously learned concepts 
into new, more complex cognitive structures by applying 
the new learning successfully in ways they could not have 
done previously.
(Stones, 1992, p 26)
Learning is not about the ability to reproduce content, passive acceptance 
and lack of reasoning. The learning Stones advocates I connect with 
constructivist views and this is the context in which this dissertation is set. I 
begin there, by looking at how people, and children in particular, can be 
helped to construct their understanding, to learn. I follow this by examining 
the domain of Mathematics and how pupils can operate within it before 
discussing strategies of discourse because I believe that language is a vital 
medium for enhancing that learning.
Learning
A social-constructivist view
Mercer (1995) maintains that talk is a social action and through it 
knowledge can be constructed. He is supported by claims such as, 
“conversation lies at the heart of learning: learners are listeners as well as 
speakers; partakers of a discourse that is itself an act of social creation” 
(Ranson et al 1996 p 17). These are views of learning in the social 
constructivist tradition and follow in the train of psychologists such as the 
Soviet Psychologist, L.S. Vygotsky, working in the 1930s, who maintained 
that:
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Thought development is determined by language, i.e. by 
the linguistic tools of thought and by the sociocultural 
experiences of the child. Essentially the development of 
inner speech depends on outside factors; the development 
of logic in the child...is a direct function of his socialised 
speech. The child’s intellectual growth is contingent on his 
mastering the social means of thought, that is language.
(in Stierer and Maybin,1994, pp 46-47)
If it is as the quotation says, it is necessary for the child to be able to debate, 
either with him or herself, or with another person, in order to construct an 
understanding of the world around them. How can the child debate if they 
do not have the vocabulary? The child can only acquire the vocabulary from 
other users of the language in which the debate takes place. If the other 
users are skilled in engaging the child in socialised speech such that he or 
she develops logical thought and, thus, intellectual growth the thought 
processes of the learner continue to expand and become more sophisticated. 
Therefore, the understanding has unending potential, so long as it relates to 
the experience of the child. If that learner has nothing within his or her 
schemeta upon which to draw, they have no connection with the debate. 
They cannot engage with it at all. If they are given the connection, their 
intellectual growth can begin. The quotation from Vygotsky would seem to 
indicate that there is no limit to what the child could understand, given a 
mastery of language and the stimulation of social interaction, although my 
interpretation of the quotation, taken out of context, may misrepresent him.
Child (1993) says that Vygotsky views concept formation as having three 
stages: vague syncretic, which is random; complexes where the child holds 
attributes of a concept which are not necessarily held by others; and the 
third stage, the potential concept stage, dealing with one attribute at a time. 
It is only when all attributes can be held in balance that a concept is said to 
have matured. Child goes on to say that we must beware of throwing too 
many verbal labels at children, pseudo concepts, which they use, giving the
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appearance of understanding. It is one thing giving them the vocabulary of 
debate, as written above, it is another to ensure they can set that vocabulary 
in a correct conceptual framework. It is vitally important for the teacher to 
listen to the detailed context in which the learner uses a word in order to 
discern that child’s understanding. It is necessary to ensure that attributes o f  
concepts are being used in debate, or discussion, so that they may be 
grasped by the learner and contribute to the formation of a mature concept 
within the learner’s mind.
The idea of stages would seem to parallel the thinking of those who, whilst 
acknowledging the role of language, hold to Piaget’s concept of a growing 
decentration as a child moves towards teenage years, a move from thinking 
in the concrete to the abstract. Vygotsky’s stages are not of chronological 
maturity but are those of concept formation in a child who could actually 
progress through them quite rapidly, given suitable stimuli and support. I 
discuss the identification of the development of concepts within my work in 
part four, coming to the conclusion that the evidence is sparse, owing to the 
number of concepts covered and the amount of input from any particular 
child. This is an area for further investigation.
Barnes (1976) aligned himself with Piaget’s thinking and claimed that the 
young child cannot stand outside themselves and analyse their thinking.
They cannot reflect. In addition, they find it difficult to project into 
another’s point of view. I am not sure I fully agree because it is necessary to 
examine at what stage of conceptual development one might expect children 
to engage in metacognition, reflecting on their own learning, and 
dêcentering, able to grasp the point of view of another person, to follow the 
reasoning presented. It may well be that it is not the age of the child that is 
the criteria demarcating the ability to reflect but the intellectual development 
which has to do with the stimulation they have received. Barnes himself 
said, “it is for teachers to ask themselves how they can help pupils to 
achieve reflective talk and writing” (1976 p 31). “It is not that the child does 
not have the capacity to take another’s perspective,” said Bruner (1987 pp 
92-93), but he did add that it is something which has to develop. In fact, he
went further “The child’s use of language rests on her ability to appreciate 
the perspective of others” (Bruner and Haste 1987 p 2). I would agree. It is 
as the child understands the context for their thinking that they have the 
ability to locate their partial understanding in the wider picture. They then 
have the confidence to integrate related aspects, as conveyed to them by 
other people. Much more recently, Torrance and Pryor (1998) state that 
children need to engage in metacognition, the thinking about thinking, in 
order to gain an overview of the learning activity (p 157) so, for them, not 
only can children engage in this higher mental activity, but they should, in 
order for their understanding to enlarge, and be set in context, as far as their 
schemata allow.
It is only as we assimilate the utterances of others and their reasons for such 
comments that we can adjust our thinking to accommodate their ideas. This 
is so for the child. They need to be able to adjust to the teacher’s 
perspective, even if the emphasis of the conversation is within their agenda. 
As Stephen Lerman (1996) maintains, it depends on the pupil’s conceptual 
structures as to how these are modified by the experiences arranged by 
teachers in the school setting. I would add that it also depends on how far 
the pupil is encouraged to organise input from experience, and thus modify 
schemata through language. A small example of this was when I asked one 
of the children with whom I worked, Jay, to label digits in a number. We 
were able to draw on that experience in order to help him clarify the role of 
zero in delineating the value of a digit (Jay 22.2.98 pp 3-5).
In my study I frequently asked children to explain their thinking, to reflect 
back on their work. I do not think I was expecting the impossible. White 
(1992) would insist that the learner must engage in metacognition, reflecting 
on their thinking, if quality learning is to take place. Much of what I write in 
sections two and four about teachers adopting a stance of uncertainty 
requires children to follow the thinking of the teacher and then to draw from 
their own understanding the relevant knowledge to answer the conjecture. 
This requires reflection on what is known by pupils as they select what they
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need. It also requires the child to seek to put the supposition into the likely 
context being engaged by the teacher.
Radical Constructivism
Before considering how it is that a teacher can interact with pupils in order 
to support their construction of understanding, it is necessary to ask what 
form those constructs may take. Can the child acquire constructs which are. 
paralleled in society? Does the child come to understand mathematical 
concepts which are those commonly held, such as percentage, or does each 
learner construct their own concepts, unique to them, as .a result of their own 
experiences, hypotheses and reflections? Much of my work involved 
seeking to encourage within the children a conceptual framework which is 
the same as, or at least similar to, those held by others, so this question is of 
importance. E von Glasersfeld (1994) maintains that mental operations 
cannot be witnessed by another, the other can only appreciate the results of 
those mental operations. Thomas (1994) goes further. He says that it is 
impossible for the constructs of two people to be compared. Kamii and 
Warrington (1995) state that:
children do not learn logico-mathematical knowledge by 
transmission from their peers or teachers. Social 
interaction can stimulate critical thinking, but the thinking 
itself (logico-mathematical knowledge) must be dope by 
each individual.
(Kamii and Warrington, 1995, p 60)
If you are to be true to radical constructivism, you have to accept the 
possibility that there is no real world, or if there is, that it cannot be known 
for certain, maintains Jaramillo (1996). All might be a figment of our 
personal understanding or not humanly knowable outside our own 
perception. I am not sure that if you hold to the idea that each person’s 
constructs and concepts are unique it has to follow that all being is within 
the mind. The world systems and social structures may be human-made, 
continually shifting, and human understanding, collectively, may change. 
However, that does not mean that there is not a stable entity which is outside
our constructs. Moreover, if personal constructs are unique there would be 
no guarantee that the results of communication, even if they were the same, 
had been derived as outcomes from similar mental operations. If this were to 
be the case a teacher seeking to lead a pupil through a series of cognitive 
processes to a given outcome would be working in conflict with those 
taking place within the pupil.
Ormell (1995) says, of the views of von Glasersfeld (1994) and Thomas 
(1994), that leaving children to construct their own understanding is like 
throwing a jig-saw down in front of them and leaving them to put the pieces 
together in some semblance of order, without knowing what the picture 
should be. I feel he overstates the case. Teachers will present pupils with an 
environment which is conducive to their learning a concept in an intended 
way. It is beholden on teachers to seek, through social interaction involving, 
primarily, the senses of sight, hearing and touch, as well as the gift of 
language, to encourage learning. Children are not left to make sense of the 
world on their own. Ormell (1995) advocates ‘exemplary lucidity’ as the 
way of presenting material to pupils, of teaching by example, but what may 
be lucid to the teacher may not be to the pupil whose constructs have 
similarities with the teacher’s, but also areas of difference or 
incompleteness.
Whilst a complete divergence of constructions may not be true for teacher 
and pupil, there does need to be a meeting of their minds in the way 
described below. Constructs may vary, but certain concepts have to be held 
in common if there is to be any communication at all. Conservation of 
number may well be one such example, a concept through which 
mathematics is regulated. Society would founder if we did not agree on 
using one to one correspondence. How could we ensure that the right 
number of tickets had been issued for a concert, for instance? If there are 
mathematical concepts held in common by members of society, then there 
must be commonly-held constructs supporting these concepts. One example 
would be the operation of base ten as the foundation of calculation in 
twentieth/twenty-first century western society. Without a working
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knowledge of the constructs, learners remain confused when seeking to 
follow calculations. I have used examples from the domain of Mathematics 
but within other domains, such as science and history with its concept of 
change, there are surely similar examples. Bonnett (1994) emphasises: 
the whole of social life, including language and the 
accumulated knowledge and understanding of a culture, is 
based on a structure of publicly shared conventions, i.e.
. rules.
(Bonnett, 1994, p 51)
Whilst pupils need to construct an understanding for themselves, that 
understanding needs to accord with the “rules” set by society if they are to 
operate as a member of it. The dilemma remains as to how societal “rules” 
and individual constructs can be brought into harmony, where that is needed 
in order for that person to operate within the society.
It behoves the teacher to identify essential constructs, to referee their’s 
against society’s and when agreement has been assured, so far as is possible, 
to seek to ascertain the state of the pupils’ constructs, to identify differences 
and endeavour to support those learners in the task of embracing the 
constructs for themselves. In the process, the pupils may well enrich the 
exchange of ideas from their own insights. The teacher would then be 
operating to a social constructivist frame of reference. Ernest (1994) sees 
that as a central issue, “how to reconcile the private mathematical 
knowledge, skills, learning, and conceptual development of the individual 
with the social nature of school mathematics” (p 304). It would be difficult 
for the teacher to establish a grasp of the pupil’s constructs if there were the 
possibility of infinite variation. Bonnett goes on to write that understanding 
is demonstrated by the ability of a person to follow a rule. If a person is able 
to follow the rules inherent in operating in base ten, for instance, by moving 
a digit one column to the left when multiplying by ten, then one can say 
they are developing the capacity to think in accordance with a guiding 
principle. If the pupil makes errors, in relation to that principle, then the 
teacher needs to analyse those errors in order to see whether there is a
pattern which reveals a partial grasp of the construct, or indeed whether the 
pupil has a contribution to make to the development of that same construct. 
Such is the role of formative assessment, the establishing of perceived 
understanding, which is a central part of my research question.
By following the guiding principle which is commonly held by society, a 
person has a frame of reference by which they can communicate with 
others. If they purely follow their own constructs and develop rules for 
themselves, communication becomes fraught. Rule-following makes it 
possible for constructs to be held by more than one person. That idea is at 
variance with the view Jaramillo (1996) attributes to Vygotsky; a view 
which says that teachers should be facilitators to student self-developed 
concepts. Vygotsky does advocate a teacher being sensitive to the 
understanding of a student and providing support as the student deepens 
their understanding, but that does not preclude the teacher having an end 
view in mind, and, as Jaramillo goes on to say, “the curricula should reflect 
both parties’ interests” (p 136). Did Vygotsky really hold a radical position? 
I think not. He said, “to understand another’s speech it is not sufficient to 
understand his words we must understand his thought” (in Stierer and 
Maybin 1994 p 50). We can only understand another’s thought if we share 
an understanding of certain concepts. Individualised concepts, such as 
methods of calculation, may well be developed and continue to be held 
without detriment to that person’s operation within society. That is, so long 
as it gives adherence to ‘rules’ within the domain, such as place value. In 
addition, however closely the teacher’s and pupil’s concepts align, the 
teacher should endeavour to be supporting the learning of the pupil.
Supporting Learning
I see ‘supporting learning’ as the process by which the teacher paces the 
amount of help given to a child, in whatever form, based on their moment 
by moment assessment of the child’s need. For example, whilst working 
with the children as part of this study, there were times when I allowed them 
to explain what they thought. Elsewhere we engaged in sessions of my
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initiation of the subject, a response from them and then feedback where the 
support I was giving was much greater.
Bruner (1985) offered the picture of a teacher limiting the complexity of a 
task to one the child can just manage. He went on to define the role of 
instruction as help coming after a child knows how to tackle a problem; 
telling the child what to do, or what he might try next; or showing what is 
inhibiting him. This is one way of responding to understanding. Other 
suggestions include keeping the pupil on task with the goal clearly in view; 
highlighting critical features of the task; or demonstrating how to achieve a 
goal, all with the minimum of help necessary.
If a teacher allows a pupil to explain their thinking or questions and gives 
feedback following a response in order to check they have understood the 
pupil correctly, they are likely to be conducting those activities verbally. 
Therefore, these strategies form ways in which the teacher might use an oral 
interchange to arrive at perceived understanding in order to support the 
process of enhancing the pupil’s learning. Not only does the teacher need to 
begin a dialogue with an accurate view of the child’s understanding, but he 
or she needs to be ready to adjust the level of verbal support based on an 
ever-changing assessment of the learning taking place.
Instructionally effective teaching may therefore be more 
appropriately viewed as involving the continuous 
assessment of pupils’ competencies.
(Calderhead, 1984, p 52)
Calibration occurs when teacher and pupils test their 
understandings against those held by the other, and adjust 
their utterances in order to make them accessible to each 
other.
- (Cooper and McIntyre, 1996, p 118)
Both of these references, written twelve years apart but giving a similar 
message, focus attention on the activity of moment by moment adjustment
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by both teacher and pupil as they engage in dialogue to the end purpose of 
enhancing the pupil’s learning. The learning should then lead to ‘handover’, 
the time when the pupil can operate independently of the teacher.
The essence of the process is that learners do not remain 
for ever propped up by the scaffolding of adult assistance, 
but come to take control of the process for themselves.
(Edwards and Mercer, 1987, p 23)
Bonnett (1994) points out that it was only when a pupil carried on unaided 
that we could say they had demonstrated understanding. I found that, in my 
work with children for this dissertation, I tended to stop the work too soon, 
satisfied with a joint success in solving a given problem. I needed to give 
more thought to follow-up without losing pupil motivation. I needed to 
know how much support to give at any one time so that the children could 
make connections with existing schemata, but not giving so much of my 
own constructs that they could not assimilate what was being said. The 
wrong amount either way can lead to frustration (Wood and Wood 1996). 
Frustration, in its turn, can lead to lost motivation. Motivation loss lessens 
the productive learning as the learner has little desire to make connections 
with existing knowledge.
The frustration is related to a loss of self-esteem, as the learner fails to 
perform as they expect. We all have a need to succeed, as is drawn out by 
Child’s (1993) comments on Maslow’s hierarchy of need (pp 45-46). We 
desire the enjoyment of success and seek to avoid the unpleasant feelings of 
inferiority, weakness or helplessness associated with failure.
The point at which learners take full control is a matter of debate. White 
(1992) says that an essential aspect of metacognition, thinking about 
thinking, is that learners take control of their thought processes, which are 
independent of the teacher, to a substantial degree. This puts a considerable 
strain on the teacher who is seeking to support the learning, but not take 
over control. I found that, during this research, in the first round of 
conversations with each child, we were working almost wholly to my
agenda. White would regard this as a threat to quality learning because of 
the point made earlier about losing connection with the child’s constructs. 
The dilemma is that I, as the adult, have been exposed to the domain in 
which we are working for longer than the child and am anxious to see that 
their learning does not lead them away from socially accepted -rules’.
Bruner (1985) used the word, ‘scaffolding’ to describe the work of a tutor, 
be they an adult or more competent peer, in serving the learner as a 
vicarious form of consciousness until the learner is able to achieve 
conscious control over their new function or conceptual system. As I was 
working with learners, I found myself holding onto the whole task whilst the 
learner came to terms with an aspect of it, then rehearsing back to them the 
larger task and where the aspect upon which they had just been working 
fitted into it. An example was when I said, “How many eights in a 
thousand? We’ve got twelve remainder four in one of those ... squares. You 
said there are ten of those squares, so how many eights in ten of those 
squares?” (Jay 30.10.97 p 13). Bruner goes on to write about limiting the 
complexity of a task to the level with which a learner can cope, filling in the 
rest until the learner can tackle more of the activity or concept.
During my research, I became convinced of the need for teachers to have 
worked out very carefully interconnecting pathways of small steps in 
understanding so that whichever pathway the learner chose to take, the 
teacher could guide them along it in manageable increments, whilst they 
hold on to the ultimate destination for that learner. The teacher would need 
to have identified the attributes of a concept and to have presented them one 
at a time whilst the child is working through Vygotsky’s potential concept 
stage to maturity (Child 1993). Wood and Wood (1996) also highlight the 
fact that the teacher is aware of the whole and can bring critical features of 
the task to the learner which they may otherwise have overlooked. The child 
needs some concept of the whole, the context in which they are operating 
but their grasp will be incomplete and this is where the teacher can guide 
them.
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Bliss, Askew and Macrae (1996) describe research into classroom dialogue 
using video, audio recordings and field notes to identify a taxonomy of 
‘scaffolding’ strategies in three domains, one of them being Mathematics. 
They use the term, ‘assisted performance’, which has wider implications 
than ‘scaffolding’ and equates in that respect to my term ‘supporting 
learning’. They concluded that in the classroom:
There is practically no joint activity because little use is 
made of the pupil’s contribution...Much school knowledge 
(concepts such as negative numbers, fractions or 
conservation of energy) initially exists as part of the 
teacher’s (but not the pupils’) knowledge. It is abstract, 
takes time to communicate and, thus, is hard to scaffold.
The effect of trying to scaffold this knowledge turns 
interaction into a pseudo one, or bypassing, rather than 
joint negotiation, missing.the pupils’ input. Further 
investigation is needed into ways of scaffolding socially 
constructed knowledge.”
(Bliss, Askew and Macrae, 1996, p 58)
This is the key dilemma which I have touched upon a number of times. So 
much of Mathematics knowledge is socially constructed, as I will discuss in 
the next section. The learner needs to grasp the socially accepted ‘rules’ but 
also needs to make sense of the domain for themselves. ‘Assisted 
performance’ possibly implies continuing support where the pupil does not 
reach the point of ‘handover’ (Edwards and Mercer 1987) and I have to 
admit that my pupils did not always reach that point during our discussions. 
This further stage must be the aim for learning to have fully taken place.
I have considered the issue of inducting pupils into areas of socially 
constructed knowledge, whilst supporting the construction of their own 
conceptual structures. I have also considered the role of the teacher in 
stimulating and assisting that process, which is at the heart of learning. 
However, I have no doubt that it is difficult for a teacher to support, or 
‘scaffold’ the learning of a number of pupils in the classroom, as 
exemplified in this study working with small groups, but I hope that my
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dissertation will provide thought for practitioners as they work through 
related issues in relation to the domain of Mathematics, to which I now turn.
Mathematics
The teaching and learning of Mathematics at Key Stage Two is my focus. I 
offer my model, (Fig 2.1) arrived at during the course of this study, of how I 
see facets of the domain of Mathematics, natural and socially constructed, 
relating to each other. I have superimposed on top the operations of teacher 
and pupil in relation to it. An explanation follows the model.
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Fig 2.1 A conceptual model o f  the domain o f  Mathematics.
I maintain that the aspect of Mathematics which has to do with pattern in the 
natural world, exists outside any socially constructed framework which we 
may give it. Others might disagree as follows: “Mathematics is a system of 
human thought, built on centuries of method and invention” (Chazan and 
Ball 1999 p 7). Infinity exists and impacts upon the domain, but we only 
have a partial grasp because our minds are finite.
In my brief discussion of radical constructivism, I argued for the possibility 
of a stable entity which exists irrespective of each person’s perception. I see 
this entity as encompassing the natural world, much of which is still being 
investigated by scientists, geologists and many others. Smith (1958)
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commented, “It needs only the most casual observation to show the 
presence of mathematical form in plant life” (p 4). He wrote of the spiral as 
being one of the greatest cosmic forms and of heavenly bodies obeying 
physical laws which we express in mathematical language. Spirals can be 
found in shells and in the arrangement of tiny florets in the heads of 
sunflowers. It is frequently shown that each unique snowflake has a 
hexagonal shape, as does each cell in a beehive.
Even if nature, in the behaviour of planets in space and in the form of an 
insect’s dwelling with many examples besides, do follow mathematical 
principles, it still has to be questioned whether people can assimilate the 
relationships and complexity of the life forms around them in the same way 
as others or whether we each hold conceptual understandings unique to 
ourselves. This is at the heart of radical constructivism. Unless we do grasp 
the attributes of a hexagon, for example, in a similar way to others, the 
sharing of discoveries becomes impossible. In fact, no scientist could use 
the data produced by another; no mathematician could use the calculations 
of another in order to expand knowledge. We would all have to start from 
first principles. I believe we can know, at least with a considerable degree of 
similarity bom of identifying attributes, nature’s symmetry, its shape and 
form and that it is possible for the teacher to introduce the learner to what 
they, themselves, have discovered or had passed on to them.
The mathematical phenomena occuring in nature lead us to a domain where 
much comes to us as a result of slow construction over a long time, our 
system of measuring time being just one example. Time, I conceive as being 
both socially constructed and having an aspect which stands outside human 
invention. Days, as such, are part of nature, but the division of days into 
hours, minutes and seconds is a human construct. It seems that a French 
priest, Gabriel Mouton, “introduced the idea of making the unit of length 
bear a specified relationship to the circumference of the Earth” (Land 1960 
p 23). Thus, an aspect of the metric system was defined. Adjustments to his 
original suggestion have been enacted since, but the point is made of the 
relationship between naturally occurring phenomena giving rise to human
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construction in the domain of mathematics. Related to this is one central 
core of the domain, for our society, base ten, a system of arranging ten digits 
in a given numerical sequence or pattern to signify conservation of number.
I maintain it is a construct which children need to grasp in common with 
other members of their society if they are to operate as numerate 
participants, but the problem with this construct is its highly symbolic and 
abstract nature, not least of which is the concept of infinity which it 
embraces. For example, when one is dealing in decimal fractions with 
irrational numbers, it is not possible to calculate such a fraction exactly.
This calculation, derived from the base ten human design, continues for 
ever, into infinity. So with other mathematical principles, some a product 
from both natural and human design, determine how we calculate, how we 
derive formulae. A simple example is that of the circumference of a circle, 
approximately three times the diameter, and that would be true of any circle, 
even one occuring in nature, whether we knew it or not. If we then choose to 
calculate in decimal fractions, we find ourselves with an irrational number.
Another example of infinity is that of the diagonals of a pentagon which will 
form another pentagon whose diagonals form another and so on into 
infinity. We have here a concept which we, as adults, find it hard to 
comprehend. Children, too, need to begin to grasp the unending nature of 
decimal fractions, alluded to above, if they are to appreciate in any depth the 
construction of place value.
If one accepts Piaget and his stages of development, there is little hope of 
children really grasping the foundations of our society’s mathematical 
system until they have passed the stage of concrete operations because of 
the need to deal with abstract symbolism and concepts. I do not believe that 
this is the situation but see the teacher, through language, being able to draw 
the pupil into their own grasp of the domain which also may enlarge in the 
process. I think of a time, some years ago, when I asked a child to compare 
the diameters and circumferences of circles by drawing and measuring. He 
was seven years old, barely beyond the stage of concrete operations (Wood 
1988 p 42), yet we were able to discuss his work and come to an
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approximation for pi which he then used to find the approximate 
circumference of other circles.
The pupils, on the other hand, enlarge the teacher’s understanding by their 
enquiry and insights (White 1992). White conceives of divergent thinking as 
producing an interaction where the pupil’s knowledge enlarges and moves 
more into the teacher’s whilst the teacher’s enlarges by contemplating the 
constructions made by the pupil (p 160). Hence the two-way arrow inserted 
in the overlapping rectangles which represent the knowledge of the 
teacher and the pupil. Transfer of knowledge between the two is a process of 
appropriation (Torrance and Pryor 1998). The sum total of the two 
participants’ knowledge reaches far beyond the domain of Mathematics but 
also impinges upon it.
In any conversation between teacher and pupil, the teacher may well be 
adapting their own constructs in the light of rules held by the community 
and modifying their own thinking in response to the perceptions of the 
pupil.
By seeking to bring forth and to modify the mathematics
of children, we are involved in its construction
(Steffe and Tzur, 1994, p 12)
Our understanding, pur mental schema, although grasping fundamental 
rules, are constantly being revised in the light of experiences and engaging 
in a discussion is an experience. Cobb (1994) sees two ways in which this 
might happen. One is ‘mutual adaptation’, often where shifts of 
understanding are taking place within the minds of the participants even 
without their knowing. The other way is one of ‘mutual appropriation’, in 
which teacher and pupil absorb and use each other’s contributions (Torrance 
and Pryor 1998). I would hope the latter is the case, each participant 
growing in understanding and knowledge as they take from each other. The 
teacher grows in their understanding of the child’s view and of the way that 
child processes thought. For me, during this study, it became apparent that I 
treated Bill and Jay differently according to my perception of the processes
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whereby they assimilate new learning. This should become apparent during 
part four. The child, hopefully, grows in their understanding of the domain 
and the rules which govern it. They may also gain a greater insight into the 
conceptual thinking of the teacher. When I wrote about supporting learning, 
I referred to calibration given in Cooper and McIntyre (1996 p 118) where 
they conceive of a process in which teacher and pupil hold each other’s 
understanding in view and adjust to it as necessary. To my mind, this does 
not imply the appropriation, taking to oneself, the other’s insights as an 
entity, as is thought by Torrance and Pryor (1998), but it does give the idea 
that the two are adjusting their thinking, absorbing into their own 
understanding the contribution of the other. It makes the knowledge 
accessible to the other in such a way that the listener can take what it is they 
think the speaker is saying and re-interpret it within their own concepts. 
Such, must be the nature of verbal interaction if knowledge is to be shared.
Having considered the conceptual model with which I presented the reader 
at the beginning of this section I now turn to concentrate on the task for the 
teacher, seeking to make the abstract concrete. There are two aspects upon 
which I wish to concentrate, bom out of my reflection on the first 
conversation I held with Jay (see section 4). Does one use situational 
settings to explain mathematical concepts (situated cognition), in order to 
support an understanding and the manipulation of number, or does one 
focus on the drawing out of relationships in number constructs (the use of 
pattern in mathematics)? I consider both in the following sections.
Situated Cognition
During my first recorded conversation with Jay, given in some detail at the 
beginning of section four, I found myself using an example from everyday 
life to seek to help him to grasp a mathematical calculation. Upon 
examining the transcript, I asked myself whether this was an appropriate 
strategy and here I examine the theoretical basis for that question.
Mathematics is a domain with its own language and procedures which may
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not relate to the everyday world of the learner because it is highly symbolic 
in nature. On the other hand, calculations of various kinds do impinge on 
life. An example would be whilst shopping which even a young child might 
experience. The task of teachers is to bring symbolism and experience 
together, but in what relationship? The question has to be asked as to 
whether Mathematics, at primary level anyway, should always be related to 
everyday life or whether there is a place for discussing pure mathematical 
operations. Does a child find it easier to calculate when that calculation is 
related to their experience of the world, situated cognition, or does this 
shield them from understanding the symbolic patterning of numerical 
structures, as in place value, for instance? Meadows (1993) would say this is 
a problem because symbols are manipulated without referring to their 
meaning. That may be so, but children must know how to cross-reference, to 
take calculations and relate them to a variety of meanings so that they 
operate as numerate members of society. Meadows proceeds to say that a 
consideration of the meaning of calculations supports consideration of their 
appropriateness.
Children, acting as mathematicians, need to be able to engage in 
metacognitive behaviour, reflecting on their work by checking, monitoring 
and relating to other instances. I call into question whether such flexibility 
can be acquired when the development of a mathematical concept has been 
related to a particular set of situated scenarios. Maybe thinking about the 
meanings in one context might inhibit thinking about them in another. 
Maybe there are generic concepts and skills, once learnt, which could then 
be applied in a variety of situations. Cooper (1992) and Cooper and Dunne 
(2000) question the attempt to use ‘real’ situations for problem solving,
^ certainly where tests are concerned. The test situations are couched in terms 
where assumptions have to be made about the ‘reality’ and the ability of 
candidates to extract the essential mathematics. Becoming part of that 
‘reality’ in order to extract the features needed can confuse the issue. 
Extraneous assumptions, about which the student does not have sufficient 
information, could cause them to work on a premise at variance with that of 
the examiners’. “The child is required to disconnect their reasoning from
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their own knowledge and experience of ‘everyday’ matters” (Cooper and 
Dunne 2000 p 100). Previously, Walkerdine (1988) had described this 
activity as a process of ‘de-contextualisation’, freeing from one way of 
thinking and entering another, possibly alien, setting. ‘Freeing’, therefore, 
involves suppressing thoughts in one domain in order to adopt them in 
another. Such is the task of a learner as they seek to operate as a 
mathematician in a pseudo-real world. Pimm (1995) would concur. He 
comments:
The connections pupils make in Mathematics, when the 
teacher may only be aware of the customary mathematical 
sense of a particular word or phrase, can be fascinating.
(Pimm, 1995, p 4)
This implies that pupils do not always focus on the desired mathematical 
attributes, desired from the point of view of the teacher and/or examiner, 
within text book ‘real-life’ problems. My limited experience in this study 
shows two children, Karen and Jay, those with more limited mathematical 
achievement as revealed by their Standard Assessment Test scores (see 
Appendix 4) took their thinking about the ‘problem’ into realms which I did 
not intend when posing the problem. Their thinking was, indeed, 
fascinating. Bauersfeld (1992 p 471) also draws out the variety in children’s 
conceptions related to paying for tickets on a tram. They had a number of 
concerns which were not related to solving the mathematical problem but 
were real in their minds as they projected themselves into the setting 
described.
The question of voeabulaiy used within the domain of Mathematics can 
confuse. A word such as ‘difference’ has a precise meaning in that setting 
but in everyday life it can have a variety of meanings depending on the 
context, a point raised by Rowland (1995). It is very difficult to iron out all 
the ambiguities and make the problem part of the practical experience of all 
students.
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Resnick (1989), supported by Pimm (1995), said that linguistic 
interpretation added complexity to story problems. Why should this be so? 
Children become engaged in comprehending the text. They may not 
understand all the vocabulary or the way the sentences are constructed, even 
if they are verbal. This is problem to solve even before accessing the 
mathematics. In my findings, given in section four, I give the example of 
children discussing the mathematics needed to calculate entry into the 
Kennedy Space Center. This is before they engaged with any calculation. 
Their decision on which operation to use was discussed in relation to how 
easily the calculation worked out, not a comprehension of the question. 
Their past experience of such questions in textbooks which are “massaged 
for the audience” was quite a sensible premise upon which to work when all 
else failed. It may be one thing to require children to identify the sum they 
need to undertake, once they know how to perform the calculation, but 
actually learning how to do it whilst grappling with a comprehension 
problem adds complexity to the task.
Murphy and McCormick (1997) make a comment in relation to Science and 
Technology teaching which is also true of Mathematics, “problems have to 
be personally meaningful and purposeful within a social framework ” (p 
463). Calculation within an actual situation in order to solve a presented 
problem can be said to be ‘authentic’, providing the necessary context for 
shaping thought. Participants in a scenario, such as the purchasing and using 
of ingredients in cooking, can perform far more complex tasks, within a 
hierarchy of difficulty, than they can when presented with a similar problem 
on paper outside the context (Carraher, Carraher and Schliemann, 1985; 
Cooper and Dunne 2000). I believe this to be because the question of 
comprehension is removed, the need to project oneself outside the concrete 
here and now is overcome. The purpose of the calculation is clear.
Resnick (1989) saw the need for children to be able to develop their own 
understanding and methods of calculation, a point emphasised in the 
National Numeracy Strategy (DfEE 1999a), and then to be able to map the 
arithmetical operation onto a problem in order to solve it. It is a necessary
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skill, but understanding of the operation is needed first. I would add that the 
skill of mapping the operation onto a problem also needs to be taught. The 
children need to know how to extract the essential mathematics, and this 
might not be immediately obvious. Walkerdine (1988) quoted two examples 
of seeking to make mathematics comprehensible to small children by the 
use of coins in small quantities (pp 140-143). I am not sure she was 
advocating the approach by quoting these extracts of discourse because the 
children brought in extraneous matters to the conversation which might 
negate her point. However, the children do appear to make responses which 
would indicate understanding, but I question whether this is a case of the 
adult hearing what they wish to hear. Walkerdine went on to point out that 
the amount of coins used for the ‘shopping’ made it unlike the real thing and 
that the coins were returned after the ‘purchase’. The practical setting, she 
maintained, could be “misleading and downright unhelpful” (p 146). This is 
the point I will draw out from my own research in section four.
Not all would agree that the pure mathematics comes first. Meadows (1993) 
considers that it is the very symbolic nature of number disengaged from 
everyday reality which hinders children from understanding how to 
manipulate the numbers so as to reach an expected solution. She would 
probably advocate the setting of the calculation of algorithms into problems 
which are within the experience of children so that they can follow what is 
happening to the numbers. Her view would be supported by various people, 
for instance Ainsworth, Wood and O’Malley (1998) who justify using 
representations of small coins for their research into children’s development 
of computational ability by reference to the work of others but do not 
examine the issue in detail. They emphasise, “the importance of allowing 
children’s concrete and everyday knowledge to support the learning of other 
types of understanding such as principled and computational knowledge”
(p 142). Their work does not prove or disprove the superiority of using the 
concrete and everyday knowledge because pre- and post- tests, as well as 
the learning in between all use the coin representations. Answering the 
question of the appropriateness of using such a context for the children’s 
work, is not their purpose.
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Particularly for those holding to Piaget’s view of a concrete stage of 
thinking preceding abstract thought, the need to present material in what 
could be called ‘situated cognition’ is strong, von Glasersfeld (1994) holds 
that a string of mathematical symbols remain meaningless for the learner 
until they have engaged in activities such as counting and have had a 
sensory motor experience on which to base their mental operations. I would 
agree with that. Counting objects, I maintain, is an authentic activity, not a 
contrived one. Jaramillo (1996) also advocates that “students learn concepts 
by using manipulatives (concrete objects) in a realistic-authentic context to 
construct meaning from their interpretative experiences ... learning how to
associate these tangible objects with abstract-mathematical concepts”
(p 137). Further discussion of manipulatives appears later in this section I 
have no argument with ‘authentic’ experience, if this is what is advocated, 
but it is not always possible to provide it for all learning situations. It is 
when reality is contrived for the purpose of teaching mathematical concepts, 
that I believe problems are created for children.
Bruner (1971) saw three stages of development; enactive, when one needs to 
work with actual objects; iconic, when one can manipulate objects mentally, 
thinking in pictures; symbolic, where one can manipulate symbols in the 
abstract. Sometimes children become confused when we seek to use a 
context to help them understand a mathematical concept. Perhaps it is the 
very need to move from one stage to another within a single session which 
confuses. My experience during this study (see Karen 12.5.98, talking 
about the Sea Life Centre, and Jay in Bill and Jay 17.5.99 talking about a 
birthday on February 29th on pages 134-7), was that asking questions in the 
context of their experience shifted their focus from the computation to the 
actual situation. They were thinking in pictures but could not move away to 
the symbolic.
The introduction of a familiar setting led Jay and Karen off at a tangent. 
There might also be another reason why the use of actual situations
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confused them. Perhaps the issue was the way I used the problems, and that 
led to thought away from my agenda. Perhaps there are more fundamental 
reasons why children can find such settings unhelpful. I believe there are, 
and that one has something to do with infinity. The manipulation of 
numerals allows for such a concept. Finite everyday situations which are 
used to give a context for the understanding of Mathematics limit the 
learner’s understanding of the continuing nature of some symbolic 
operations. I pick up the importance of pattern in Mathematics in the next 
section. Often pattern has a repeating, never-ending quality which is lost in 
a life context.
More important, probably, than the subject of infinity is the fact that 
everyday illustrations have aspects which work at cross purposes with pure 
mathematical thinking. For instance, Ainsworth, Wood and O’Malley 
(1998) wrote of using the manipulation of money as the basis to enhance 
conceptual thinking in calculation, as I have already indicated. When I was a 
teacher in school I was tempted to use money, fractions of a pound, to 
support an understanding of decimals and have witnessed others using a 
similar approach. We often see an amount written as £8.56, the pennies 
expressed as one hundredth of a pound. We have an amount expressed to 
two decimal places. However, in school, we are wanting children to 
understand the first decimal place as one tenth of a unit, the second as one 
tenth of a tenth. Children need to understand decimals as an extension of 
place value where an identical digit to the right of another represents one 
tenth of its quantity (Pimm 1995). The concept of one hundred pennies in a 
pound is strong and not many of us have such a clear concept of ten ten- 
pences so we do not see the first decimal place in money in this light. This 
becomes a small but, I would hold, significant inhibiting factor to the 
understanding of decimals through money. My view is that children should 
understand the pattern of pure number first and then immediately be 
introduced to its relevance for common situations. Granted, children do not 
bring to school a total ignorance of using money but, as I have just 
discussed, their experience can mislead or divert their thinking.
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The use of calculations involving money was also used as an example by 
Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) to illustrate the use of multiplication. 
Their argument was that students learn algorithms and routines out of any 
context and are not be able to apply them in a particular situational setting. 
On the surface, this seems to contradict my argument above, but in fact 
there is little disagreement in our positions. I am not arguing for the rote 
learning of routines totally outside the understanding of how algorithms are 
built. The context for the acquisition of mathematical understanding is that 
of pattern in number. I consider it to be authentic, in fact the key set of 
domain-specific concepts to be necessarily acquired. This understanding is 
the tool, referred to by Brown et al. (1989), which can then be given a 
context of activities for any community using the tool, for instance the 
worlds of trading and construction. It is this quest for pattern in number that 
they portray as domain specific behaviour in teaching problem solving, that 
of collaborative work on a magic square, very similar to some of the 
activities I introduced to my pupils during discussions recorded for this 
study. I do not argue for the acquisition of this ‘tool’ as an end in itself, but 
as a means by which it can be used flexibly in the situations of life.
Miles and Miles (1992) say that children do not always make the connection 
between concrete manipulatives and abstract number. This is true in their 
experience even for apparatus specifically designed to give an 
understanding of base ten. E von Glasersfeld (1994) also states that sensory 
motor material cannot convey to the pupil mathematical operations ready 
made. They need the intervention of a teacher. Pimm (1995) advocates the 
use of manipulatives but also adds certain caveats, “with suitable teacher 
guidance,” (p 22), adding “Physical manipulation alone is seldom enough: 
teachers also encourage pupils to talk about what they are doing,” (p 27). 
Why is it that the use of manipulatives, such as Dienes blocks, with their 
clear base-ten properties, do not convey the teacher required concepts when 
children handle them? Pimm says that the child’s attention is drawn away 
from the intended mathematics and onto the need to control the apparatus. It 
adds a dimension of complexity to the task, in the same way that dealing 
with computational problems set in pseudo real-life situations adds
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difficulty. This is not to say that the manipulative is of no value. It can be, as 
Pimm (1995) says:
* a means of illustrating something mathematical;
* a concrete representation of an abstract concept;
* a tangible means of generating and exploring
mathematical ideas.
(Pimm, 1995, p 25)
The exploration needs the input of the more knowledgeable adult who can 
hold the manipulation and the concept in balance, supporting the child as 
they use one to illumine the other. The adult can help the child see the 
relationship, to grasp the concept which is wider than the apparatus and to 
move to a point of independence from it. I did not use apparatus during my 
conversations with the children but I did make use of drawn models which, 
whilst they could be held to be abstract representations, I view as having a 
similar value, used in the way outlined above.
In her survey. Hunter (1994) found that a number such as 28 was thought of 
by many children as twenty-eight single objects and not as two tens and 
eight units. Without a sound understanding that the position of a digit 
determines its value, learners find their grasp of place value and related 
matters to be tenuous. They also find calculations and algorithms 
mystifying. I return to Pimm (1995) who says that there are two separate 
aspects to algorithms, ‘what to do’ and ‘why this is what we do’ (p 69). 
Children can be taught what to do without understanding the implications of 
placing digits but when they forget what to do they are left without a 
strategy, unable to use their understanding of why we do it to resurrect the 
lost learning. In addition they have difficulty transferring to a new situation. 
Bereiter (2001) says that whoever consciously seeks to make connections 
between concrete and symbolic operations can make the transfer (p 77).
They ask the question, why are we doing it like this? The understanding is 
crucial.
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Children need to be able to engage in metacognitive behaviour to be able to 
check, refer, cross-reference, evaluate and use alternative strategies 
(Meadows 1993), but to do this they need to know how the symbols relate to 
each other. Such metacognitive activity comes through language and is 
necessary for concept formation (Vygotsky 1962). The difference between 
viewing learning Mathematics as a constructivist activity, understanding the 
way mathematical symbols relate to each other, and one which is 
sociocultural, based solely within a cultural setting (Cobb 1994) would lead 
to just this distinction. If one holds that children need to understand the 
manipulation of number, for instance, as ordering with the intention of 
seeing relationships and pattern the emphasis is less likely to be on seeing 
the relationship of calculation to operating as a numerate person within the 
culture. Cobb argues that both are involved, but one needs to lead the other, 
and this relationship to be drawn out through discussion. As has been 
presented above, a grasp of how the symbols within the domain of 
Mathematics are manipulated to form patterns is, to my mind, the priority. 
Transfer to use within a situation can then follow.
Patterns within Mathematics
Whether Mathematics is to be viewed as a “body of knowledge or as a way 
of thinking” (The Open University 1990 p 57) is important for my 
pedagogy. As a constructivist, I would view it as a way of thinking and my 
study emphasises the understanding of the domain. Understanding implies 
solving the problem of, ‘why things are done this way’, of seeing within the 
domain of Mathematics, and number in particular, how one aspect relates to 
another. Relationships in this context can best be seen as patterns. In order 
to grasp the ever increasing complexity of the patterns, changes in the 
concepts held by the learner need to take place. Mathematics as problem 
solving implies ‘conceptual change’ (The Open University 1990 p 57), and 
this is what I am about because I believe that children need to grasp the 
inherent nature of Mathematics as one of pattern. I am not alone in this 
view:
Mathematics educators have long recommended
exploiting patterns and relations and encouraging the use
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of informal reasoning (thinking) strategies as ways of 
facilitating the mastery of number combinations,
(Baroody, 1999, p 171)
and this bears out the earlier words of Land:
The interest in counting shown by these young children 
seems to lie in the numbers themselves, in repetition and 
in the patterns of the numbers, rather than in actually 
counting things.
(Land, 1960, p i )
Numbers relate to each other in a network of structures which needs to be 
grasped. Form and formulae depend on human appreciation of their 
symmetry. Ainsworth et al. (1998) would claim that this is best achieved by 
experimenting, hypothesis testing and the active seeking of solutions to 
mathematical puzzles, but also say that primary pupils do not readily engage 
in the active seeking of multiple answers. I hold that their reluctance to do 
so needs to be overcome because that reluctance would detract from their 
appreciation of the pattern of number, an aspect of which, place-value, or 
more accurately ‘quantity value’ as Thompson (1999) would say, is vital to 
an adequate grasp of the manipulation of numerical symbols.
Unless children are able to embrace a series of strategies for calculation 
there is a danger that they will follow a rote learned procedure without 
bothering to understand the underlying logic. This, of course, limits the 
ability of transfer to new situations. It can lead to systematic mathematical 
thinking but wrongly applied. Askew and Brown (1997) advocate spending 
a great deal of time helping children to calculate mentally and to delay the 
use of traditional algorithms until much later than has hitherto been the 
practice. By doing this, they feel children are encouraged to see connections, 
understand patterns and then to use them to solve problems.
Pupils need to be given opportunities to develop flexible 
methods of working with numbers, including mentally,
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and to develop mental methods that enable them to use 
known facts to derive facts that they cannot recall.
(Askew and Brown, 1997, p 13)
The pure memorisation of facts such as multiplication tables is 
uneconomical and hazardous, claimed Whittaker (1986). I would not totally 
agree. So long as the pattern for producing the tables is understood, the 
ability to recall certain facts at will, rather than having to work them out 
every time, can save a great deal of effort. Some facts need to be known so 
that others can be derived from them.
Unless a teacher understands the need for pupils to have a clear grasp of 
pattern in number and the ability to manipulate known facts to derive others 
and to solve problems, the teacher’s responses to perceived understanding 
may not be as skilful as it should be. This is why I spent so long on place 
value and the structure of number in my discussions with pupils such as Jay, 
Gemma and Hayley, but I was fairly sure that even after our work their 
concepts had areas of confusion. How can these confusions be alleviated? 
This is where a teacher’s skill must operate within the child’s conceptual 
understanding which Vygotsky called their Zone Of Proximal Development. 
Whether a teacher can define the zone for any particular child or not is 
worthy of consideration but beyond the scope of this study. What is 
important is that the teacher must be able to make an accurate formative 
assessment of the child’s developing understanding of number relationships 
and operate at, as well as forward from, the point of need. The accurate 
assessment may well be more than just appreciating what has been written 
on paper or, even, spoken in answer to a question. It probably involves 
listening carefully to how the child expresses their thinking; the way they 
form their argument; the way they move in their thinking from one premise 
to the next; the way they appreciate increasing complexity of pattern. I have 
to confess that analysis of my discourse with pupils showed that often I was 
not accurate in my assessment of their understanding and faltering in the 
support I gave. For further discussion see part four, particularly the section 
on discourse.
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Askew and Brown (1997) talk about using the known to derive the unknown 
and this is precisely how the teacher can support a learner as they develop 
understanding. Although difficult, Ainsworth et al (1998) claim it should be 
possible to determine many of the mathematical facts known, and number 
patterns appreciated by the learners, before using these to help them find 
ways for themselves of constructing flexible pathways to new solutions. 
Chazan and Ball (1999) give the example of teachers holding back as 
students discuss, but then contributing ‘substantive mathematical comment’ 
at appropriate moments.
We hold this to be a kind of “telling”, a providing of 
intellectual resources, a steering, an offering of something 
intended both to contribute to and to shape the discussion.
(Chazan and Ball, 1999, p 9)
The skill is to set the problems requiring solutions at the appropriate level 
and then to present the learners with stepping stones which take them in a 
forward direction. Steps are linear but stepping stones may be set in such a 
way that the learner can elect to use them or not, taking a variety of 
pathways or using flexible strategies. This I tried to do by presenting 
material such as the two squares where children could discover relationships 
and pattern and where I could listen for opportunities to take thinking 
further.
Kamii and Livingston (1994) take an extreme constructivist view of 
acquiring mathematical understanding by agreeing that children can learn 
from others, but holding that the result is a construct of their own making. 
Each person has their own understanding which is unique. Children would 
be encouraged to interact with numerical relationships and their social 
environment by the answering of questions from the teacher, but should not 
be told what to do because that would be the construct of another person. I 
do not agree that questions are the only stepping stones available to support 
or help the learner make their own constructs or that there is never a place 
for passing on some factual knowledge. So long as the knowledge can be
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accommodated into existing schemata the pupil can adjust and use that 
information. A teacher encouraging exploration of an idea by introducing 
their own hypotheses into the conversation might also provide valuable 
support in promoting flexible thinking.
Bruner (1971) suggested that it is not always necessary to encourage free 
exploration of concepts when he quoted the work of Dienes in presenting 
pupils with a highly structured set of cards through which they worked to a 
high level of abstract mathematical thought. However, these children were 
said to have IQs of 120-130. Whether one agrees with the idea of equating 
intelligence with being able to perform on particular types of tests, the fact 
remains that these tests favour mathematically inclined abstract thought 
which would be receptive to that kind of approach. No wonder those 
particular children did well. One has to ask whether the experiment 
displayed a typical response, making connections, accommodating to newly 
appreciated relationships. The discussion thus far has emphasised flexible 
thinking, not working through a set of highly structured paths because 
children need “time to discover the regularity themselves” (Baroody 1999 p 
170). When they are encouraged to look for pattern they are making sense in 
their own terms, for example when Bill and Jay discussed a pattern they had 
discovered (19.4.99 on page 157).
Key issues for the teaching of Mathematics which arose during my research 
centred around:
* the induction of learners into socially accepted ‘rules’ in such a 
way they become their own;
* the role of situations, both fictitious and authentic in enhancing 
understanding;
* the encouragement of an understanding of pattern in Mathematics 
in order to facilitate application to problem solving.
My research question highlights oral exchange as a vehicle for addressing 
these issues and it is to a consideration of how best to engage in such oral 
exchanges for the enhancement of learning that I now turn.
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Aspects of discourse
Within this section, I examine how others have approached the task of 
analysing discourse in order to give a context for my own attempts. I 
continue by looking at some strategies employed by teachers which have 
resonance with my own approaches to discussion with children. The term, 
‘discourse’ can be given as, “the communication of thought by speech: 
mutual intercourse of language.... a conversation” (The Oxford English 
Dictionary 1989), which, likewise, can be defined as, “verbal 
communication, talk” (Collins English Dictionary 1991). The same 
dictionary continues to define discourse as, “a unit of text used by linguists 
for the analysis of linguistic phenomena that range over more than one 
sentence”. This is the sense in which I have tended to use the word in this 
dissertation. The word, ‘discussion’ is generally viewed as a development of 
a conversation: “an argument or debate with a view to elicit truth or 
establish a point” (The Oxford English Dictionary 1989), whereas a 
conversation can be given as an “informal talk between people, 
communication” (Chambers 21st Century Dictionary 1996). However, the 
Collins English Dictionary also gives the verb “to discuss” as “to have a 
conversation about”. I aspired to a discussion when talking with the children 
for this study but sometimes we were engaged in purely communicating our 
thoughts, undertaking a conversation. It is difficult to determine when the 
one becomes the other and, because disctionaries use the words 
interchangeably and it is not a central issue of this dissertation, I have used 
them in a similar manner.
Edwards and Mercer have written:
The overriding impression from our studies is that class 
room discourse functions to establish joint understandings 
between teacher and pupils, shared frames of reference 
and conception, in which the basic process (including the 
problematical features of that process) is one of 
introducing pupils into the conceptual world of the teacher 
and, through her, of the educational community.
(Edwards and Mercer, 1987, p 157)
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As discussed earlier, in the section on radical constructivism, I would 
disagree that the function of the basic process of classroom discourse is that 
of introducing pupils to the conceptual world of the teacher, even the 
educational community. Whilst there is a need for the child to embrace 
concepts common in society, within that ‘common knowledge’, they need to 
develop their own frames of reference! Beyond this, one has to consider 
whether joint understandings are established just because verbal interaction 
is taking place between teacher and pupil! If the teacher uses concepts, 
vocabulary or syntax which are totally outside the understanding of the child 
they will not communicate. My study builds on the work of others, some of 
which are cited below, who have sought to investigate the nature of 
discourse in the classroom and how teachers and pupils establish joint 
frames of reference.
In a study carried out in Leeds, Alexander, Willcocks and Nelson (1996) 
used tape recordings to analyse discourse for structure, syntax, pedagogical 
strategies, curriculum content and number of children in a discussion group 
in order to study changes in the curriculum associated with discourse and 
pedegogy. In the conclusion of their report they state that what really 
matters are pupil outcomes which are consistent with the learning goals 
being pursued. I agree, and outcome, pupil learning, is at the heart of my 
research question. However, what is learned is an important consideration. 
If, whilst learning to compute using a certain algorithm, the pupil is left not 
understanding why that algorithm produces a correct result, all they have 
learnt is a series of actions which, if forgotten, leave them without that 
ability to function. The process by which the learning is achieved, therefore, 
is a vital part of that consideration. If the children learn that calculation 
through the construction of understanding which allows them to transfer 
their learning to a new situation, they can be said to have their own 
conceptual framework upon which to draw. Bereiter (2001) draws out the 
difference between the child who has learnt how to undertake a task and one 
who has taken time to understand the task in his or her own terms, thus 
making it possible to draw on that understanding for transfer to new 
situations. The latter thrives, the former struggles to embrace new learning.
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The process is important because those conceptual frameworks become 
increasingly complex as children respond to external stimuli. If the nature of 
the stimuli is inappropriate to the learners’ needs, misconceptions can be 
built in their minds. The process of delivering the stimuli, therefore, is 
important and within this study I concentrate particularly on the process of 
delivering oral stimuli.
Whatever the process, Alexander et al. (1996) go on to say that evaluating 
products is problematic because it is difficult to find outcome measures 
which are valid and consistent with learning goals, whatever they may be, 
and in my case the acquisition of socially agreed mathematical concepts, as 
discussed earlier. Outcomes are part of a developmental process and may 
well alter as soon as one seeks to assess or evaluate them. In the oral 
process, the evaluator, or teacher, has to listen to what is said by the pupil; 
how it is said; even what is not said in order to establish pupil 
understanding.
The question now has to be asked, “how do you study the development of 
concepts within the learner?” One approach is by analysing the discussions 
which take place in the classroom. Within a normal classroom, the teacher 
has to follow the development of their discussions with pupils as it happens 
with little time to reflect. It is possible to record and even transcribe the 
conversation but even this does not guarantee an accurate assessment of 
how concepts are changing or developing. It does, however, afford the 
opportunity for the teacher or researcher to identify moments when the 
speaker seems to be articulating a development in their understanding.
By tracing the utterances about a particular concept over time it should be 
possible to see a developing complexity of conceptual thought on the part of 
the learner. I confess to not having seen much development as I examined 
the discourse from my discussions with the children. One possible example, 
Gemma 19.5.98, 9.11.98, 8.3.99 is given on pages 94,102-3 and 113, but 
this is over a period of time and certainly cannot be attributed to my inputs 
alone. Probably any one concept made too rare an appearance in the 
transcripts for developing complexity to be apparent. The question, of how
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to trace developing complexity in understanding, needs further 
consideration, not possible within the confines of this study.
I wrote above that it was important to consider how things were said. I 
continue by saying that how the points made are received, listened to, is of 
vital importance if children are to avoid misconceptions in terms of societal 
expectations. The listening is the responsibility of both parties in a 
conversation. Without that listening, it is not easy for the teacher to respond 
appropriately to needs of pupils. As Jay and I spoke during our initial 
conversation I found myself using several oral strategies as vehicles for 
conveying and eliciting meaning. I sought to examine how appropriate they 
might have been in listening and responding to the concerns of Jay. These 
were then used as a stimulus for examining how one might use oral 
strategies. In the course of that examination a further strategy, supposition, 
was identified and noted for consideration. In all, listening became the 
dominant theme. Whether the listening is to learners or to peers, the need to 
engage in active listening is the same. As Riches (1997) points out, 
“although we hear a voice, the words are not listened to and the mind is not 
engaged” (p 174). He goes on to say;
Real listening is active in the sense that what is said is 
taken in, thoughtfully considered and, if relevant, shapes 
future exchanges.... Active listening requires getting 
inside the sender’s point of view.
(Riches, 1997, p 175)
When teachers are teaching, it is easy for them to be thinking about what 
they want to teach, what the next point should be, that is, working to their 
own agenda. Too often, the teacher does not consider the child’s input 
thoughtfully enough. In that case, the child’s point of view is only partially 
grasped and future inputs from the teacher are not shaped by the pupil’s 
thoughts. The pupil’s concept should be changed at the point of need, best 
identified by an accurate evaluation of their input.
Adult responses to pupil input can take the form of a variety of discussion
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strategies and it is to those identified as a result of analysing the transcript of 
. my initial conversation with Jay, that I now turn.
Listening as part o f Initiation, Response, Feedback (IRF)
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) developed a very detailed system of analysis 
which, they claim that with minor modifications, can be used to analyse a 
wide range of classroom situations. I find this disturbing because there 
appeared to be a rigidity in the exchanges they analysed which seemed to 
me in most instances to take the form of IRF, that is, initiation, response and 
feedback. By this statement I register a concern that ERF may not be the 
most successful strategy in encouraging concept formation. Sinclair and 
Coulthard, themselves, came to the conclusion that not all well-prepared 
lessons, given in this form, bring about successful learning and that this 
could be because pupils rarely challenge the teacher’s orientation. The 
teacher always has the last word, whether pupils really understand or not. If 
pupils do not understand, their learning of what the teacher intends is 
minimal.
Alexander (1997) argues that there is a place for such structured 
conversations because questions help the teacher to find out what a child 
knows and giving feedback helps the child to monitor their progress. That 
may be so but surely it depends on the nature of the questions as to whether 
they elicit a response which is valid in terms of the pupil’s true 
understanding and whether the feedback is understood by the pupil in the 
way the teacher intended. I consider the nature of open ended questioning in 
particular in the section following this and also examine the effect of pupils’ 
reception of questioning. Some years ago, Barnes (1976) maintained that so 
often pupils interpret a question as the opportunity to show the teacher that 
they can give the right answer. The pupil assumes the teacher knows the 
answer and, therefore, as Barnes says, the teacher is a poor audience. They 
are not perceived as those who have a genuine interest in the explorations of 
the child, in really wanting to know the child’s thoughts about the subject. 
Questions go wrong because the teacher fails to project into the pupil’s 
viewpoint and assumes an answer, based on the pupil’s ability to guess what
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the teacher wants. More than one “why?” in my work following a correct 
answer from the child elicited the response, “I don’t know.” The child had 
been able to read into the context what they should say but were not sure of 
the reason for that answer. If there is a place for IRF we need to know how 
and when, as well as what other types of exchanges are possible.
IRF, I believe, has a role to play in enhancing learning and we need to find 
times when the strategy can usefully be employed. One example I give 
from my work was when I wanted Jay to focus on an inaccuracy in his work 
(pp 95-9). A non-specific question, ‘can you see the difference?’ left him 
guessing which difference was in my mind. He had no criteria by which to 
judge the appropriateness of his response because he could not appreciate 
where his work was amiss. I gave him no clues. He had to interpret my 
intention and guess. Later, my questions became more closed, asking for 
specific factual answers and giving specific directions. The moves, building 
on one another, led him to the point of error realisation. This, I believe, to be 
an example of how an IRF sequence supported the clarifying of a 
misconception, just one way in which it could profitably be used. However, 
the profit is with the situation and in many instances IRF may not be the 
most useful approach. As Barnes (1976) said, ‘the more a learner controls 
his own language strategies and the more he is enabled to think aloud, the 
more he can take responsibility for formulating exploratory hypotheses and 
evaluating them’ (p 29). I add, the more the learner is constructing their own 
understanding rather than just entering into the teacher’s, the more he or she 
learns.
Flanders (1970) argued that IRF interchanges occurred more frequently in 
Mathematics, compared to other domains. He also found that in his research 
teacher initiation was higher in classes where the ability of the students was 
more limited. This may be because they take time and teachers are unwilling 
to See the distress as children try to make sense of a mass of data. I certainly 
have felt this, but that might be because I have not ensured a secure base of 
understanding within a child before presenting him or her with an 
inappropriate degree of uncertainty. (See Jay 22.2.98 pp 2-5.) The need is
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even greater with less-able students to give them space to understand at their 
own pace than for their more able counterparts who are more likely to 
follow the teacher’s reasoning. Whatever is the case, teachers need to ensure 
that they have considered the appropriateness, the context of and the reason 
for all the questions they ask. They need to consider whether the child has 
the relevant understanding upon which to draw for their answer; whether the 
jump in understanding required to answer is sufficiently small as to allow 
the child to assimilate it into their schemata and whether they provide 
feedback which aids that process. They need to consider whether the subject 
is part of a socially produced concept to which pupils need to be inducted or 
whether it allows for individual interpretation.
So far I have referred to IRF, but Barnes (1976) distinguished feedback as 
being of two kinds, assessment and/or reply. If the teacher stresses 
assessment, the pupils will strive for an acceptable performance, whether 
they understand or not. In a reply, there is a building on the response which 
can help the pupil restructure. I would liken this difference to the one which 
could be drawn between IRF and IRE (evaluation) the term used by Cazden 
(1988). If the teacher purely provides the learner with an evaluation of their 
performance, the learner only has the possibility of constructing 
understanding up to the point of their response. If the pupil is provided with 
feedback, or a reply in which the teacher builds on what they have said there 
is the possibility of them understanding more. Eisner (1991) writes, “Using 
contingency questioning [rather than evaluation questioning], the teacher 
makes adjustments to support student thinking and expression of ideas, 
stretching them beyond where they are to the next higher level of 
functioning” (p 136). Can that be true of feedback following response to a 
closed question, the type of question often used during an IRF sequence? I 
think so because it is specifically related to a response the pupil has just 
made so it is likely to have a direct link with existing schemata.
Jay commented on pure evaluation and the experience of receiving feedback 
by saying:
When we do it in class, write it down that we’ve tried to
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work it out, give it to the teacher and either he marks it 
right or wrong, but with this we sort of just ask, we work 
on one question for a long time so you can think about it, 
so then in the end we come to the right answer straight 
away.
(Jay and Bill, 24.5.99, p 18)
Feedback could be seen as a means whereby the pupil can monitor their 
progress in understanding and, where necessary, realise the need to adjust 
their thinking, even though Edwards and Mercer (1987) hold that whatever 
is said after a pupil responds the pupil will interpret as evaluative. I am not 
sure that matters. Where a teacher-pupil relationship is one of mutual 
respect, the pupil can welcome and use the evaluation linked to feedback, 
even if it is negative.
As I indicate, I would not want to rule out IRF approaches to the 
development of understanding, because if the teacher and pupil share a basic 
point of reference the teacher can ask questions in such a way that each one 
is a small development on the previous one and the pupil, who is following 
these increments, will be helped to grasp the whole. How are teachers to 
check whether the pupil is sharing the understanding if they do not ask? It is 
all very well saying that learners should be constructing their own 
understanding but they need support, presented in manageable amounts, 
with which to carry out the construction of emerging concepts.
Where pupils break out of the pattern of IRF and produce divergent answers 
with real learning potential, as Alexander (1995) sees it, the intersections are 
not always followed up by teachers, according to his findings. How might a 
teacher respond? I return to Flanders (1970) for a number of possible 
responses:
by acknowledgement or paraphrase, by making 
comparisons to authoritative sources or task requirements,
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and by comparing the ideas expressed by one pupil to 
those of another, or something the same pupil said earlier.
(Flanders, 1970, p 253)
These are not new ideas but are still most useful points for consideration. I 
found in my work at least two instances where I responded to children in 
such a way. When a child said that he was really stuck, I referred him back 
to earlier work and it was not long before he saw the relevance of it to the 
new situation and was able to work through it (Bill 5.5.98 p 11 - see pages 
95-6). On one occasion, we were seeking to solve a question about the 
number of fish in a tank at the Sea Life Centre when the child asked a 
question about how the centre obtained their fish (Karen 12.5.98 p 4 - see 
page 137). I explained about breeding. It certainly did not help us with the 
mathematics under discussion, but she may have added to her understanding 
of the world as I sought to answer a question relevant to her thinking, rather 
than ignoring it. Such a response would not have been so easy to give in a 
classroom setting where the discussion might have been irrelevant to other 
pupils, but in the one to one I could acknowledge Karen’s concerns.
Listening in order to formulate open-ended questions 
So how does the teacher stimulate the kind of pupil-initiated responses to 
learning where that pupil is free to make contributions relevant to their own 
thinking, yet still within the designated area of knowledge? One approach is 
by asking open-ended questions, questions which encourage children to 
produce their own individual responses and implicitly demonstrate that there 
are alternative ways of dealing with the question, each equally appropriate 
and helpful There is no one right way to respond. Wright (1990) advocated 
reasoning questions which encourage children to hypothesise and use 
mathematical vocabulary as a natural part of their work. That may be fine 
but how do children cope with such questions and how do teachers ask those 
appropriate to the situation? It has been my experience that pupils can find 
such questions as ‘how?’ or ‘why?’ threatening when faced with a 
mathematical problem and it takes considerable skill on the part of the 
teacher to know when the pupil has a) sufficient understanding b) sufficient
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confidence to cope with such a question and c) when they need challenge or 
support.
Whatever response a child may have ... has to be 
challenged and deepened, but in ways which are an 
empathetic response to that individual.
(Bonnett, 1994, p 170)
Much will depend on their past experiences, whether the culture of their 
classrooms has been conducive to independent thought and exploration of 
ideas or not.
Pollard and Tann (1993) give a taxonomy of questioning, including 
questions they describe as having high level cognitive demand, and classify 
them according to purpose:
* to explore information and ideas ... 
reasoning/interpreting, hypothesising/ speculating, 
imagining/inventing;
* to encourage synthesis of information and ideas by 
focusing on contradictions, discrepancies, different 
sources of evidence;
* to encourage evaluations, decision-making and 
judgements;
* to encourage the transfer of ideas and application of 
knowledge.
(Pollard and Tann, 1993, p 229)
I believe they are saying that the teacher should so phrase questions that 
pupils are stimulated to undertake the kind of activities outlined above. 
Certainly the emphasis encouraged in the Numeracy Strategy is questioning 
of the kind advocated by Pollard and Tann with examples such as, “Could 
there be a quicker way of doing this? Would it work with different 
numbers? (DfEE 1999a p 6). Johnson and Gott (1996) give an example of 
the difference between two questions about condensation. The first, “Where
has the water come from?” is closed and assumes children know that water 
has a source. Better, they say, a question, “How come water is now here?” 
This open question does not assume conceptual knowledge on the part of 
the child and their answer would have been stimulated by their construction 
of understanding. I have come to the conclusion that when open questions 
are appropriate to the understanding of the children they can be used both to 
challenge thinking and support in the development of understanding. How 
far depends on the skill with which those questions were employed, and it is 
there that I detect considerable room for improvement in my own work.
I wrote earlier of the need for a teacher to listen actively. Bonnett (1994) 
sets this into the context of teacher/pupil interaction:
facilitating learning requires the teacher to ‘listen’ for 
what is incipiently there in the consciousness of the pupil: 
the questions and possibilities that his or her present 
thinking inherently hold within itself - and to challenge 
him or her to acknowledge and pursue them. To do this the 
teacher must also ‘listen’ to what things themselves 
(including, of course, human culture and its artefacts) have 
to offer so that she can put the pupil in the way of new 
experiences which may contribute to a deeper and broader 
understanding.
(Bonnett, 1994, p 180)
The question, “How come water is now here?”, given above, might well 
provoke a response which has aspects of present commonly held scientific 
theories about condensation, but some misconceptions as well. First of all, 
teachers needs to know what the theory is in some detail, to have ‘listened’ 
to it so that they have a grasp of its complexity and the inter-relationship of 
attributes. They, then, need to tease out from the child’s point of view those 
attributes which align before formulating questions arising from the points 
of agreement and difference.
The challenge would be to avoid telling, or asking closed questions in order
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to direct thinking in a certain way, taking the teacher’s agenda, and to devise 
further open questions which provoke exploration and development in 
thinking about condensation. “How do you know?” might be a possibility, 
or, “ Why do you think that?” Both cause a focus on an aspect of the answer 
which could then be explored. Bonnet calls such an approach, ‘person- 
centred’, because the focus is on the learner’s ideas and not on the subject 
matter. He goes on to advise that the teacher should also offer something of 
their own understanding but only in relation to that of the learner. Knowing 
when and how to do that, moving from the stimulating of comment from the 
pupil to inputting new thought; knowing how to combine approaches so that 
the focus is on developing the skills given by Pollard and Tann is 
demanding much of the more knowledgeable adult and an ideal of which I 
fall well short in my discussions with children.
Using ‘wait time9 to listen a) to the other person, b) to yourself 
“Silence appears as a rich communicative resource,” write Jawonski and 
Sachdev (1998 p 273) in their study of secondary school pupils’ beliefs 
about the use of silence. One of the problems with encouraging reasoned 
responses seems to be that after asking an open question teachers do not 
give sufficient time to allowing pupils to formulate their answer. Having 
analysed over one thousand two hundred tape recordings, Rowe (1974) 
concluded that a wait time of between three to five seconds resulted in the 
quality of interactions between pupils and teachers being enhanced on eight 
counts. What she did not explore was whether the pupils’ learning was 
actually increased. All she claimed was that “changes in wait time shift the 
game towards a more equitable state” (p 203). It might not have been 
possible for her to have examined this aspect, given the context in which she 
worked and the inexact nature of learning, but it is an important 
consideration. Tobin (1986) did consider student achievement and 
concluded that the “mean summative achievement for the wait time 
feedback group classes was higher than mean summative achievement for 
control group classes” (p 196). So, where the teacher was encouraged to 
wait, by frequent feedback, achievement seemed higher, but I am not sure 
how the study controlled the underlying cognitive ability of the students.
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Whilst their progress was measured in the same way the rate of their ability 
to assimilate new material was not. For some, their ability to learn may have 
been greater than for others. Was it the underlying abilities of the children or 
the skill of the teacher in employing silence which determined the greater 
progress in the feedback class? This needs further investigation. Cazden 
(1988) said that a change of intent is not enough, the teacher needs to pause 
for more than a second in order to give the child time to think. Wood (1992) 
contended that it was not so much the level of question that helps pupils but 
what happens afterwards. The longer the silence, the more profound the 
response from the pupils. Even after these comments had been in the public 
domain for some years, Pollard and Tann (1993) found that the average wait 
was still only about two seconds (p 230). This is a matter of concern 
because if the quality of pupil contributions, or as Rowe (1974) puts it, “the 
value of eight student outcome variables” (p 204), is greater when the 
teacher waits more than three seconds than it is when they wait less time, 
the likelihood is that pupils are engaging with the content at greater depth. 
They are given the space to assimilate the context of the question or 
information they have just heard, to seek for related knowledge in their 
understanding and to evaluate how the two relate to each other. The 
opportunity to build on the other’s contribution to the conversation is 
enhanced. Rowe makes reference to the fact that without pauses 
conversations tend to be fragmented, speakers contributing but not listening 
with adequate attention to others, so that their contributions run in parallel, 
rather than building on those of others.
Children using space to process their thinking takes time, possibly less for 
the more-able student than for the one who does not learn so rapidly.
For teacher discourse to influence student learning, the 
information contained in the discourse must be cognitively 
processed by the learner. Consequently the rate at which 
information is presented should be matched with the 
cognitive processing capabilities of students.
(Tobin, 1986, p 192)
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Collins (1996) found that in her work with quiet children they seemed to 
benefit from an opportunity to rehearse their contribution to whole-class 
discussions, given time to construct it in their own terms. For other children, 
a pause may serve a similar purpose. The time to rehearse in their minds 
what they arc going to say may give them greater confidence. It is not easy 
to be speaking and constructing your argument at the same time and yet this 
is often what we require of children. The quieter ones may fear that if they 
start speaking it will not be supported by their thinking. Rowe (1974) found 
that teachers waited more than twice as long for an able child to answer than 
a less able one. I might surmise this to be because they were more confident 
that the answer would eventually be produced by the more able. However, a 
less-able child might well need the benefit of the time to rehearse their 
thinking, as with a quieter child, before exposing it to public scrutiny.
The pressure is on the teacher, in the class situation, because whilst they 
wait for the one child the others might become inattentive, or so they feel. 
This may not, actually, be the case. Rowe found that the longer the pauses, 
the fewer the disciplinary moves the teachers made. It is possible to wait for 
the one and to expect the others to occupy the time processing the 
discussion thus far.
When a student is speaking they can pause to collect their thoughts and if a 
teacher interrupts during that time the flow is broken, both for the student 
who loses some of the elements of a half-formed idea, and from the point of 
view of the teacher who does not ‘hear’ the student’s thoughts aright (Rowe 
1974). Not only does the teacher need to wait when they have spoken but 
they need to ensure the child has finished before responding.
A further consideration for teacher wait-time is the claim made by Tobin 
(1986) that after a pause a teacher asked questions which helped pupils 
engage with understanding the material before them, rather than questions 
which just gave a pupil an opportunity to demonstrate present knowledge. I 
give an example on pages 110-111 (Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99 pp 16-
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17) where I did not ask open questions but waited and was helped to realise 
something of the pupils’ train of thought. I was given needed thinking time.
I discussed the value of closed and open questions in sections preceding this 
one but as I examined my own performance I found that my response was 
fairly open when the pause was after a pupil speaking, but when it was after 
an utterance made by me I tended to supply an expected answer if the child 
did not speak first. This happened particularly after I had made an 
inappropriate demand. The benefits of waiting are not guaranteed. Factors 
such as the appropriateness of the preceding question, the context of the 
silence and the relationships existing between speakers have to be taken into 
account.
I wonder whether silence is so helpful when you are working with children 
individually? I tried to wait, but had the impression, sometimes, that the 
children found the silence intimidating, particularly in the conversation with 
Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99. Maybe this has to do with teacher-pupil 
relations, maybe it has to do with the nature of the questions asked and 
maybe it was my lack of tolerance of the silence. Maybe in the one to one 
there is another way. Jawonski and Sachdev (1998) conclude that high 
levels of anxiety among students are likely to produce silence from them. 
This is very likely to be the case because they do not wish to make a wrong 
utterance and appear foolish. Too long a wait after a teacher has asked a 
question may well indicate a lack of confidence in the subject on the part of 
the pupils. In fact, Jawonski and Sachdev develop the theme by saying that 
teacher silence is often used in the classroom as a tool of discipline, a sign 
of intended dominance, and that it is not conducive to child participation. I 
do not have any evidence of this from within my data, but know that in the 
past I have used silence as a means of control in classes. Jawonski and 
Sachdev recommend that observational studies are carried out to 
compliment their research on attitudes towards silence to find out exactly 
how pupils do react. I believe such studies would have a contribution to 
make to the debate about teachers pausing more than the five seconds, as 
recommended by Rowe (1974).
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Aspects o f speculation
In the study of classroom discourse carried out in Leeds by Alexander et al. 
(1996), referred to earlier, it was reported that five categories of teacher 
response accounted for 84% of all their verbal interactions. These five were 
“accept” direct response to pupil input; “direct” to request a non verbal 
response; “elicit” question; “inform” to give a direct input and “reply” to 
make a response to pupil input which extended the conversation. These all 
show the teacher as being in control, the authority, evaluating and imparting 
knowledge, but what if the teacher abdicated that role in order to encourage 
pupil control of their own learning? Rather than asking open-ended 
questions, which pupils can still interpret as being teacher dominated, some 
researchers have found that pupils begin to overcome their reticence to take 
the lead in a conversation when the teacher speculates:
Teachers who give their own thoughts and ideas, who 
speculate, suggest or surmise, inform, interpret or illustrate 
or who simply listen and acknowledge what children have 
to say create a classroom climate which produces the 
mirror image of this pattern [referring to short-exchange 
ERF]. Even with pre-school aged children, I have found 
that youngsters will respond to speculation with 
speculation, hypothesis with hypothesis and suggestion 
with interpretation.
(Wood, 1992, p 209)
Hughes and Westgate (1998) make reference to this quotation from Wood in 
their study which sought “to identify, within relatively long stretches of 
discourse, any apparent key moves or sequences which might lead to, or 
support children in, more active and cognitively engaged roles with their 
adult talk partners” (p 174). They found examples of teachers building on 
previous responses from pupils and reflecting back to a pupil a summary of 
what they thought the pupil was saying. In doing so, the teachers 
acknowledged possibilities within what had just been said and gave 
expressions of approval, all in a speculatory role. Hughes and Westgate felt
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that such behaviour promoted cognitive activity from pupils beyond mere 
recall or expected connections. However, they did feel that their work was 
incomplete but shed light on seemingly profitable approaches.
A speculatory manner on the part of the teacher can encourage pupils to 
explore a subject without feeling the need to fulfil teacher expectations, 
even though eventually their explorations may need directing along the line 
of the intended learning outcomes the teacher may have. “When students 
hold views different from those of the mathematics community, what or 
who challenges their conclusion and in what ways?” ask Chazan and Ball 
(1999 p 7). They then proceed to give examples of teachers who held back 
whilst students talked but at appropriate moments asked generic, neutral 
questions such as “What do others think?” or “Can you say more about what 
you were thinking?” There were times in my conversations when I held 
back, allowing the children to discuss and then found it easier to enter with a 
neutral question or comment because I was the listener, I was not directing, 
and only felt the need to prod the conversation when it was becoming 
unhelpful in mathematical terms, for example when working with Bill and 
Jay 26.4.99 pp 3, 24, & 33 (Appendix 2). The manner was speculative even 
if the actual wording was not.
Barnes (1976) described a group of children interacting with each other in 
what he claimed was a speculative manner. Edwards and Mercer (1987) 
subsequently challenged his findings on the basis that he had jumped to 
conclusions too rapidly. Nevertheless, the children in Barnes’ study were 
shown to be deriving understanding from speculating about features of a 
picture depicting Saxon life. The conclusions they reached were those 
consistent with an understanding of the conditions facing Saxons. As Barnes 
maintained, children need to be questioning and evaluating the statements of 
others, rather than hearing with passive acceptance. When children’s, or in 
fact, any listeners’, minds engage actively with the dialogue they are 
constructing input in the light of their own conceptual understanding, re­
structuring and constructing an evaluative reply which not only enriches 
their knowledge, but also that of the people with whom they are in dialogue.
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In Barnes’ study, it was a discussion between children that was stimulated 
by a question from the teacher. As illustrated above, I feel teachers could 
participate in such a discussion if they were able to assume a similar 
speculative stance. By doing so, they model this evaluative style of 
contribution. I do not believe you can evaluate without mentally questioning 
because that evaluation has to be made against criteria and the mental 
activity is to ask how far the object of the evaluation measures up to them. 
The model of evaluating set by the teacher can help pupils to do likewise by 
seeing how it is done and copying.
Rowland (1999) would advocate that such participation, on the part of the 
teacher, requires the use of the inclusive pronoun, “we”, not “you”, to 
illustrate that the work is a joint exercise. This would further emphasise the 
right of the pupil to question the teacher’s utterances.
To my mind, discussion stimulated by conjecture on the part of the teacher 
might contribute to a pupil’s acquisition of ‘principled knowledge’ as 
defined by Edwards and Mercer (1987) where such knowledge “lends itself 
to reflective self-awareness, to “metacognition” (p 165). There is always a 
tension between encouraging pupils to form their own understandings of the 
world around them and initiating them into a culturally accepted body of 
knowledge. Mathematics is a domain of culturally accepted knowledge. 
How, then, does a teacher consistently speculate about knowledge they 
already know and wish to transmit in order to help their pupils to a 
principled understanding, rather than just ritual knowledge? I wished to 
grapple with this dichotomy when working with my pupils in order to 
address how communication can be used to establish and build on pupils’ 
perceived understanding.
Flanders (1970) described a successful teacher as one who has the ability to 
take the ideas of the pupils and to sort them in terms of the learning 
objectives so those which were in line with the objectives were re-inforced, 
whilst those which were not so helpful to the objectives were valued, but not 
developed. I sought to test this when working with a small group of children
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by trying to stimulate via speculation in order to elicit a variety of ideas. I 
found occasionally that, when my speculation was appropriate to their 
thinking, I could take their ideas and develop them along lines matching my 
learning objectives, but my skill in so doing needs further thought and 
development.
Perhaps an example to follow is one cited by Moyles (1997) of a teacher 
who articulated a problem with a set of pulleys and then waited for the 
children to suggest a way out of the problem. Upon success, the teacher then 
asked the children to explain why they had made the pulleys work and then, 
finally, to evaluate the experience. Of a more teacher-directed activity, 
Moyles writes, “The teacher needed to understand exactly what level each 
child was capable of achieving with her support - no mean feat” (p 18). By 
resisting the temptation to give the solution, the teacher was leaving the 
children to find their own levels of understanding, but still supporting them 
and extending their thinking at the appropriate juncture.
Points arising
Key issues in relation to oral interaction between teachers and pupils 
include,
* when it might be appropriate to entertain an IRF sequence;
* how one might use open questioning, in a non-threatening way, to 
stimulate and support learning;
* the appropriate use of silence on the part of the teacher in order to 
give pupils time to order their understanding;
* the role of speculation in encouraging the joint enterprise of 
constructing understanding, both for pupils and the teacher.
A summary of the literature review
I have examined the constructivist view of learning and made clear that I 
consider the role of the teacher as one who actively facilitates the 
construction of concepts within pupils. Many of the concepts will be ones 
held by the society in which the participants are operating. For my study, the 
domain in which the intended learning was to take place was mathematics
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and I asked the question as to whether the learning should be couched in 
life-experienced concepts or whether children should be encouraged to 
appreciate the regular nature of number within the domain, able then to 
apply their understanding to situational problem solving. I argued for the 
latter. I moved on to look at how the teacher might encourage pupils to 
develop their concepts and skills, looking in particular at four discourse- 
facilitative approaches. All the previous points contribute to the answering 
of how a teacher might establish and enhance perceived understanding for 
pupils through oral interaction.
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PART THREE: METHODOLOGY
This section explains my methods for seeking answers to the research 
question posed. I approach it by looking at my work as being in the form of 
a case study, giving some context for the field work. I proceed with a 
description of how evidence was collected and analysed before considering 
my role in the activity.
An Ethnographic Case Study Approach
The study I undertook was of the nature of a case study, giving insights into 
the interaction of an adult, myself, with nine children during a series of 
sessions spread over a year, working with some individually and then with 
them in small groups. My intention, first and foremost, was to view my own 
practice in order to identify approaches which could contribute to an 
improvement. Secondly, I, now, hope to find out insights which I could pass 
on to the classroom assistants who I train on an accredited course. Thirdly, it 
is hoped that something of what I discovered might be of help to teachers, as 
well as being a contribution to the body of knowledge in this field. The 
evidence gathered was essentially qualitative.
The goal is not to produce a standardised set of results that 
any other careful researcher in the same situation or 
studying the same issues would have produced. Rather it is 
to produce a coherent and illuminating description of and 
perspective on a situation that is based on and consistent 
with detailed study of that situation.
(Schofield, 1993, p 93)
It is my task to present the reader with that detailed description and my 
perspective on the situation so that they can take from it whatever is of 
value for themselves.
The research question addressed in my study was, “How can teacher-pupil 
communication be used in the teaching situation to establish and build on
pupils’ perceived understanding and thus enhance learning?” It has to do 
with process, interactions and discourse between teachers and pupils, as 
well as the construction of understanding, how things happen and why 
(Anderson and Arsenault 1998). In order to study the phenomena, I turned 
to methods of investigation which were of a qualitative nature, ethnographic 
in approach.
Ethnography not only implies engagement of the 
researcher in the world under study; it also implies a 
commitment to a search for meaning, a suspension of 
preconceptions and an orientation to discovery.
(Ball, 1993, p 32)
First of all, my work exhibited an involvement in the world under study 
because it was my own actions which were under particular scrutiny. Then it 
involved a search for meaning because without it there was little value 
unless new meanings or reasons for working in a certain way were 
discovered. I also wished to approach the work with a willingness to have 
preconceptions challenged and new discoveries made, a process which has, 
indeed, taken place.
I was involved as the focus of the study but I needed to examine how far my 
involvement led to unacceptable bias as far as drawing out from my 
experience something which is of value to other people. A detailed 
examination of my role appears in the section entitled, ‘a proper 
subjectivity’. Sufficient now is to say that I cannot but come to the study 
with all the beliefs and experience of the past but I hope that the preceding 
conceptual framework in part two has contributed to setting the context of 
my own present thinking by which the work may be judged. I believe the 
conclusions to be as fair a reflection of practice as possible, so that the 
search for meaning is real and not a fabrication of distorted perceptions 
(Eisner 1991).
As for the suspension of preconceptions and an orientation to discovery, I 
wished my study to be a voyage of discovery where succeeding horizons set 
the course for the next enterprise within the whole. Researchers (for
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example Barnes, 1976; Wright, 1993 and Rowland, 1995) have sought to 
gather data and then analyse it to discover themes, a deductive approach.
My study was more inductive in nature (Anderson and Arsenault 1998), 
progressively focused, where early stages of field work or reading set the 
agenda for actions which follow, a model used, for example, by Nias (1993) 
and Ball (1993). Indeed that was the case, as far as how I structured sessions 
and considerable insights into my behaviour have resulted. Roskos, Boehlen 
and Walker (2000) conclude that when they studied teachers engaging in 
self-reflection on discourse in video-taped lessons, at first glance the 
teachers did not seem to have moved significantly and that they seemed to 
have seen what they wanted to see. A second investigation revealed 
“evidence of active understanding: teachers constructing concepts, weighing 
evidence, and clarifying goals ” (p 248). Maybe it takes more than a limited 
period of reflection on praxis before a teacher has internalised changes and 
is able to adopt them in the immediacy of a classroom situation. I intend to 
continue bearing the conclusions in mind as I teach and to seek a continuing 
change in practice as a consequence.
The school context
Seaview School is a Junior school concentrating on Key Stage Two pupils. 
The site adjoins the Infant school from which most of the pupils are drawn. 
The stone buildings have been in place for about forty years so that most 
classrooms are of a traditional design.
The location is within a fairly close-knit community, fiercely protective of 
its history and heritage, an urban/rural setting. Up until recently, a number 
of the children would have been drawn from service families and even now 
some of the families are from ex-service personnel. The school has twelve 
classes of around thirty pupils in each, three to each year and the children 
stay with their class teacher for all subjects. Within each year, the children 
are distributed across three parallel classes according to social 
considerations, rather than attainment, a process reviewed annually when re­
distribution takes place.
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Standard Assessment Test results for Mathematics have risen year on year 
and now stand just above the national average, although staff do not 
attribute this to any particular policy decisions, more to do with the abilities 
of the yearly intakes. The children work in class groups for mathematics 
with the foundation of a printed scheme. However, this is not followed 
rigidly and the teachers use it in a flexible whole class approach. At the time 
of my research, I observed that the lessons followed the pattern of an 
introduction and discussion as a class, individual or pair work on the subject 
in hand, differentiation tending to be by outcome, although a child needing 
help or extension might be given extra activities. This may have changed 
now with the introduction of the Numeracy Hour. Of his sessions the 
teacher of the year five class said, “In the format of the lesson I would be 
introducing the concept, talk, mental work, and then practice... the following 
lesson would be a similar sort of idea but the talk would be ... we start off 
with revision, as it were, just to make sure the concepts have been 
understood " (P.Y. 10.3.98).
The selection o f children
My primary source of information was through tape-recorded conversations 
with a small number of individual children, working on their own or in 
groups, beginning with one I call Jay (the names of all children in the study 
have been changed). The selection of Jay was opportunistic. He was 
available for my study, of the right age and with motivation to co-operate. 
My age focus was Key Stage Two and I decided to work with children in 
year five because of their length of experience in that key stage as well as 
the length of time they had left in which I needed to work with them. I 
wished to focus on children whose experience of education was similar to 
that of many children in this country in order to facilitate relevance for 
possible readers to their own situation.
In order to allow for the possibility of working with some pupils in small 
groups, I approached Jay’s headteacher and teacher for the selection of 
another five children from his class. The specification of the same class was 
to work with children having similar experiences of education. The selection
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was made on the basis of gender - equal numbers of boys and girls, and a 
range of attainments (see Appendix four for year six results). The selection 
was not made on any definitive criteria because the actual performance and 
progress of each child was not the issue in my work. I just needed a range of 
abilities so that my responses to their understanding, as I perceived it, were 
likely to be typical of the responses a teacher might make in a class with a 
similar range of abilities. This would allow for relevance to their own 
situation for possible readers.
The intention of working with children in small groups was to facilitate 
exploration and discussion. I elected to work with those small numbers, 
rather than a whole class, because I wanted to study the detail of how 
individual children responded to my inputs, how they developed their 
thinking and interaction. With a large number at once, the thinking of one 
child would be masked by others. It could be said that the outcomes of 
conversations with a small group of children by an interested adult have 
little to do with the outcomes a teacher might have when discussing a 
subject with a whole class of children. However, as my intention was to try 
and trace the changes in thinking taking place within the understanding of a 
single child this is a highly appropriate strategy. Such focus on individual 
learners is especially timely as discussion in groups is, now, not alien to the 
Key Stage Two classroom because teachers, and their assistants, are 
encouraged to work at length with a few children within the context of the 
Numeracy and Literacy Hours (DfEE 1998 p 12; 1999 p 14). Rowe (1974) 
came to the conclusion, after analysing many tapes of teacher interaction 
with a variety of group sizes, that “whatever pattern the teacher exhibited 
when working with four children closely resembled the pattern displayed 
when carrying on a discussion with a whole class ” (p 205). Based on her 
work, I would suggest that the outcomes from my group discussions might 
be replicated in a normal classroom situation.
The issue of “informed consent” is an important one. Attrichter et al (1993) 
say, “the pupils (or other interviewees) are told what use will be made of the 
data” (p 78). Anderson and Arsenault (1998) write that, “Participants must
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be informed of the nature and purpose of the research, its risks and benefits, 
and must consent to participate without coercion” (p 18). Are pupils in a 
school able to give consent without being coerced? The teacher is in a 
position of power, and I, as an adult in the school, assumed some of that 
power. The children came to work with me because they were told to, but all 
expressed a positive attitude towards the experience, perhaps because I was 
the one asking. However, as an example of limits to the coercion, one child 
did withdraw from working with me on his own, returning only when 
accompanied by his friend. Anderson and Arsenault (1998) do allow for 
parents to give consent on behalf of minors and I did write to parents 
enclosing a permission slip. They were assured of anonymity and 
encouraged to consider the activity an opportunity for their children of 
concentrated individual and small group exploration in mathematics, so had 
some concepts of the benefits, as expected by Anderson and Arsenault 
(1998). However, Eisner (1991), earlier, raised the question as to whether a 
researcher is able to anticipate what will happen, what will be the risks and 
the benefits. I have called my study a “voyage of discovery,” hardly a 
scenario in which I could give either parents or pupils details of implications 
before the event. The pupils were told that the focus was on my 
performance, rather than theirs, the most I knew at the beginning of the 
enterprise.
Eisner (1991) questioned whether anyone can be fully informed “if they do 
not have the technical sophistication or expertise to raise questions that 
someone more sophisticated would raise” (p 217). This is a dilemma and 
certainly, in the case of children, a living issue. Eisner does not have the 
answer, and neither do I, except to join him in saying that in life today our 
privacy is often invaded. By means of changing the names of the children 
and not giving the actual name of the school I have sought to protect them 
as far as possible.
The class teachers were interviewed, using a semi-structured technique, 
covering aspects of their work such as their approach to the subject; which 
scheme of work they used; how they organised the teaching and learning;
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and what they felt about current debates. They kindly allowed recordings of 
the conversations, which were offered to them for review, as well as 
observation of lessons so that I was able to gain insights into the experiences 
of the children within the focus domain.
The cycle.of data gathering
I was a visitor to the school in which I undertook the fieldwork, entering for 
the sole purpose of carrying out my research, during weekly visits in a 
summer term and the following spring and summer. I withdrew children 
from their classrooms to a quiet place, annex of classroom, library or 
staffroom. The withdrawal took place during mathematics lessons so that 
my activity complemented the pupils’ normal routine.
During my pilot study, I recorded and transcribed a conversation, lasting 
about three quarters of an hour, with one child, Jay, analysed the outcome in 
order to find out how I used language and what strategies I used in order to 
help him explore the problem he, himself, set. After reflection, I held two 
half-hour conversations with each of six children individually. The first 
conversation had a focus on establishing understanding, and the following 
one on developing that understanding. Again, after reflection, I moved to 
working with children in groups. The first two groups consisted of the same 
children with which I had worked as individuals, bar one who had left the 
school. The third group was constituted from three children with whom I 
had not worked before, two girls and a boy in order to keep a gender 
balance. With each group, I worked for three one hour sessions, giving nine 
hours work all together. In the fourth session with each group, we reflected 
back on the experience of working with each other in order to gain the 
pupils’ perspective of my activity.
The process I have described above could be conceptualised in a way 
similar to the diagram given by Lofland and Lofland (1984 p 132) and 
interpreted by me as follows:
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Data
AnalysisData
Collection
^ --------------------- Time -------------------- ^
Fig 3.1 The process o f data collection and analysis.
The collection and analysis of data takes place alongside each other and feed 
into each other but as time passes the collection gives way to the analysis. 
Ely et al (1997) say that even that is too simplistic, “the interweaving of 
data collection and analysis is highly transactional, each activity shedding 
light on and enriching the other" (p 165). I resonate with that description, . 
although it seems to me to give a high status to what appears to be a natural 
evolution, and one which, given the time constraints, was not as clear cut as 
the diagram portrays. There was time to reflect between each round of data 
gathering but not between sessions. The most I could do was listen to the 
recording, and, therefore, change in my behaviour caused by reflection on 
my interactions with particular children was extremely limited.
I used audio recording for all conversations. Although the use of a purely 
audio recording means that it is not possible to capture the non-verbal 
contributions to the conversations, such as gesture and expression, the focus 
of my research was on the oral response of the teacher and thus the clarity of 
the sound was paramount. A video recording would provide a fuller context 
but it is more difficult to gain clarity of speech unless an extension 
microphone is used. In addition, the presence of a camera might well be 
intrusive due to its obvious presence. Two small tape recorders sitting on the 
table seemed more easily forgotten, as I can testify. Generally, the children 
were prepared to ignore them as well, making but one or two references to 
them. Even this, I feel, had something of an inhibiting factor, particularly at
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the beginning of conversations, and I needed to be aware during analysis of 
the possibility that the data might be affected. All recordings were 
transcribed in full and analysed as described in the next section.
As a background to the sessions with children I initially established weekly 
access into the classroom and assisted with the teaching of mathematics to 
the whole class, which helped to establish a working relationship with both 
teacher and pupils. I also kept a research biography, “a reflexive account of 
the conduct of the research which ... recounts the processes, problems, 
choices and errors " (Ball 1993 p 46). In it, I recorded thoughts, reflections, 
impressions, ideas for future action. This gave an insight into the process of 
my own learning and construction of understanding.
The discoveries I did make, it is hoped, will be of considerable value to 
myself and, possibly, to other teachers but Hammersley sounds a note of 
caution:
Reflection and inquiry, however “systematic” and 
rigorous”, are not guaranteed to produce advances in 
useful understanding ... Furthermore the products of 
systematic inquiry will not necessarily be better than the 
presuppositions built into traditional ways of doing things.
(Hammersley, 1993, p 224)
Hammersley seems to imply a low expectation of a great deal of systematic 
and rigorous work. Surely even if the outcomes are no better than actions 
based on intuition or a continuation of tradition they add confirmation and 
legitimacy to existing practice. T expected to make new discoveries but 
needed to be open to the possibility that such an enterprise would only serve 
to confirm what is already well known and exercised frequently in 
classrooms around the world. Possibly this can be said to be the case, but I 
believe that my work serves to exemplify and extend the thinking of others, 
as discussed in part two. In one sense the investigation was new, for no one 
has researched these particular children’s understanding or my responses at 
this depth previously, and everyone is a unique human being.
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Ethnographie Transcription and Analysis
Each conversation and interview which was recorded was later transcribed 
by me from the two tapes of each session. The two afforded insurance 
against recorder failure; a fuller coverage of conversation than would be the 
case with one; easier identification of speakers and a means of checking the 
transcription, which was completed using ordinary tape recorders and 
earphones.
Representing on paper the intonation inflections and emotions portrayed on 
the tape was a challenge, addressed by the Use of punctuation, but always 
less than complete. I chose to represent pauses by a line of dots, the length 
of line relative to the duration of the pause. If the pause was lengthy, I 
timed it with a stopwatch during transcription in order to facilitate a study of 
“wait time” (Rowe 1974). A copy of an excerpt from a transcript is included 
in Appendix 1.
Various layouts for transcriptions are illustrated in the book by Edwards and 
Westgate (1994) with the advice “include in the transcript whatever features 
are necessary to the researcher’s purposes ” (p 64). Because of my desired 
emphasis on oral communication, I chose to lay the discourse in the left- 
hand column of the paper with room alongside to write a free commentary; 
between speech moves to write categories of move, developed by myself, 
and in the left-hand margin to add strategies. The main action taking place 
during recordings was that of writing on paper so all papers were kept 
alongside to illustrate the discourse and where even this did not make the 
actions clear a description of what someone was doing was added to the 
transcript in italics. The focus of my study was on the verbal interactions 
between participants and the building of their understanding so the 
commentary alongside needed as much space as the original transcript in 
order to give room for my reflections on the action and speech.
Edwards and Westgate (1994) include in their hook some layouts which 
have a column for each speaker because there was so much overlap, two
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people speaking at the same time. In my transcript, where this occurred, I 
bracketed the overlapping words together, but it did not happen too 
frequently, probably because of my presence which acted as a reference 
point for the pupils, or a chair of the proceedings, however much I tried to 
become one of the group. The transcripts which Edwards and Westgate 
display were between pupils alone, peers with no chairperson. Our group 
conversations probably resembled a different kind of dialogue from one 
emanating purely from a group of peers. In the analysis, I was studying my 
interactions with the children so theirs with each other were of slightly less 
importance to me. Therefore I did not find the multi-column layout 
necessary or desirable.
In part two, I entered into a discussion of various approaches to discourse 
analysis, for example those of Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) as well as 
Alexander, Willcocks and Nelson (1996). I found that none of the methods 
for analysis satisfied the purpose for which I wished to examine the 
transcripts and therefore I developed my own. It is interesting, however, that 
back in 1977 Borich and Madden were pressing for standardised 
instruments of analysis as a way to enhance the generalizability of research 
into discourse.
It was apparent that researchers preferred to develop their 
own instruments, rather than to use or adapt those already 
constructed for the same or similar purposes. This 
emphasis on new instrument development seems to have 
reduced the opportunity for researchers to improve upon 
existing measures, to replicate an instrument’s reliability 
and validity, and to use the same operations to measure the 
same constructs.
(Borich and Madden, 1977, p 3)
In ethnographic study, the emphasis is on the search for reality in the 
situation, not reliability across differing events. My response to them would 
he to say that if researchers are seeking to further understanding of a 
particular subject they are not going to be satisfied to be replicating or
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measuring the same constructs. They are doing a new thing and it needs new 
instruments to understand that new thing (Woods 1986).
The analysis process is systematic and comprehensive, but 
not rigid. The process itself emerges from the data and the 
purposes of the study.
(Ely et a i, 1997, p 163).
It is with this later observation that I would agree. My analysis developed 
consistently throughout but the style emerged as the purpose of my study, to 
look at my responses and how to enhance them, was clarified because it was 
based on what I needed to know.
I looked at the text in three different ways. The first was to write a free- 
flowing commentary of what I felt was happening for each participant as a 
result of the evidence in front of me; my memory of my own thoughts and 
feelings during the event and also the demeanour of the learners. The second 
approach was to look at each utterance I had made, since it was my 
behaviour that was most under examination, and seek to put it into a 
category based on its function in the discourse. As Woods (1986) said, 
“What the categories are depends on the kind of study and one’s interests ” 
(p 125). I tried to keep the number of categories to a manageable number 
which meant that at times two utterances given a particular category might 
vary very slightly in function. If an utterance really did not align with any 
existing category then one was added, an act which was unnecessary in the 
later stages, thus proving the
appropriateness of the scheme in a measure given by Woods (1986). It is a 
technique described by Atkins (1984). The third approach was to look at a 
sequence of utterances which contributed to a particular strategy on my part 
in dealing with my perception of the child’s understanding (see 
Appendix 3).
Comparison o f data with theory
Examination of the data caused me to identify aspects of the discussions 
which were pursued at greater depth in subsequent conversations. This was
in order to find out more about those aspects and seek some answers to the 
question of how pupil-teacher communication can be used to enhance 
learning. My, subsequent, reading around those subjects allowed me to see 
whether my evidence supported, contradicted or developed existing 
arguments, as well as giving me a position in relation to the thinking of 
others (Woods 1986). As I worked I was seeking to find out answers as to 
how could I improve my performance; how I could find something of value 
to help others and what happened when various strategies were employed.
In all this I needed to show that it was likely learning took place. This is 
difficult to demonstrate, but a strategy cannot be said to have been 
successful unless there is learning, the object of the exercise. The outcomes 
from examination of my work follow and some answers to these questions 
are more apparent than others. It has to be remembered that I, or a teacher, 
might be successful with certain strategies in some situations whereas they 
become less useful in others whether they are with individuals, groups or a 
whole class.
Participant Researcher
Because it is my behaviour under scrutiny my role in relation to the children 
needs examination. To some extent my research can be described as 
participant observation (Ghaill 1991; Lacey 1993) because, although I 
visited the school for the sole purpose of carrying out my study, I did have a 
limited input into its life. However, I was not the class teacher so there were 
other influences at work which had to be taken into account. The work of 
the teachers with their children must have influenced what I was able to do 
because their input provided the experiences with which the children were
familiar and through which those children had constructed their 
understanding underpinning my conversations with them. Indeed, I only had 
a minute input into the understanding of the children but that does not 
invalidate the research for it was what happened when I was with them 
which was under scrutiny. I sought to identify and evaluate strategies used 
by myself whilst endeavouring to support learning.
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The disadvantage of such an approach was that I was not involved in the 
day-to-day school lives of the pupils and, therefore, unable to draw on such 
knowledge when talking to them. My knowledge of them was restricted to 
their performance in mathematics and that only partially because they spent 
far more time with their class teacher. I did not have a holistic knowledge of 
the children, their learning and attitudes in other subjects as well as home 
backgrounds. Lives out of school may well have a significant influence on 
reactions in school, including a context in which subjects are discussed. 
However, with a focus on my performance in my work this lack of 
knowledge about the children, a possible distraction, may have helped to 
focus my attention, during analysis, on the actual discourse itself.
If the children saw me as other than a teacher, their responses to me may not 
have been typical of teacher-pupil interaction, encouraging an attitude that 
time spent with me was time spent away from learning. They did know I 
had been a headteacher and I sought to behave in the school as I would have 
done in my own, requiring standards of behaviour and dress with which I 
was comfortable, and which I saw being upheld in the school. On the other 
hand, being seen by the children as outside the disciplinary structure of the 
school, and therefore one in whom they could confide, could be an 
advantage. I certainly felt that as I was sometimes employing strategies with 
which pupils were not totally familiar it was easier for those strategies to be 
accepted as ‘the way of the visitor’.
I was in the privileged position of being able to concentrate on the few 
children for extended periods of time, studying teacher/pupil oral 
interactions at greater depth than is usually possible, without any other 
distractions that life in a school can bring. I did not have to feel under any 
pressure from colleagues to be undertaking other duties and my reflections 
on our conversations were unencumbered by remembrance of other 
conversations held outside the sessions.
I went into someone else’s classroom and worked with children from that 
class. However, I claim my activity was still theory-guided (Carr 1993)
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reflective research because it was my practice which was under scrutiny, not 
that of the teachers of the classes. They were the facilitators of my access to 
the children and situations with whom and in which I was working. My 
intention was that my skill in helping to develop understanding in the 
children with whom I worked should be enhanced, but that also an account 
of my work might help teachers who read it.
A proper subjectivity
Ethnographic study has the features of seeking to explore the nature of 
things by looking at a small number of cases, often using data which is 
natural in context, i.e. that which is a result of natural happenings at the 
point of collection, not pre-planned, other than the normal planning for 
learning undertaken by a teacher before a session. Bird and Hammersley 
(The Open University 1996) claim that ethnographic analysis involves the 
explicit interpretation of meanings and functions of human actions. The 
analysis of transcript material from my discussions with pupils is by its 
nature an interpretation of the meanings we gave to our utterances and the 
functions of our actions, but that interpretation was made by one of the 
participants, myself. The outcome makes possible a useful record of what 
actually took place. As to whether it can ever be “ontologically objective,” 
giving “an undistorted view of reality ” (Eisner 1993 p 50), there must be 
considerable doubt. For a start, my presence and work in the school was an 
unusual happening (Ball 1993) and I needed to be aware that the children 
may well have been confused as to the purpose of my visits. It is difficult to 
explain to a ten-year-old that you wanting to learn more about how to 
improve your teaching and that they are, in effect, acting as research 
assistants. That is hardly a real situation for teacher and learners and yet the 
roles we played were roles familiar in everyday life. Therefore there was a 
naturalness about our interactions.
It has to be asked whether, in the course of my study, I can analyse my 
praxis, “informed, committed action” (Kemmis 1993 p 182) sufficiently 
objectively to bring about an understanding of what has gone on between 
myself and the children.
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A problem seems to arise about whether the practitioner 
can understand his or her own praxis in an undistorted way 
- whether understandings reached will be biased, 
idiosyncratic or systematically distorted by ideology.
(Kemmis, 1993, p 183)
It is difficult to challenge this statement because who can say whether 
anyone is understanding a situation without bias or the imposition of a 
personal conceptual framework on the evidence brought forward. As Woods 
(1986) said of ethnographic description, “it is in itself theoretically laden ”
(p 152), or as Attrichter, Posch and Samkh (1993) say, “Whatever is 
produced or selected as data depends on the interpretative processes of the 
researcher... experiences which have been recorded by the researcher are 
theory laden” (pp 70-71). Therefore, more realistic, maybe, than denying 
bias is the position where a personal position is identified, articulated, and 
used as a reference when analysing evidence. However, I believe that 
making a transcript and then reflecting on that does remove the event one 
step away from the actors.
In transcript the word is made manifest as a random- 
access witness to the event. The text is now a transformed 
object in the world, tangible and accessible for study in its 
own right. For me this transcription of tape into text is a 
significant means of achieving detachment from the 
interactions in which I participated.
(Rowland, 1995, p 19)
To a considerable extent I agree, but the reflection, carried out by one of the 
original players, myself, does come from the same mind with the same 
prejudices, the same patterns of thought and the same conceptual 
understanding. There is a detachment by analysing the transcripts but there 
has to be a bias in the interpretation of the evidence for all of us hold to 
particular positions through which we see the world (Attrichter et al. 1993). 
It is for the reader to judge whether the conclusions I reached were based on 
a distortion of reality or have sufficient validity to be taken seriously.
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Good work... is still - at best - only tentative. But the good 
work ... will be objective, in the sense that it has been 
opened up to criticism, and the reasons and the evidence 
offered... will have withstood serious scrutiny.
(Phillips, 1993, p 70)
Whether opening it up to scrutiny and criticism makes the work objective 
has to be debated. It gives a rigour to the process but the person who seeks 
to reach a view of the evidence by cutting comers, by engaging in methods 
which are anything but thorough, shot through with individual prejudices 
may just come to as near a true conclusion as someone who takes infinite 
care, except that their conclusion is reached by accident rather than design. 
The more conclusions are reached in the light of theoretical perspectives, 
the more likely they are to have been influenced by the observer’s 
interpretation of those theories, a point made by Anderson and Arsenault 
(1998). My work is no exception and has to be viewed in the light of my 
perspective, that of a social constructivist, elaborated upon in part two.
My stand as a social constructivist is enhanced by my knowledge of my own 
context for my work. 1 needed an awareness of my own perspectives and 
this should have given greater insights into the discourse taking place. 
Educative research does not claim to remove bias and 
produce objective accounts of reality.
(Gitlin et <3/., 1993, p 207)
I agree. Even Eisner (1993) himself claims that it is not possible to present 
reality in unadulterated form. How can one reflect in one medium (the 
printed word) what has gone on in another, the minds of two people as they 
interact with each other? For Stenhouse, writing in 1975, this would not 
have been an issue in a study where the teacher is looking at their own 
praxis, “it is the teacher’s subjective perception which is crucial for 
practice” (p 35). Such perception, influenced by perspective, influences 
action.
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Notwithstanding this, I think it is important for my work to be as rigorous 
and authentic as possible because it is only then that teachers can relate any 
of the findings to their “reality” and use them to illumine their own practice. 
That is why I have sought to make clear the theoretical stance I hold; the 
situation upon which my work is based and evidence presented in as 
unadulterated a form as possible. What I choose to present of a vastly 
complicated situation and from hours of work will undoubtedly influence 
the perceptions of it made by any reader. That is inevitable and therefore 
even if my work is “good” it remains tentative. Kemmis (1993) puts this 
point when he states that “since only the practitioner has access to the 
commitments and practical theories which inform praxis, only the 
practitioner can study praxis " ( p i  82). I may be the only person who 
understands the foundations for my actions and the way I approach my work 
with children but if so can I expect other people to enter into that 
understanding in any meaningful way? Am I the only person who can learn 
anything from this study? I think not. I see within it confirmation of the 
thinking of others, as shown in part four. However, the reader will need to 
interpret what I pass on as my learning in the light of their own situation and 
needs.
Conclusion of Methodology
My approach was one of an ethnographic case study where “investigation of 
a relatively small number of cases selected consecutively rather than 
simultaneously, so that analysis of data from earlier cases influences the 
selection of subsequent ones” (The Open University 1996 p 59). The 
theoretical stance taken on learning was within the social constructivist 
tradition, seeking through oral interchanges to reflect on and construct 
meaning, and this was applied to my methodology in undertaking a form of 
evidence based research. It was my behaviour which was the focus of the 
study, and during it I hoped to construct an ever deepening understanding of 
how learning can be supported, by me and by others.
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PART FOUR: FINDINGS
What follows is drawn from an analysis of all the data gathered showing 
how the issues highlighted in my literature review were developed as 
discussions took place with my respondents. Further illumination of the 
comments below may thus be gained by reference back to the place in the 
review where the work of the particular named authors is discussed.
I am addressing the research question of How can teacher-pupil 
communication be used in the teaching situation to establish and build on 
pupils’ perceived understanding and thus enhance learning? In order to 
attempt a possible answer, I needed to simulate, as near as possible, 
conversations a teacher might have with pupils about their work. I chose to 
take as stimulation for our discussions aspects of mathematics, particularly 
number, under discussion in the children’s classroom and approaches which 
I felt might help me explore issues of concern to me. The question 
underlines the overwhelming conclusion to which I was drawn and that was 
that unless the adult has established, as far as they are able, the present 
understanding of the child they cannot hope to develop that understanding 
and encourage learning. Listening is vital. First, some of the discourse 
strategies I employed within the context of the need to listen to responses or 
initiations made by the children with whom I was speaking are explored. 
Following that, another strategy, speculation, is given attention before a 
consideration of the context in which mathematical concepts might be 
presented.
My initial discussion took place in 1997 with a boy I called Jay talking 
about a mathematical problem of his choosing. The intention for this 
conversation was that it might give rise to a consideration of oral strategies 
which were employed. Several issues became evident and they are raised in 
the first section of this analysis. These were then followed up within 
conversations with individual children and then small groups, and as I did 
so, at least one other issue emerged. When I spoke with Jay, on this first
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occasion, I did not set out with the intention of finding out something of 
what he knew in a facet of mathematics but to help him with a problem he 
faced. Retrospectively, I consider that this approach probably caused me to 
move into an instructional mode far too early in our relationship. However, 
reflection on the conversation revealed several discourse strategies which I 
used and which I felt were worthy of further exploration. It also raised in my 
mind the question of whether one could, or should, convey numerical 
concepts through the use of situations familiar to the child or whether 
number should be addressed as patterns to be understood and then used in 
situational calculations. This is how part of the first, exploratory 
conversation proceeded:
Jay U m  (Writes 1000 - 80)
Researcher Let’s have a look, see what you’ve got, right.
Jay That’s what I’m really stuck with.
Researcher You’re really, really stuck with that. OK. How do you think 
you might try and do that first of all?
Jay Well if I .....
Researcher Can you read it out for the tape? So we’ve got it on the tape.
Jay OK. A thousand divided by eighty.
Researcher OK. Fine. Now ...
Jay I think if you put the thousand at the top then you put divide
at the side then you put eighty ... there, just, um and er in the 
tens and thousands, no hundreds and thousands and then 
you, and then you got to divide nought by nought... that’s 
nought and that’s nought and then that’s nought again and
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then one and one and nothing, one, so that makes another 
thousand. That’s wrong.
In this first section, I followed Jay’s agenda and invited him to demonstrate. 
The request to read the question for the tape was partly an excuse to find out 
if he could read what he had written, which, indeed, he could. Whether he 
understood what it meant, was the point I pursued. In hindsight, I feel I 
should have picked up on his last comment and asked a more open ended 
question about why he thought what he had done was wrong which might 
have led me to gain a deeper insight into his thinking than I did. It would 
have provided me with a chance to listen to him. Listening in order to ask an 
appropriate question, is a subject which will be explored in more depth 
throughout this section.
Returning to my examination of data, I chose understanding of division, 
asking a closed question, wresting the initiative from Jay, but seeking to 
clarify in my own mind whether he understood the task. What followed was 
a sequence initiated by me, responded to by Jay and then followed up by 
me, (IRF): .
Researcher OK. Can I ask you a question? When you are trying to 
divide, what are you trying to do?
Jay Oh. I’m try  If you got.... um ... numbers like eight and
nine or something you got ter see how many eights there are 
in nine.
Researcher Right, so you’re seeing how many lots o f ...
Jay Yeh.
Researcher OK .... so .... You’re trying to find out with that sum how
many lots of eighty there are in a thousand.
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Jay Yeh.
Researcher OK.... U m ... How? ... You’ve put it down like that and 
you’ve said that’s wrong. You’ve put it with the eighty 
underneath and then the thousand. OK. How could we find 
out how many lots o f ... um ... eight there is in a hundred, 
do you think?
By taking the lead and asking closed questions I lead Jay along a path where 
his understanding could well be tenuous. I made a huge assumption that he 
would see the connection between dividing eight into a hundred and eighty 
into a thousand. I did this because I felt it would be more manageable for 
him to understand, but he would have needed a clear understanding of place 
value and ratio to have understood the point and this, I doubt, he had. In 
addition, I rephrased his answer to the question about division into terms I 
wanted to hear, but it might not have been what he really meant. We 
continued:
Jay U m  pu t a hundred divided by eight by eight and
Researcher Try not to think about the sum, try and think about what 
we’re doing. Suppose you’ve got.... a pound, which is a 
hundred pence right?
Jay Yeh.
Researcher You’ve got a pound and you’ve gone to buy sweets for eight 
pence each. OK? How, how would you go about working out 
how many sweets you could get for a pound?
Jay Um .. you get.. you .. um .. er .. you could get it if you divide 
the um hundred into ... u h ... eights.
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Researcher Yup.
Jay So it would be a hundred .... eight... how many tens in a
hundred that’s nine, so how many nine eights. These are the 
things I get stuck with as well, so nine eights
Researcher OK. Let’s stop there. Why did you say how many tens in a 
hundred?
Jay Um, because in a ten there’s eight so every eight I can do,
there’ll be some money left over.
Had he been helped by couching the problem in the form of one to do with 
money? It is difficult to tell but it seemed that it was possible because he 
showed an understanding of approximation and related it to money on his 
own volition. He was probably familiar with the idea of handing over a ten 
pence piece if he was spending eight pence and he knew there was a number 
of ten-pence pieces in a pound. This, which was situated cognition, needed 
further exploration and I return to it as focus for later discussions. The 
conversation proceeded without further reference to money:
Researcher Good. OK. So you are saying that eight is near to ten.
Jay Yes.
Researcher And therefore the easy way to do it would be to share it into 
lots of ten .... That’s what you’re saying?
Jay Yep.
Researcher Good, fine. You’re right. That’s brilliant. So, um ... how 
many lots of ten in a hundred?
Jay Nine.
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Researcher Are there?
Jay U m  um ........no.
Researcher Have a think.
It is interesting that he seemed to assume my question indicated an error, 
this being bom out by my encouraging of further thought. In this case his 
assumption was justified but at other times I did challenge with a question 
after a correct answer in order to check understanding.
Jay U m  ten.
Researcher Do you think so?
Jay Um .... don't know.
In our discussion, we were proceeding to use approximation to move us 
forward with the problem, an aspect of number which I picked up in later 
conversations but do not examine in detail in this analysis.
How could you work out how many lots of ten?
You could you could put a hundred down in lines on à
piece of paper, like a way every, you count up to ten then you 
put a line, a big line, so that it stops there and another ten, 
keep on going till you get to the end ... and then count how 
many there are.
You could do it that way, good... o r ... have you ever used a 
number square?
No.
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Researcher
Jay
Researcher
Jay
Researcher You don’t know what a number square looks like?
Researcher That’s right.
I turned the conversation to my own conception of what to do, even though 
Jay had a perfectly good idea. I should have allowed him to continue but 
instead we entered into a protracted period of number square construction 
which diverted us from the main purpose of our need for a hundred in tens.
Jay One to ten at the side and then there’s one to a hundred in
the middle so, and you can do your times table by looking at 
the top .... like if you’re doing .... two, there’s different ones 
like times and adds and stuff and if you’re doing times .... if 
you need to work out two times ... three you just find the 
three at the top, look down the side and then um, go along 
the lines till they join up and that number there is the answer.
Researcher Right. You’re talk, you’re right. You’re describing a 
multiplication square.
Researcher Now there is another kind of square, which you may not have 
used, and it looks a bit like this. It has one and goes along
until it gets to ten, right, and on the next line goes eleven and 
goes along ‘till you get to twenty, and the next one goes from 
twenty-one, goes along ‘till you get to thirty. Have you seen 
one like that? (Drawing grid  whilst speaking.)
Jay Oh yeh, um one of those things where it goes one to ten at 
the top.
Jay Yeh.
Jay No.
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Researcher Right. OK. Goes on thirty-one ‘till you get to forty, right, and 
then from forty-one goes on ‘till .. ’till you get to fifty.... 
fifty-one goes on ‘till you get to ...?
Jay Err ... um, sixty.
Researcher Right, what am ... what am I going to put next?
Jay U m .. sixty one.
We proceeded to work together, Jay telling me what to do until we got to a
hundred. This was the beginning of a change in our relationship, working 
collaboratively, rather than my asking questions and Jay answering. How 
one develops a collaborative working atmosphere was an issue addressed as 
I continued with my discussions. When we reached a hundred, it was back 
to my initiation of the thinking.
Jay Hundred.
Researcher One hundred. OK. How many counts in each of those lines?
Jay Ten.
. Researcher Ten. All right, so that’s ten. Where we started was you are
trying to find out how many tens in a hundred, right?
Jay Mmmm.
Researcher So that’s ten, isn’t it? (Indicating the first line.)
Jay Yeh
Researcher That’s another ten.
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Jay Yeh.
Researcher So how many tens in a hundred?
Jay One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten.
Researcher Ten, right. Ten tens in a hundred.
Jay Yup.
Researcher If you had ten ten penny pieces you would have a pound,
wouldn’t you? Right.... so  The reason you wanted to find
out how many tens there were in a hundred was because 
eight is near ten and we’re starting out with the sum, how 
many eights in a hundred. That was the sum we were doing, 
OK? And you said there are .... that eight is near ten and that 
there are ten tens in a hundred. We’ve got to now so where 
are you ... what are you going to do now to find out how 
many eights in a hundred? If there are ten tens in a hundred.
Jay Um .... um .... do ten add eight. No .... um .... ten eights is 
uh.
Researcher Right. OK. You’ve got.... ten  (writing one ten) OK? No.
You’re trying to find out how many eights there are in a 
hundred, not how many tens there are in a hundred.
(Jay 30,10,97 pp 2-7)
I had confused him and no wonder. He was beginning to translate the 
problem into his own terms, by thinking about ten eights (earlier he had 
spoken about nine eights), but I cut him o ff and continued in my own way 
of thinking. I should have waited, given him time to follow his line of 
thinking and then have supported him in it, Wait time is another issue which 
I pick up later and think about in more detail.
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As was indicated earlier,.! touched on several discourse strategies within 
this conversation namely, IRF, using open questions, waiting and 
encouraging a collaborative approach and these I followed through in later 
discussions. The collaborative approach led, in one of those conversations, 
to an exploration of the more knowledgeable adult using speculation. On 
occasions, aspects of a strategy emerged in the course of the discussion, at 
other times I sought to modify my behaviour in order to employ certain 
strategies, thus facilitating further consideration. In all this, my ability to . 
perceive, with some degree of accuracy, the understanding of the children, 
to have listened accurately, emerged as the vital factor. Before examining 
some strategies through the medium of listening an explanation is given of 
why certain topics were being discussed.
In later conversations with individuals and small groups topics were 
sometimes chosen to facilitate the following up of issues from this 
discussion, but, in addition, other topics were selected because they were 
current in class work of the children. As the discussions took place over a 
period of time, the topics considered varied, making the exerpts included in 
the evidence presented here seem somewhat fragmentary. They are included 
to illustrate a point, not necessarily to chart the development of the 
children’s thinking through a topic.
Listening when phrasing questions
At times, the questions formed a sequence where I initiated the subject, the 
child responded and I gave feedback on that response (IRF). At other times 
the question was open ended and gave the child more opportunity to explain 
their thinking. In examining these types of questions in more detail below I 
ask whether both were useful in giving me the information I needed in order 
to form a helpful response?
Aspects o f Initiation, Response and Feedback (IRF)
In my review of literature I placed myself alongside Alexander (1997) in 
feeling that IRF exchanges have a place in pupil learning, but wrote that
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there was a need to examine further how and when such exchanges might be 
useful. Back in 1976, Barnes sounded a note of caution saying that too often 
teachers read into children’s answers what they want to hear rather than 
what the child really intends. From my study of my discourse with children 
I conclude that it does not seem to be the use of IRF in itself that is the issue 
when considering whether it supports learning, but rather how it is used, 
particularly in the reception of answers by learners, and whether it is 
appropriate to their moment by moment understanding. As I examine 
examples of my use below, I question whether my approaches were 
appropriate.
The first example of the discourse strategy IRF was when I was talking with 
Jay in one of the individual follow-up conversations designed to explore the 
issues raised during the transcript analysis of the initial discussion with the 
same child. We were continuing to think about place-value. He had written 
numbers as 5251, 40275, 5020, 70500 but read them as 5251, 4275, 5020, 
7500. In this situation, I needed to find out something of the exact nature of 
his grasp of the subject.
I include an excerpt of some length in order to allow the reader an 
appreciation of how the IRF sequence developed.
Researcher Yea..ah, that’s what I asked you to write. Can you see any
difference between those two and those two?
Jay U m  There’s no nought at the end or there’s no
nought there.
Researcher Which one? There’s no nought in that, no, but there is in that
one.
Jay Maybe the end bit.
Researcher No, you’re right. These two were right.
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Jay So there’s a nought at the end.
Researcher Don’t alter them. OK. Just look. Can you see anything 
different about those two as compared with those two?
Jay . Those two?
Researcher Mm.
Jay They don’t have a five at the beginning?
Researcher They don’t have a five at the beginning. Yes, those two do
have fives at the beginning. You’re right but those two, that 
doesn’t make too much difference. Now let’s try something 
else. You see each of these figures that are here.
Jay Uh hum.
Researcher We call those digits, part of a number, all right? Would you
like to count the number of digits that are in those two 
compared with those two.
Jay Add them all up so that...'
Researcher Count them. How many digits has that one got?
Jay Four
Researcher How many digits has that one got?
Jay Four.
Researcher How many digits has that one got?
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Jay Five
Researcher How many digits has that one got? 
Jay Five
Researcher Right, so that’s a difference isn’t it? 
Jay Oh yes.
Researcher As well as the five at the front. OK. Would you like to write, 
underneath that one and above that one, thousands, hundreds, 
tens and units?
Jay Thousands, hundreds, tens and units.
Researcher OK
Jay Thousands, hundreds, tens and units.
Researcher Good. Now what about the other two?
Jay You can’t really put them in.
Researcher Mmm.
Jay Oh I’m stuck.
Researcher Right. Do you see, that these two. You wrote that, four
thousand, two hundred and seventy five, and that is what I 
asked you to write. Can you now see what you might have 
done wrong?
Jay I put the zero in.
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Researcher You did, yes.
Jay So I throw it out.
Researcher Right.
Jay There.
Tk h T a
7 6 ,  HT u
Fig 4.1 Jay’s correction o f his numbers.
Jay 22.2.98pp 2 - 3
At the beginning of this excerpt I was making Jay guess what I was 
thinking, using non-specific questioning. This approach was not productive. 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) suggested that can happen when a child does 
not challenge the teacher, even if they do not understand. There were a 
range of answers Jay could have given but I wanted a particular one. By 
moving to very structured closed questioning I caused him to focus on the 
discrepancy between his written work and his spoken contribution but in the 
course of that I elicited from him the answers I was seeking. The question 
has to be asked as to whether this closed ERF sequence aided his 
understanding in any way. Alexander (1997) says it is possible and I believe 
it was in this instance. I believe he saw that he did not have a place for the 
extra zeros. However, I assumed he also gained an understanding of the 
implications of one digit per place with other numbers. This may or may not 
be the case, my ‘listening’ to what he really meant may or may not have
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been accurate. We continued talking about place value in a structured IRF 
format and it seemed that his grasp increased.
Researcher And you get...
Jay Four thousand ... two hundred ... and e r .. seventy five.
Researcher Good. And that would be the same, wouldn’t it?
Jay Thousands, hundreds, tens and units.
I wrote the number with forty thousand and read it to Jay. He was then 
invited to put the column titles above it.
Jay OK um, units?
Researcher Yeah.
Jay tens,
Researcher Yeah.
Jay um thousands.
Researcher Mmmm.
Jay No, that’s wrong.
Researcher You can only have one column.... OK, shall I help you? 
Jay Yes.
Researcher That one’s thousands, OK, and I said forty thousand.
Jay Oh so that’s a ten.
Researcher Ten... whats?
Jay Ten hun.
Researcher Ten...
Jay Ten thousand.
Researcher Ten thousand. That’s right. So that column is ten thousand.
Jay 22.2.98 pp 3-5
He was then able to read a number with several zeros correctly. The 
conversation continued to explore place value for some time, allowing Jay 
to demonstrate his ability with quite a few numbers. Did I adopt the IRF 
approach because I was unwilling to see his confusion? In this instance, I 
think it was to keep his focus on complex patterning and not allow him to be 
diverted by his own confusion. I feel that I did listen and see accurately, at 
times responding appropriately, and, therefore, used closed questioning to 
clarify an aspect of place value for him.
Did a similar IRF sequence help Gemma in the following exchanges? 
Transcript excerpts are given before an attempt at answering this particular 
question.
Researcher How much bigger is that one than that one?
Gemma Well that is one unit and that is ten.
Researcher Right, so how many times bigger is it?
Gemma U m  ten.
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Researcher Yes, that’s right. OK. Let’s do that. How many times bigger
is a one in that column than one in that column?
Gemma Well that’s in the hundreds and that’s only ten now, so the
one hundred’s bigger than ten.
Researcher It’s bigger by ten by how many? How many times?
Gemma One.
Researcher How many times bigger is a one in the hundred’s column 
than a one in the ten’s column?
Gemma Ten.
Researcher Ten times bigger than a one in the tens column, all right? 
Gemma Yes.
Researcher  So how many times bigger is a one in the thousand’s
column than one in the hundred’s column?
Gemma It’s ten.
Gemma 19.5.98 pp 10 -11
She seemed to be grasping the fact that the answer I wanted each time was 
ten, but it still cannot be proved that she was understanding more about 
place-value. I was intent on helping her to see the pattern of multiplication 
by ten but by my setting of the pace and the thrust of the questions I was 
listening for the response I was expecting. It was not difficult for her, in that 
circumstance, to guess what I wanted. Maybe she did listen to her own 
responses and grasp the pattern, maybe not. I should not have assumed she 
had. Interestingly, my responses were evaluative, the word used by Cazden 
(1998), but it did not rest there. The next question built on my evaluation of
her answer. I assumed she understood up to that point and then posed a 
further question which was ‘contingent’, depended on the response she had 
made in order to move forward a step at a time (Wright 1993).
Later, I wanted to use that information to talk about decimal fractions.
Researcher How much smaller is that one than that one?
Gemma U m  huh ten.
Researcher Ten. Yes. So if that’s a one, a whole cake. (J drew a circle
and divided it into ten segments.) How much of the cake 
would that one be?
Gemma Um four?
Researcher Got a whole one. The whole one is there and it’s ten times 
smaller.
Gemma U m  would it b e  ten?
Researcher It would b e  not a ten but a  You would have to
divide the cake into ten.
Gemma Er.
Researcher I’m not doing it properly, like that. So that column is one 
tenth, one out of ten. Have you done fractions?
Gemma Yes.
Researcher Right, so that is one tenth. OK? So if we go to the next
column ........ what do you think would be the denominator
there?
Gemma U m  e r  one quarter?
Researcher Have another think. How many times smaller is that column 
going to be than that column?
Gemma Oh, one five.
Gemma 19.5.98 p 14
I was taking large steps in understanding, moving from place value and the 
division by ten to fractions and then asking for a denominator. It may well 
not have been the form of questioning that confused Gemma, but the 
phrasing of the questions themselves. Certainly, I was not listening to her 
total confusion but seeking to stimulate a right answer, whether she 
understood or not. In this instance the use of IRF questioning was totally 
inappropriate, whatever answer Gemma gave, because I needed to find out 
her thinking on the matter, to listen carefully to her concept of decimal 
fractions. I did not need to be imposing my agenda and thinking on her. Her 
understanding was too far removed from mine.
I referred to a discussion on page 47 which illustrated a comment by 
Flanders (1970) of how a teacher could respond when a pupil broke out of 
an IRF sequence and I include it here.
Bill I’m really stuck at this one.
Researcher Right, let’s give you a little bit of help with it. When you did
this one,
Bill Yes
Researcher The first thing you did was .... I gave you a half and you
changed it to,
Bill Four eighths.
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Researcher You changed it into eighths. Why did you change it into 
eighths?
Bill ‘cause that one was in eighths.
Bill 5.5.98 p 11.
Bill was then able to use that understanding to add fractions in sixteenths. 
By not trying to guess what answer I was wanting and admitting his 
confusion, breaking out of the IRF sequence, he gave me the opportunity to 
refer him back to previous success. He was able to connect with that and 
relate it to this new situation.
The IRF sequence tended to be used in my conversations with children 
when I had made inappropriate demands and needed to increase the support 
I offered in order to maintain confidence; not the most helpful oral strategy 
to build on perceived understanding. A reason why it may not be the most 
helpful strategy is that it relies heavily on the teacher directing the path of 
thinking. This may help a child grasp a pattern, or rhythm, but the teacher 
needs to be listening very carefully to the answers and ensuring that they are 
not the outcome of the child’s successful guesses at what the teacher is 
expecting. My few examples would seem to be in line with the thought that 
it is not the use of an IRF sequence or not which determines whether it 
supports learning, but how that sequence is used and whether it relates 
directly to the moment by moment understanding of the pupils. Calderhead 
(1984), among others, made that point.
Aspects o f asking open questions
If closed IRF sequences have the danger that the child can successfully 
guess the expected answer, that the teacher, on hearing that answer, asks 
another contingent upon it and thus misses listening to the actual 
understanding of the child, does the asking of open questions fare any 
better? I made reference in the literature review to Wright (1990) who said 
that by asking questions which provoke reasoning in order to respond the
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pupil can be encouraged to hypothesise. Pollard and Tann (1993) specify 
higher order thinking such as analysing, evaluating and decision making as 
some of the benefits of asking a question to which there was an infinite 
variety of possible responses. My concern was that such an invitation to 
respond in a way personal to the child might not provide sufficient support 
and could only be used where a child had sufficient understanding upon 
which to base their thinking and the confidence to use it. As I examine my 
limited use of the open question some of these issues are highlighted.
It may well be that open ended questioning stimulates a greater degree of 
learning. The Numeracy Strategy (DfEE 1999b) advocates the use of a 
variety of questions.
It is easy to use certain types of questions - those that ask 
the listener to recall and apply facts - more often than 
those that require a higher level of thinking. If you can use 
the full range of question types you will find that children 
begin to give more complex answers in which they explain 
their thinking.
(DfEE, 1999b, p 4)
Open questions allow the child more freedom of response and thus give the 
possibility of an opportunity for the adult listener to hear more accurately 
the state of understanding articulated. Possibly, they also give the child the 
opportunity to construct understanding whilst they are speaking. However, I 
made reference in my literature review, and above, to the fact that I felt open 
questions can, sometimes, be threatening to children. Now I examine my 
evidence, taken from a variety of discussions about place value; decimal and 
other fractions calculations, which explored topics being addressed in the 
children’s’ classroom, in order to find out exactly in what context I used 
such open questions and the effect they had. On the surface, few seemed to 
challenge or deepen thinking (Bonnetl 1994), but merely served to help the 
child explain their ideas. I conclude that it is not so much the open nature of 
the questions which can cause concern to pupils but the fact that they need 
to be asked at the point of understanding, provoking a reworking of that
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understanding, leading to a deepening of it, thus demanding considerable 
thought and perception on the part of the teacher.
When talking with Jay about mental calculation in addition I said:
Researcher Supposing I gave you this number .... um ... four, forty-
eight.
Jay Forty-eight.
Researcher And I .... gave you this number, twenty seven and I
said very quickly without writing anything down. In your 
head, how would you work that out? {Jay had been writing 
the numbers as I  spoke.)
Jay You would um .. you would get the .... seven and then
you would add on the  you don’t add the seven up and
then add seven. I just start from the seven and then I carry it.
Researcher OK.
Jay 18.2.98 pp 6-7
From this answer I was able to ascertain that he used counting on in addition 
and that he relied on a traditional algorithm format, even when trying to 
calculate in his head. It did not extend his thinking but gave me an insight 
into his strategies upon which to build further discussion. He was not 
intimidated by the question because the demonstration required was well 
within his capability.
Hayley was faced with a similar problem, slightly different wording. Instead 
of, “how would you?” she was faced with, "how are you going to do that?” 
This subtle difference might well have put more pressure on her because it 
demanded a demonstration rather than asking for an opinion. She could 
have answered the first by saying, “I might do ....” which is slightly non­
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committal and does not require her to be specific by showing what she 
means. The second pushed her into working the calculation in front of me.
In many ways, this was not an open question because I was expecting a 
certain type of answer, although she could have responded in a different 
way from my expectation and still have made a correct response, in her 
terms.
Hayley (Reading) Would you round these numbers to the nearest ten,
hundred, one thousand?
Researcher ÔK, how are you going to do that? good, good,
 good good,............. very good. You’ve
answered that question, haven’t you? You did it all in one,
didn’t you? Well done, all right, now  uuuuum...........
What does the next thing say down there?
Hayley Use rounding or approximation to calculate this sum.
Researcher How are you going to approach that?
Hayley  about........... gonna b e ...... over one
hundred and fifty.
Researcher Why do you think that?
Hayley ‘cos nine and two i s  eleven, that’s one carry one
Researcher Ah you’re working it out.
(Hayley 9.6.98 p i )
The question above, with its subtle change of wording, did seek to 
encourage a challenge (Bonnett 1994) but did not reach Pollard and Tann’s 
(1993) taxonomy for high-level cognitive demand. The question, on the 
other hand, was well within Hayley’s capabilities and subsequent questions
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revealed that her approach was much the same as Jay’s in using 
approximation. It did not upset her.
My questioning of Hayley was in the context of my seeking to assess, not 
extend, her understanding. In other words I was seeking to listen to her in 
order to access her understanding. At one point, in another conversation, we 
were looking at some numbers which included decimals and seeking to put 
them in order:
Hayley What does one point oh four mean?
Researcher What do you think it means?
Hayley Because it’s got no tens and it’s got four units. That’s lower
than the rest of them has got.
Researcher OK. Try the next one...........
Hayley I think the same.
Researcher Are they? Why do you think they’re the same?
Hayley Because forty-one point nought is just the same as four
hundred and ten.
Researcher Right, OK, if that’s what you think...................... Good. OK.
Why do you think we bother to put a point in sometimes?
Hayley To trick us?
Hayley 5.5.98 pp 3 - 4
Certainly the last of my questions had the potential to extend thinking, even 
to the point of considering discrepancy, speculating, reasoning; all within 
Pollard and Tann’s (1993) taxonomy, but as I was seeking to find out what
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she thought and not lead her in any way the opportunity was not taken 
further. I listened to her comment which seemed to reveal a total lack of 
knowledge of decimal fractions and sought to refrain from starting to try to 
teach her. I refrained. In my restraint, I wonder whether Hayley had been 
caused to consider the reasons for my questions or re-organise her thinking 
in any way. Probably not. If I had followed up the last comment she might 
have revealed greater knowledge than at first demonstrated? Her last 
comment would lead us to think that she had not encountered decimals 
before and therefore not connected with present understanding. She had 
nothing on which to begin constructing answers to my questions. Later in 
the discussion, this proved not to be the case because when I began to 
explore her understanding of place value and then led onto the matter of 
decimal places. She commented, “I did these with my mum, two nights 
ago.” It takes time to construct or apply an understanding. Later in the 
conversation we did return to tenths and hundredths moving on to the matter 
of ordering:
Researcher Why do you think that?
Hayley ‘cause it’s another decimal. Decimals are lower than whole
numbers.
Researcher Not necessarily, but you are right. It is the next one.
Hayley 5.5.98 p 14
Here there is still some confusion over decimals and not just on Hayley’s 
part. Had I taken time to consider why she thought decimals were lower 
than whole numbers I might not have confused her by contradicting her. In 
one major respect she was right, but my thoughts were with the numbers in 
front of us. A case of faulty listening. However, Hayley had displayed more 
understanding than her earlier comment, ‘to trick us1 led me to believe. Had 
I not asked why I might never have realised that she still held a confusion. 
Open questioning helped me to gain a slightly better insight into Hayley’s
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understanding than I might have had otherwise, but I am not sure how much 
the questions directly helped her thinking.
Bill was faced with ordering fractions:
Researcher Why do you think that is the smallest?
Bill I don’t know, I just guessed.
Researcher Right, now, how can we do it without guessing?
Bill 9.6.98 p 2
On the surface these questions might be construed as closed because I could 
be expecting a certain answer. However, that was not the case. I genuinely 
was seeking to gain an insight into his thinking. Bill’s answer was confused 
and he was not able to make any headway until I reminded him about 
common denominators which he had used in the addition of fractions. One 
more link in his understanding was needed before he could respond to my 
open questioning. Again, we see the need for the question to be asked at a 
point where the pupil has sufficient underlying knowledge in order to be 
able to reconcile the various demands the question makes, empathetic to the 
individual (Bonnett 1994).
Gemma, on the other hand, was seeking to order decimal fractions. She had 
selected most of the items and was left with two:
Gemma That one.
Researcher Why that one, now?
Gemma . That one’s got thirty seven point nine and that one’s got nine 
point seven three and that one’s higher than those.
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Researcher You’re right. Why is it the highest?
Gemma Because that one’s got thirty-seven and that one’s got nine. 
Researcher Exactly.
Gemma 9.11.98 pp 8-9
Gemma had all the necessary understanding in order for her to make sense 
of the task and explain her thinking, no small thing. She needed to have an 
understanding of place value, the decimal point and of significant figures, 
let alone the order of whole numbers. My questions here could be construed 
as closed because I was hoping for a certain answer, but my motive was 
open because I wanted her to express things in her way so that I could enter 
into her approach to dealing with the subject matter. Whatever their status, 
they did not cause her to employ higher thinking skills.
Gemma and Karen were trying to reconcile their two different answers to 
the same algorithm:
Karen 1 took three away from two.
Researcher Why did you say that?
Karen N n  Oh um the two fits under the one but I done it like
that, across.
Researcher You have, yes.
Karen I done it like the times table.
Researcher Yes, so what can you do to put it right?
Karen and Gemma 15.3.99 p 10.
In this instance my challenge in the form of a “why” question caused Karen 
to stop and reconsider what she had said without having to tell her she was 
wrong or point out her mistake. She identified it for herself which 
encouraged the construction of her understanding. It was a stimulus which 
caused reasoning, rather than being seen as a threat.
In order to compliment a session on problem solving presented by the class 
teacher, Jamie, Lisa and Rachel worked on the problem of having to fit six 
digits (1,2,3,4,5,6) into the pattern of a sum:
? ?
x ___ ?
? ? ?
Fig 4.2 A mathematical problem faced by the children.
Rachel Have to try six.
Jamie Yup forty-six
Rachel Can’t have that
Jamie N o ........................
Rachel Three times five........................... No.
Researcher Right.............. Why couldn’t you have forty-six?
 (5 sec)
Rachel M m ........................... (7 sec) Forty-six think it might be in the
thousands
Jamie, Rachel and Lisa 5.7.99 p 3
Again, my challenge to Rachel caused her to stop and think about something 
to which she had reacted instinctively. She had to spend more time thinking 
through the problem and constructing a reason which was a necessary 
activity if this problem was to be solved using strategy. I believe it did move 
the process of her thinking forward.
The question, “can you explain?” invites an even longer response from 
pupils as they are expected to uncover their thinking at some length. It does 
not assume knowledge, as is raised as a concern by Johnson and Gott 
(1996), but sometimes it seemed to be too vague for the child to respond. It 
appeared too vague for Hayley to identify a strange move in one of her 
calculations without more prompting. She had written:
^  m '  i n n :..iL- 5  1
^ — — : — '--------- - ------—*
Fig 4.3 Hayley’s calculation o f an addition algorithm.
Researcher You got the right answer there, didn’t you? How did you do
that one, can you explain it to me?
Hayley I  I didn’t think you could do adding but I went to the next
column, crossed off the eight, put the seven, carried on the 
ten.
Researcher Uh hum.
Hayley Three add eighteen is twenty one carry the two and that’s six
add seven is thirteen add two is fifteen, five carry the one, 
one add one is two and three add two is five.
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Researcher That’s interesting got the right answer, can’t ... I can
see what you’ve done. What were you getting a little bit 
confused with when you did that? That carrying across?
Hayley Oh I was thinking of it as a take away.
Hayley 5.5.98 pp 6-7
Hayley was using a half-formed understanding of addition and subtraction 
algorithms to approach the problem. I could have left her approach because 
it did succeed but was unnecessarily unwieldy. Upon reflection, I realised 
why it was successful but feel that a challenge, albeit rather negative, did 
cause her to review her thinking. The original question did not.
The examples above are few and some made only a limited contribution to 
stimulating higher order thinking, if at all. This was probably because some 
were actually closed questions in the sense that I could anticipate the theme 
of answer which would be given. They did not provoke reasoned thought.
By doing this, I did no ;nt the children with a great deal of insecurity,
thus avoiding, for the child^the threatening scenario, which I considered on
Some of the questions did provoke a response which gave me insights into 
the child’s thinking but the questions which did not readily find a link with 
the pupil’s understanding did not help and may have de-motivated them 
because they could not answer. Again, the importance of careful listening, 
beyond the apparent, on the part of the teacher seems to be crucial in the 
helpful employment of exploratory questions. Teachers need to think 
through their use of open questions very carefully so that they allow 
children to use current knowledge in order to construct greater 
understanding.
plOl.
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Aspects of listening whilst waiting
Whilst speaking with Jay in the opening conversation I identified the need 
to give him more time to think, more time to formulate his response. 
Evidence from later discussions is now examined. In some of them I waited 
intentionally in order to evaluate the outcome. In others the silence occurred 
naturally. Based on my research evidence in the field of classroom 
communication I would argue that if children are to be encouraged to 
construct understanding then they need time and space in which to do so. 
Rowe (1974), see page 51, conducted an investigation in which she found 
that the exchanges in a discourse were of a higher quality when the teacher 
paused for more than three seconds, after asking a question or before 
responding to a pupil’s input. In their study of attitudes towards silence, 
Jawonski and Sachdev (1998) found that silence “seems to be positively 
viewed as a facilitative device enabling students to gain access, organise and 
absorb new material” (p 286). Although not strictly an oral response, I am 
including pauses, or even prolonged silence, in my brief, because intentional 
waiting is not passive, it is employed for a purpose. Certainly, Jay felt that 
my conscious efforts to wait and give him space had helped him. When 
asked why he had enjoyed the time in which we had worked together he 
said.
Jay Two reasons {with me}
Bill {work} together
Jay Yeah, no three reasons. Um .... get to work together.... we
 enjoy doing ..this maths .. because you give us time ....
and stuff.
Jay and Bill 24.5.99 p 14
One of the instances to which Jay was referring above might have been the 
following:
Jay Five sevens is ......................
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Bill We’ve done it already, Jay.
Researcher What’s five sevens? (9 sec)
Jay thirty five?
Bill and Jay 26.4.99 p 22.
Jay, as he rightly said, needs time to think and this requires patience on the 
part of others, something teachers do not always give because they do not 
wish to see a child in apparent discomfort. Bill behaved like a teacher by 
giving a prompt in order to support his friend and in a way that I probably 
would have behaved had I not been trying to insert pauses into the 
conversation. I was able to re-establish the pause and Bill co-operated in 
order to give Jay time to work out his answer. Jay, the quieter child of the 
pair, was given the time he needed. Collins (1994 pp 317-8) advocates the 
giving of time to the quiet child in order to allow him/her to construct their 
response in advance of speech. Had we not done so, Jay might not have 
succeeded and could have experienced a further dash to his already frail 
confidence. This happened on another occasion when I did not support 
children in waiting for their peer and it had a detrimental effect on her:
Lisa I haven’t done it yet.
Researcher Sorry about that I’ll wait.........
Rachel One oh nine point five.
Lisa Oh oh!
Jamie Thirty-five
Rachel A three and not a four
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Lisa ....oooh I can’t do it.
Jamie, Lisa and Rachel 14.6.99 pp 13-14.
I accepted Rachel’s answer and moved on to the next part of the question 
totally leaving Lisa without an understanding. The issue of helping pupils 
give others time is important but one for which I do not have the evidence to 
explore. It is something for future study.
Giving children time to think may be valuable but on its own may not be 
totally helpful. On page 53,1 raised the question as to whether all pauses 
were beneficial or whether it was the nature of the surrounding discourse 
which was a contributory factor to that benefit. Along with Jawonski and 
Sachdev (1998), I hold the view that pupils can be intimidated by silence 
and that teachers can find it hard to tolerate, but I have to admit that on one 
particularly marked occasion, although I wrote of the session in my journal: 
Not a good session. I expected too much of the children 
and there were long embarrassing silences. I am 
wondering about the use of silence, 8.3.99 
Later examination of the transcript revealed considerable thinking had taken 
place, as will be shown later when excerpts are examined.
One of the first encounters with a pause in that conversation did seem to 
support my reaction to the session During the early stages of my 
conversation with Bert, Gemma and Karen, Bert gave a right answer which I 
ignored. The pause following that only served to intensify confusion 
because they were probably wondering what was wanted if his answer had 
not satisfied. They just remained silent.
Researcher I’m wondering what might happen to those squares er to
those numbers across the top if that number, the last number 
on the top line ... if supposing the square had seven on the 
line.
Bert Would be odd
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It would be an odd number you would think, yes. What might
it be? What number might it be?.......... If it was seven across
the top  there were seven squares.
Seven
.............................. What do you think?.........................
Have a look at the squares we’ve got and the numbers we’ve
got in those squares................................ (10 sec.) What’s
that number there when you’ve got.... How many squares? 
Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99 pp 1-2
Then we entered a sequence of closed questioning and answering until we 
arrived again at Bert’s answer. I think I did not realise that I had closed 
down the scope for flexibility in answering and was still wanting a much 
more detailed explanation. Here was an instance where I did not listen 
carefully, too set on my own agenda.
Not only does pausing help the pupil but it also has benefits for the teacher.
I referred on page 52 to the claims of Tobin (1986) that after a pause 
teachers tended to ask questions which caused pupils to engage in higher 
cognitive activity in order to answer, possibly because the teacher had had 
time to formulate their question and make it more appropriate. Although, in 
the following example, part of the conversation referred to above, I do not 
specifically ask a question following a pause the slow pace did give me time 
to assimilate what the children were saying, time to listen and comprehend. 
As part of our consideration of pattern in number we were talking about 
rectangular numbers and whether they could be odd and even. At first, I was 
genuinely not sure.
Researcher 1 wonder whether rectangular numbers are odd or even or 
sometimes one, sometimes the other.
Karen Even and odd?
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Researcher
Bert
Researcher
Researcher You think they’re even and odd, Karen I wonder what
rectangular numbers are  are they odd or even?
Karen
Bert
Researcher
Bert
Researcher
Gemma
Karen
Gemma
Bert
Gemma
Researcher
Gemma
 (3 sec) They’re odd I think.
I’ve got an even though.
You’ve got an even.
‘cause three and four across.
....................M m ............... Shall we think if we can think
of any odds? I wonder if there might b e ..............................
(10 sec) something to think about isn’t it?
They wouldn’t be like two times two, three times three ‘ud 
be like four times three or something like that, four times 
five.
Yes
One two times three they just be like four times three or.
Odd times an even.
Odd times an even.
Um .. um when you’ve got an odd times an even does it end
up as an odd or even, I wonder?....................... (7 sec)
Even?
Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99 pp 16-17
We proceeded to decide that they could be both. I feel this sequence shows 
that not only do the children need thinking time but the adult does too if
they are to make truly helpful responses. In this case, the adult interactions 
were to keep the conversation going and directed without giving definitive 
answers. It matched the “cognitive processing ability of the students” (Tobin 
1986).
Interestingly, Rowe (1974) said that where there were longer pauses 
teachers tended to repeat the words of the children less often and I guess one 
of the reasons for repetition in a short pause conversation might be to buy 
time, to give teachers thinking space. Here, however, I repeated words along 
with the pauses because I felt the need to support without giving a lead. I 
wanted to demonstrate acceptance of the children’s contributions and keep 
the conversation going.
The discourse discussed above showed that progress could be made in 
thinking and that the pauses in the conversation could have contributed to 
the process of building understanding. This is in line with Rowe’s findings 
that interactions were of a more complex nature when there were pauses for 
reflection.
Later in the same session, we were discussing triangular numbers and what 
happened when you added two consecutive ones together. We added a few 
and then I asked:
Researcher Have you met those numbers somewhere before?
................... (10 sec)
Gemma Yeah
Researcher Where have we met them before?
Karen Um square number?
Gemma Square numbers.
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Researcher  ah ... so two triangular numbers next door to each
other seem to add up to a square number (3 sec)
I wonder if that’s always true...............   (9 sec).
Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99 pp 22-23
The answer following the first pause resulted in the response for which I 
was hoping. The second required thought at a deeper level such as asking, 
“How do I find out?” My intent was to give the children time to process the 
question but they did not answer and needed extra support before we 
achieved the objective because they did not have enough strategies to cope.
I had not used my time so effectively and made an inappropriate demand on 
them. I had not established their present understanding through listening to 
them with sufficient a degree of accuracy to be helpful in the informing of 
my next input. In answer to Cazden’s (1988) point about waiting in order to 
give a child time to think, I would say that just a pause is not enough. It has 
to be appropriate, in terms of giving space for the constructing of a 
response, but not allowing a child to be embarrassed by having attention 
focused on their lack of ability to respond, if this oral device is to contribute 
to enhancing learning.
In the following instance the lack of intervention on the part of the adult 
seemed be beneficial in allowing children to develop their thinking. Gemma 
had been describing a calculation and then Bert evaluated it:
Um, you set it out, you put thousands, hundreds, tens and 
units and tenths.
Mm.
Then we put six in the thousands; nine in the hundreds; 
four in the tens; three in the units and nought in the tenths 
because of the decimal point. And then because it is eight 
hundred you put eight in the hundreds; six in the tens; five in 
the units and point two. Then you can’t do nought take away
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Gemma
Karen
Gemma
Karen
Gemma
Karen
Gemma
Bert
Researcher
Bert
Researcher
Bert
Researcher
Bert
two so you borrow from the three, that leaves a two, that 
makes ten, ten take away two leaves eight.
Mm.
You can’t do two take away five so you borrow from the 
four, change that to three and put a one, so it equals twelve. 
Twelve take away five is seven.
Mm.
Then you do, you can’t take away three from six so you 
borrow from the nine and that comes to eight and move ten 
to thirteen, take away six. That equals seven, eight take away 
eight. That equals nothing, and then six take away six, 
nothing.
If you cross off nought {indistinct) put on the bottom line 
how’s it come to eight? {it came to thirteen in Gemma’s 
explanation)............................ (11 sec)
It’s a good point.
I made it six eight two seven point eight.
Six eight two seven point eight. Ho, what did you do there, 
Bert?
I done the same but when you had to cross out the four put a 
three put a one it comes out as thirteen.
Yes.
Thirteen take away six.
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Researcher Yes.
Bert Y es ah
Researcher See?
Bert Yes I was getting it wrong I was.
Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99 pp 32-33
In this instance, the pause seemed to give me time to think, to comprehend 
what he was saying and to hold back from correcting him which might not 
have helped him see his mistake. By further prompts he worked it out for 
himself. There are times when pupils can be left to work out a problem and 
other times when they should be given the solution, but the issue for the 
teacher is knowing when. Perhaps if the teacher uses the moment of silence 
to reflect on the demand from the pupil’s point of view the ‘when’ might 
become somewhat clearer and the teacher can then ‘scaffold’, in the sense 
used by Mercer (1995), see footnote 1 after section 5. A scaffold which 
gives little support or access to the building already in place is of scarce 
value. The teacher has to ensure their contributions to the conversation are 
appropriate to the need.
I raised the question as to whether giving extra time to think is universally 
helpful. I suggest, the answer has to be, ‘no’ because if the teacher is not 
giving a prompt within the current understanding of the children then those 
children are left with nothing on which to work and will find the silence 
oppressive, Here was an instance where the question I gave was also 
obscure and did not help the children. Therefore, the silence did not 
contribute to the construction of understanding. Lisa had successfully 
demonstrated the working out of a subtraction algorithm. I wanted the 
children to understand the process taking place during decomposition.
Researcher You were able to tell us how to work it out, can you explain 
why that works? .... what is happening with the actual
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numbers? or anybody can you tell us why what you
did there is the right thing to do?.................. (5 sec) Any
idea?  Shall we see if we can do it together?
Jamie Oky Doky.
Jamie, Lisa and Rachel 14.6.99 p 5.
I tried several times, always asking questions which invited a lengthy 
response. In this instance it might have been better to have asked why she 
had crossed out a digit and added ten to another one before inviting a fuller 
response. The children would then have known to what I was actually 
referring. The status of the question, not the following pause, as is suggested 
by Wood (1992) was the crucial aspect of this exchange. From this, there 
seems a fine balance between whether a silence is helpful to the situation or 
not and that balance involves the ‘listening’, the establishing of current 
pupil understanding by the adult.
The example below does seem to be somewhat more helpful in clarifying 
the point at which Bill’s understanding needed some support. He appeared 
to know what I was asking because he made an immediate correct response 
to the question, admitting it to be a guess, but hit a problem with his 
ordering of fractions having varying denominators.
Researcher What I asked was if you could think up a way of proving
which is the smallest.... and it’s not so difficult. You did
something similar the last time I spoke to you............. (4
sec)
Bill Huh.
Researcher I was surprised you could do it but you did, you were very 
good.
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Bill
fraction?
(7 sec) did I put them all in the same
Researcher You did. you’re on the right lines, well done.
Bill {indistinct) the right answer .
 ...... (9 sec) one and one eighth
hrrr................... (6 sec) herrr.......
................ (4 sec) tch tch tch ........
hrrr................ (8 sec) um.
Researcher What’s the snag? have you hit a snag?
Bill I don’t know how many tenths one and one eighth is.
Bill 9.6.98 pp 2-3.
On the surface, such a wait seemed unproductive. Bill was not solving his 
dilemma but it did give him the space to formulate his problem, an act of 
listening highlighted by Wood (1992), and I was soon able to ask him to 
give me a number of which ten and eight were factors. He was then able to 
complete the task. Note also that I was dealing with an able child and 
willing to give him over a minute. I was not so patient with less able 
students because I felt they needed more frequent support, a failing of 
teachers discussed by Rowe (1974) who said that it was to give more reward 
for effort (p 208).
When I reflected on my waiting with another group of children they 
commented that they thought it had been ‘quite cool’ but did prefer a 
teacher in the classroom situation to tell them what to do rather than waiting 
for them to work it out:
Jamie I’d rather them tell me what to do.
Lisa Yes.
(16 sec) two er
............ (8 sec)
 (6 sec) hrrr
 (10 sec)
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Researcher Why do you think that?
Lisa ‘cause if they don’t then you might get stuck and you
wouldn’t be able to do the sum.
Rachel And you might get told off.
Later I went further in my questioning on this point:
Researcher What about the way I did it? Did it stop you understanding
it?
Jamie No because we’re in a group and we can all work together.
Jamie, Lisa and Rachel 12.7.99 pp 4-5.
My brief exploration of ‘wait time’ leads me to feel that giving pupils the 
time to formulate their understanding, even at a very factual level, affords 
them the opportunity to succeed and thus to boost confidence, as found by 
Collins (1996). However, that will not happen if the context of the pause is 
not clear or if it is not appropriate to pupils’ prior level of understanding. In 
fact pausing might even be detrimental, as Jawonski and Sachdev (1998) 
point out, because it might cause awkwardness which makes the experience 
of seeking to understand mathematics less enjoyable than it might otherwise 
have been. This in turn harms motivation, an important aspect of learning. A 
slow pace to the conversation can help teachers to think about what they are 
saying; to assess pupil understanding and thus to phase their contributions in 
response to pupil need (Mercer 1995). It can also help the teacher to reflect 
on what is being said and refrain from responding so that pupils have time 
to evaluate their own work. All contribute to the oral building of 
understanding, part of my research question.
Aspects of speculation in the teaching situation
In the section above I gave the example of a conversation about square 
numbers where I was intentionally seeking to wait (Bert, Karen and Gemma
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8.3.99). Upon examining the transcript I also realised that I had used 
speculation, rather than direct questioning and this caused me to wonder 
whether such an oral approach might be helpful in establishing and 
enhancing learning as well. I proceeded to intentionally incorporate such a 
device into conversations and examine transcripts for the effect.
It has been suggested by researchers (e.g. Wood, 1992) that if teachers 
approach discussions with pupils in the form of speculation they encourage 
more "active and cognitively engaged roles” (Hughes and Westgate 1998 
p 174) on the part of learners. The learners are encouraged not to look upon 
the teacher as the "authority” whose answers they need to discover, but as a 
co-worker, a participant in the endeavours of making sense of their present 
environment. In a preceding section about open questioning, I discussed the 
value of stimulating reasoning, higher-order thinking, which is helpful in the 
construction of concepts. A speculating teacher models just such behaviour 
and encourages a collaborative approach, one of the questions raised by my 
initial conversation with Jay. With this in mind, I set about trying to 
speculate for a variety of purposes, to stimulate a demonstration of 
understanding or ability; to encourage thought about what was observed and 
why; to help children predict and to support them when they were moving 
into error. One of the conclusions I reached was that, if I made an 
intervention which was not totally in keeping with pupil thinking, 
speculation gave them the freedom to pursue that thinking along lines 
independent of me. However, appropriate interventions can help to develop 
pupil understanding without directing, as can be seen in the first section 
below.
This conversation took place before the one which stimulated me to think of 
speculation as a strategy but it was as I examined the transcript that I 
realised I had used the strategy unintentionally. We were investigating the 
palleming o f  number in two squares ( see Appendix 1), a topic chosen to 
compliment exploratory maths taking place in the classroom.
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Karen If this went on down it would go four, five, six, seven, eight, 
nine, ten.
Researcher Oh that’s interesting I wonder why it does that.
Gemma 6cos they’re odd?
Karen And even
Researcher I wonder if there’s some other reason
I felt that the first line of thinking on which the children embarked was not 
going to lead very far so tried to extend the ideas. Gemma responded with 
another observation about numbers arranged diagonally:
Gemma On that one it keeps, it keeps. That if it say six that’s one
place forward, so six, one place forward, seven, it’s one place 
’ forward.
Karen Oh yes
Gemma Keep on doing that one place forward, then two places 
f-forward, three places forward.
Researcher That’s good. That’s interesting................. I wonder why it
does that.
Gemma ................ down the side it’s
Gemma and Karen {indistinct)
Researcher Yes, you’ve got you five times table. So I wonder what 
happens in this.
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Bert Four times table.
Karen No it isn’t.
Bert Yes it is.
Gemma Four, eight, twelve, sixteen.
Researcher Ahh.
Karen I should have done that one {indistinct) times table.
Researcher  So you’ve got your four times table there, five times
table there I wonder if we could do another square where
we would get our six times table at the end.
Karen Yes
Researcher And what would it look like?
Bert It would go up to six there.
Bert, Gemma and Karen 1.3.99 pp 29-30
My suppositions, rather than asking direct questions, met with limited 
response but they seemed to give the children permission to change the 
subject if they did not want to face up to the challenge, and this they did. 
They found another pattern to talk about. I followed their focus and sought a 
prediction, still without a direct question. I was beginning to perform as 
Chazan and Ball (1999) suggest, steering the conversation, shaping the 
discussion without completely leading - ‘scaffolding’ as Mercer (1995) 
would term it.
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The conversation proceeded in like vein with the children finding patterns 
and me supporting their exploration. However, I did not challenge them to 
find out why the patterns were there. I was not extending them with 
contingency questioning, as described by Eisner (1991), possibly an 
opportunity lost.
Gemma It’s a seven, thirteen it goes up to That’ll be three.
Researcher Yup
Gemma It keeps on if you go diagonal it will do that.
Researcher I wonder what happens when you go diagonal?............How
about having a look and seeing?
Gemma It stays the same on number, on the first number is one. Then
it’s six, move it one.
Researcher What happens when you go diagonal?
Karen Miss, Miss. I just found out! Look, if it goes down it’s six,
twelve, eighteen, twenty four. That’s the six times table 
downwards.
Researcher So it is. So it is. I wonder if something happens in this one.
Karen An’ then four eight twelve sixteen.
Researcher Oh yes.
Bert And that, there is the five times table.
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Karen Six, four. Five, four.
Researcher Oh yes. That’s good isn’t it?  Where else have we got a
pattern, got a table like that?.......... I wonder.
Gemma Here.
Bert That’s not all. Is it?
Gemma Yes it is, three, skip a number, nine.
Karen No
Researcher Fifteen in the three times table.
Karen Yes, three, nine, fifteen.
Gemma Three, skip it, nine, skip it, fifteen.
Researcher Oh
Gemma Three times table, but
Bert, Gemma and Karen 1.3.99 pp 32-33.
In subsequent conversations I, consciously, set about introducing 
speculative comment, I was discussing the same squares with Bill and Jay 
and my comment caused a change in the discussion. The boys had found a 
pattern which I had not anticipated but they were becoming satisfied with 
just finding more examples so I called for prediction as to what might 
happen and this was picked up upon by Bill. Had I told them to move on I 
might have created some resistance because it meant leaving their moment 
of triumph. They could have ignored a suggestion but, given the choice, 
they decided to accept it.
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Jay What’s that one?
Bill Twenty, twenty-three
Researcher Twenty-three
Bill Yes, thirteen
Jay Yes
Researcher Right, I wonder if it will work for other squares.
Bill OK. Shall we do
Jay Maybe if we d o ............-.. Oh. Maybe {if we do}
Researcher {You started} doing the
seven square. That seven one didn’t we?
Bill Yés. This side we said it would go down in .... how many
that was five, six, seven.
Jay One, two, three, four,... five, six.
Bill Eight.
Bill and Jay (muttering)
Researcher Are you right?.............I wonder how you could work it out
whether you’re right or not....................................
Bill U m ............................................(12 sec.)
Jay One, two, three, four, one, two, three, four, five.................
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Bill Five, six, seven, eight.
Jay Six, seven, eight, nine, ten.
Bill Oh, look!
Jay Oh arrrmmm four
add one, five fourteen.
Bill and Jay 19.4.99 p 6
My inept intervention, although it was speculative, took their thoughts away 
from the purpose of their task and onto something totally different. It 
appeared to mean that they had to change their train of thought. The demand 
this subsequent processing of thought made on them at that stage was too 
great. Instead of ignoring me they sought to respond and lost momentum. It 
was Jay who decided to return to their agenda and before long they had 
spotted an instance of their pattern in the new square. Here, the children’s 
discovery, and my steering to extend it, could have been lost by the inept 
intervention. However, it was possibly due to the speculative nature of that 
intervention that eventually it was disregarded.
Sometime later in the same conversation Bill responded to speculation with 
speculation, as Wood (1992) writes can happen.
Researcher I wonder if we could work out without drawing all the
squares what the last number might be.
Bill Err, I would guess if it was six across, six times.
Jay Four, what’s six times four?
Bill Twenty four it’d be.
Researcher It would be ...
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Bill No it wouldn’t be would it?
Jay If it was six across.
Bill Six times six.
Jay Six times six?
Bill Yes
Jay Um
Bill Thirty six it would be.
Jay Yes.
And then the next one might end with a five because that’d 
be six, five.
So that’s
Bill That’s be thirty six.
Researcher Right, so what’s the sevens one going to be?
Bill Seven times seven is forty nine.
Bill and Jay -19.4.99 p 12-13.
My direct question, rather than a speculation, was asked at the point where I 
felt Bill’s understanding of the squares producing square numbers was 
secure and, therefore was appropriate to the situation. It was just used as a 
check. I feel I had ‘listened’ to the import of the discussion and sensed that 
it was appropriate to be more direct.
Bill
Researcher
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Again, there is reason to think that my speculation might have helped Bill 
and Jay in the following extract because the children responded with equally 
exploratory comments which gave them a way forward. However, help still 
cannot be claimed with any degree of certainty. In the session prior to the 
one in which this discussion took place, as a response to current concerns, 
we discussed the probability of getting a three when throwing a standard 
die. The boys had decided it was one out of six. In this session, I began by 
recapping, referring them to the probability scale, nought to one, and 
seeking to encourage them to work out the decimal place along the scale for 
a 1:6 chance.
Researcher OK. and then we went on to say, “How far along that line
might it be?” Aaand you said, “About nought point two
or nought point three.” and I was just wondering whether it 
would be possible to work out exactly where it would be.
Jay ......... cuh huh, cuh huh. If we had a line it would be easy.
Bill Errrr   well we don’t have a ruler, do we?
Researcher We don’t have a ruler but first of all you would need to work
out. I’m interested in whether it’s nought point one, nought 
point two, nought point three, nought point four or five than 
exactly along that line. We’ll go and get a ruler afterwards to 
work out exactly along that line.
Bill What we really just estimating
Researcher You were estimating last week, and I’m just wondering
whether
Jay We know
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Researcher One sixth, we could work out whether it was nought point 
two or nought point three, or what it might be.........
Bill Two...............well if we divided.... ten .... by .... uuu ten
by ....: we would have to divide by six wouldn’t it?
Researcher Uh huh
Bill Ten b y ........
Jay You can’t
Researcher Can’t you?
Jay Then {indistinct)
Bill um  Well might go into decimals
Researcher Well that’s not the end of the world is it?
Bill OK
Bill and Jay 24.5.99 pp 1-2.
I made some speculative comments but on the whole I was much too 
dictatorial, still playing to my agenda. At one point I said, “you” instead of 
“we” which, according Rowland (1999), is significant. I was directing, not 
collaborating at that point, and the whole thrust of speculation is to remain 
co-operative. Had I really allowed the children to think things through for 
themselves they might have worked out one sixth in decimals more rapidly 
than they did because they got confused by calculating a third first and then 
trying to double it, so arriving at 0.6666r. I should have behaved in a 
manner similar to the teacher quoted by Moyles (1997) who waited for 
success before challenging in order to encourage understanding. I was able
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to use the probability scale to point out the error of that thinking and 
eventually they did calculate 0.1666r along the scale:
Bill One sixth of one.
Researcher Of one.
Bill Yes so  divide one by six do I?
Researcher So divide it by s ix  OK.
Bill OK
Bill and Jay 24.5.99 p 10.
The tenacity required to think it through for so long may well have been 
encouraged by the initial tone of the problem as it was posed. On the other 
hand it could have been as a result of my persistence that we addressed the 
problem, nothing to do with the speculatory manner.
In the following extract supposition was used to try to prevent erroneous 
thinking, to break a seeming impasse in a debate between two children. 
Maybe they would have eventually seen what was needed, but thé 
inteqecdon, in the form of a suggestion, not a directive, did not seem to 
break their command of the situation. They still owned the process. The 
class had moved on to calculation using decimals. We took up the theme.
Faced with the sum 6943 - 865.2 Rachel had written;
8 6 5 . 2  
6 9 4 3
Fig 4.4 Rachel’s attempt at setting out a subtraction algorithm.
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Jamie thought they should be the other way round.
Rachel You can’t do it that way. You can’t do it that way because
you can’t take eight from six ............ six from eight.
Jamie Can.
Rachel Can’t you would get a minus {number.}
Researcher {I wonder} what would happen if
you actually read the numbers out.
It took a little thought but then:
Jamie Six thousand {nine hundred and forty three}
Rachel {nine hundred and forty three}
All Take away eight hundred
Rachel And sixty five point two
Jamie Eight hundred and sixty five point two, Lisa.
Lisa That’s what I said.
Rachel Oh it might be.
Lisa Was that?
Researcher Right now, does that give you a clue?
Lisa Oh that one’s.
Rachel That one’s thousands.
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Researcher Right, good girl.
Jamie Six thousand
Rachel I get it.
Jamie, Rachel and Lisa 14.6.99 pp 30-31
Work continued with very few interventions from me except to support a 
right move and eventually Rachel produced a diagram like this:
Fig 4.5 The corrected subtraction algorithm.
My supposition that something might break the deadlock if the numbers 
were read out eventually led the children to realise that they had to give the 
correct values to the digits. The intervention did seem to help them with that 
when previously they were discussing a mistaken proposition.
This incident seems to indicate that supposition can be helpful particularly 
in the circumstance where children are reaching an impasse due to a 
misconception. By providing a new idea without being prescriptive the 
teacher allows the children to retain control of their thinking without the 
need for negative feedback. In other circumstances, the success of such 
supposition seemed to depend on the appropriateness of the intervention. If 
the call for a prediction was well within the current line of thinking for the 
children it could be helpful, but where the demands made by that 
intervention were too great they either floundered or ignored it. Maybe that
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is the advantage of speculation. It is not always possible for the teacher to 
give totally appropriate prompts, a point made by Moyles (1997). They may 
have a reasonable understanding of the thinking of a child but each child is 
an individual. At times the developing process of their thinking may diverge 
from that of the teacher. By couching the prompt in the form of supposition 
rather than a command the child can ignore it if it is not appropriate to their 
thinking without any loss of authority on the part of the teacher who has 
tacitly given them permission to direct their own thinking. This does not 
mean that the teacher is excused ‘listening’ because there might be the 
occasion when a more direct intervention is preferable to a speculatory one, 
as was illustrated in the conversation with Bill and Jay about square 
numbers. However, speculation can be helpful if the discerning of exact 
understanding is difficult or if such a non-directive intervention prompts a 
change of direction or a development in thinking.
The question I have been investigating was how teacher-pupil 
communication could establish and enhance learning and during this last 
section I have considered four aspects of discourse. I conclude that it is not 
so much whether one uses a particular strategy, but how one uses it that is 
the vital factor in contributing to the deepening of understanding. The ‘how’ 
involves a discerning, on the part of the teacher, of the thought processes 
and understanding of those with whom they are working. Whatever strategy 
is used this seems to be the over-riding factor.
Approaches to the Mathematics 
Situated Cognition
During my first discussion with Jay, I lapsed into using the illustration of 
money to try to help him understand how to work out the number of eights 
in a hundred. Reflection on the transcript caused me to ask whether it was 
not just the discourse strategy which was helpful, or otherwise, in enhancing 
understanding but whether it might be the way in which the situation was 
presented, the vocabulary and concepts used in oral discourse, which 
affected moment by moment understanding. Did the presentation of
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concepts in the form of ‘real-life’ problems help the thinking process? This 
is a question I set out to examine in this section.
On pages 25 to 34,1 discussed the role of mathematics set in the form of 
real-life problems or contexts and whether this aided or hindered 
understanding of calculations. Alongside Cooper (1998), I feel such settings 
can hinder the learning of mathematical concepts. Resnick (1989) and Pimm 
(1995) say that linguistic interpretation adds complexity to a problem. A 
child, seeking to construct an understanding of a mathematical concept, does 
not need to be trying to understand the linguistic setting at the same time. I 
agree, and one of the main points raised by my work was that the some 
children seemed to be diverted from thinking about the mathematics 
involved onto thinking about other matters related to the context. I cited two 
children with whom I had spoken, Karen and Jay, and here I examine the 
conversations in more detail. I had intentionally set the problems, about 
which we spoke, in a context in order to pick up my earlier concern with the 
use of situations to aid the understanding of the mathematics, but took them 
out of the field of the use of money in order to widen the context. We were 
also approximating, an aspect used by Jay in the first conversation. The 
context used was likely to be familiar, certainly to Jay, and possibly to all 
the children with whom it was discussed. Jay found himself diverted by the 
Sea Life Centre context when we were approximating to the number 347, as 
illustrated below:
Jay It’s got to be nearer, say three hundred and twenty-nine.
Researcher OK, if that’s what you think,
Jay Three hundred and twenty-nine.
Researcher Why do you think three hundred and twenty-nine?
Jay ‘cos I don’t think seahorses would really be that much in a
tank because seahorses do breed a lot. I don’t think the Sea
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Life Centre would leave that many out.
Jay 18.2.98 pp 4-5
It could have been that this comment was just the result of my inept use of 
that particular context or it could have been the fact that a situation was 
being used in which to couch the mathematical problem that caused such a 
reply. It was inappropriate as far as I was concerned but not for Jay. Cooper 
and Dunne (2000) make the point about relevance for the pupil, something I 
forgot and suspect I am not alone in so doing. If we had been standing by 
the tanks with a good reason for wanting to know how many seahorses were 
inside and I had chosen more appropriate numbers, making the calculation 
authentic (Brown, Collins and Duguid 1989), Jay might have then been able 
to appreciate the need for an approximate calculation.
Jay, again, was diverted by the situation under discussion when we were 
talking about probability, a subject I approached with him and his friend Bill 
when they were working in that area during their class lessons. One example 
was of the frequency of birthday if a baby was bom on the twenty-ninth of 
February. Bill was busy calculating those odds against another scenario, but 
Jay’s concerns were elsewhere:
Researcher So which of the two is the best odds?
Bill Definitely that one.
Researcher That one, and what about you having a flight in an aeroplane 
this year?
Jay Can I just say something about the baby one?
Researcher Yes
Jay But it would only have a birthday every fourth {year.}
Bill {I know}.........
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Researcher Mmmm
Jay Well that is so horrible.
Bill So when they are sixteen, they’re only four.
Jay Her her her.
Researcher There are people like that, bom on February the twenty-
ninth.
Jay Are there?
Researcher Yes
Jay Why don’t they have it like um being bom o n ...............
Bill We’ll have more chance of a flight in an aeroplane this year.
Jay What March the?
Researcher Yes what they usually do is they celebrate their birthday
either on the twenty-eighth of February or March the first
Jay That’s not really fair.
Researcher Right what’s the chance of you having a flight in an
aeroplane this year?
Jay Flight in an aeroplane.
Researcher Do you know what your holiday plans are?
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Jay Yes, I might be going to Canada, well I want to bu t..............
well anybody could go on a flight in a year anytime so it is 
like even.
Bill and Jay 17.5.99 pp 13-15.
After that he was able to make appropriate comments, even to the extent of 
saying that evens could be presented as zero point five on the probability 
scale. This was a much more realistic scenario for the setting of a school 
discussion than the one about fish. Many children do talk about birthdays so 
although Jay was momentarily distracted he was able to deal with the related 
mathematical concepts as well. It may be that where children grapple with 
problems set in real situations, as advocated by Brown, Collins and Duguid 
(1989), they can calculate answers beyond their capacity to do so when 
imagining those same situations. The oft-quoted example of South 
American juvenile market traders who can calculate complicated problems 
in their heads without ever putting pen to paper (Carraher, Carraher & 
Schliemann 1985), may have prompted exploration of that thought.
Karen was also diverted from the mathematics during the questions about 
the Sea Life Centre. I was seeking to find a context in which it would be 
sensible to make an estimate of numbers because counting was problematic.
Researcher The sharks swim around and it is difficult always to count
them, you see, so the ... class when they were counting .... got 
ninety-eight. So about how many sharks do you think were in 
the tank?
Karen Mmmmm.................. a hundred.
Researcher You think there were a hundred............. Why do you think a
hundred?
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Karen There are loads of sharks in there ‘cause nobody likes sharks
because they eat dolphins and fish and stuff.”
Karen 12.5.98. p 2.
Tater, still approximating the number of fish in tanks, T posed the number of 
one thousand and sixty-two to which she replied, “a hundred.” Her reason 
for giving that number was as follows:
Karen If they have loads of fish at the Sea Life Centre and yet there
are fishes in the sea. Do they catch fishes off the sea?
Karen 12.5.98 p 4.
As an aside, if I had accepted her first answer to the approximation question 
without probing further I would have assumed she understood the concept 
which, from this later example, she clearly did not.
Although I had used the context of a familiar place to the child in order to 
give reality to the idea of approximation her reasoning had little to do with 
the mathematics involved. When the same problem was posed in a 
mathematical setting she demonstrated that she was able to respond to the 
task in the way I had anticipated. I asked her to round one thousand and 
sixty-three to the nearest thousand without giving any context and her reply 
was a thousand and sixty.
Researcher That's to the nearest ten .... That’s good rounding, no
problems with that, but that’s to the nearest ten, do you see? 
Look ,.. if I draw a line.
It was an open line and we discussed whether she had seen one before.
Researcher One thousand and sixty-three would be ... can you put it on 
the line?
Karen Sixty-three will b e , what on this bit here?
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Researcher Well would it go in that b it?  Why wouldn’t it go in that
bit?
Karen That’s ... if you put the sixty-three in there it would be a
hundred and sixty three but we want it in there.
Researcher We want to put it, it’s more than a thousand isn’t it?
Karen Yes.
Researcher But it’s less than one thousand one hundred because there’s 
nothing in the hundreds column. [We had already discussed 
that and drawn a diagram.] So it’s got to be somewhere 
between there, hasn’t it?
Karen Mm
Researcher Between one thousand and one thous, one thousand one 
hundred.
Karen Mm.
Researcher How far along the line might it be?
Karen ......... Four.
Researcher You can put a dot where you think it might go. (Karen
inserts a dot) Why do you think it might go there?
Karen Because if it, it’s near the line and if it’s going up to a
hundred, um sixty three is um near the hundred.
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Karen 30.6.98 pp 4-5.
The resulting diagram looked like this:
_iimtn
0
th h t u 
1 0  6 3
1000
100 
. 1
Fig 4.6 Hayley’s use o f the number line in approximation.
Whilst I had been very dictatorial, almost telling her where to place the dot, 
she did so appropriately and her final comment was far more relevant to my 
mathematical expectations than during the conversations in the context of 
the Sea Life Centre. Of such conversations von Glasersfeld has this to say: 
If mathematical symbols have to be interpreted in terms of 
mental operations, the teacher’s task is to stimulate and 
prod the student’s mind to operate mathematically.
Sensory-motor material, graphic representations, and talk 
can provide occasions for the abstraction of mathematical 
operations, but they cannot convey them ready-made to 
the student.
(von Glasersfeld, 1994, p 6)
His point about the need for teacher intervention is supported by Miles and 
Miles (1992) and Pimm (1995). I would concur, based, partly, on my 
experience exemplified in the discourse above and from my reading of the 
experiences of the writers quoted. The point is here made that maybe the 
diagram was the more appropriate vehicle to support Karen’s understanding 
than a hypothetical situation.
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On a latêr occasion, I returned to the use of money as a vehicle for problem­
solving and helping children to set their thinking into context. Three 
children clearly used their knowledge of mathematical calculations to help 
them decide how to solve a written problem. They worked on the 
assumption that the authors of school text books set up problems so that 
there are neat answers to the calculations. This was an erroneous assumption 
to make, everyday life does not always work out neatly, but it has to be said 
there was justification for their thinking, a point discussed by Pimm (1995). 
In this instance, however, such past experience diverted the children from 
paying attention to comprehending the problem as set. It added 
complication, as pointed out by Resnick (1989). The question was, “Three 
tickets to go into the Kennedy Space Center at $21.25 each would cost 
$ " . The conversation went as follows:
Jamie Twenty-one, point twenty-five, times three..........................
twenty-one.
Researcher You know what you’re doing, Jamie?
. Jamie er times sum.
Lisa No a divide.
Rachel A divide.
Researcher Why divide?
Jamie e r ... no times.
Lisa Divide
Jamie and Rachel Times.
Lisa Nar.
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Rachel Two times three.
The discussion veered off the subject but then:
Lisa It’s a divide sum .............. because you’ve got to divide it
between that, got to divide twenty-one twenty-five cents 
between three.
Jamie Three people two threes are six there you go
Lisa Yeah.
Jamie Sixty-three dollars point seventy-five.
And so the conversation went on with Lisa maintaining the need for a 
division sum even though Jamie had the answer until Rachel said:
Rachel Could divide it could divide it and see if it works out there.
(and then after some comments about cutting hair) threes
into twenty-one seven................ threes into twenty-five
....................... eight remainder one.
Researcher So.
Jamie Which is wro-ong.
Researcher So which one is right, dividing or multiplying?
Jamie Times.
Rachel Multiplying.
Lisa Yep, I reckon.
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Researcher And why?
Rachel Because it wouldn’t cost
Jamie Because if it wouldn’t
Rachel Have seven pounds
Jamie Seven pounds um seven dollars and eight cents and a half.
Lisa The cents or something, that remainder.
Rachel It wouldn’t cost that much.
Lisa Yeah.
Rachel It would be a little bit dearer than that.
Lisa Yeah.
Researcher But supposing I’d written down there twenty-one dollars
twenty-four cents instead of twenty-five um.
Jamie Might be a divide.
Researcher Then should it be dividing or should it be multiplying? 
Jamie Dividing I reckon.
Researcher Why?
Rachel Might be a dividing then because it’s got even two even.
Jamie, Lisa and Rachel 28.6.99 pp 36,37,39,40,41.
The discussion proceeded until I drew their attention to the word “each” and
pointed out that to go in each one of them would need a ticket. They had to 
write $21.25 down three times before they were convinced. Possibly 
because of the protracted discussion they had forgotten about the original 
question, but the point remains that for a long time it was not the situation 
but previous experience of questions in mathematics which drove their 
thinking. In the end, it was the visual representation of the numbers which 
helped (Resnick 1989). Faced with the same problem Bill and Jay did not 
deviate from multiplication but treated the sum mathematically first and 
added the context afterwards:
Bill  Just times that by three.
Jay  Y es.....................
Bill Say two one two five.
Jay Two one two five.............................................. OK. Is it
times?
Bill Yes five times three.
They completed the calculation before I said:
Researcher S o  what do they cost?
Jay Six, sixty-three thousand five
Bill Or dollars or whatever.
Bill and Jay 26.4.99 pp 16-17.
They multiplied straight away, seeing it as a numerical sum first and then 
adding the context. The context helped them know what sum to undertake, 
rightly so, but did not help them with the calculation. They had to know 
how to do that first.
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Although, in these later examples, children found the right answer to the 
question, I would still maintain that without being in the actual context 
mathematics problems become abstract in a school lesson and that the 
emphasis should be on the operation of symbols and the identification of 
pattern. Once children have understood the calculations involved they are 
then free to concentrate on comprehending the situation with which they 
have been presented and applying the right calculation in the context. They 
may need teaching how to do this but the basis for the work is in place. Only 
when the problem is “for real”, or as Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) say 
‘authentic’, may it support the understanding of the mathematics, allowing 
the problem-solver insights beyond those possible when the problem is 
hypothetical.
Pattern within Mathematics
On pages 34-5,1 referred to Baroody’s (1999) work advocating the 
encouraging of children to see pattern and relationships in number. To my 
mind this is a real context for their learning because they are focusing on the 
relationship of the very articles with which they are dealing. He also 
concluded that children may be presented with activities and games to help 
them see number combinations and relationships but without having these 
pointed out or explained to them. When this happens they tend to fail to 
make the necessary connections. They need to be given time to discover the 
regularities for themselves and then share their insights in order to help their 
concept construction. By appreciating pattern within the number system, 
children can be encouraged to develop flexible ways of working with it, as 
advocated by Askew and Brown (1997). Such flexibility leads to a 
command which can be applied to a variety of situations when needed.
The pattern o f place value
When Jay first suggested that we discuss a thousand divided by eighty, I 
moved to a hundred divided by eight, assuming that he would see the 
connection between the two. The connection is due to the pattern imposed
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upon number by the Hindu-Arabic system with zero which has been adopted 
by many countries. My assumption was probably unjustified in the light of 
subsequent conversations we had about place value. What I did do was to 
explore the subjects with my respondents, finding the drawing of columns a 
useful visual representation of the patterns, used as a support for oral 
explanation. A point made by Miles and Miles (1992) was that in their 
experience children do not always make the connection between apparatus 
specifically designed to give an understanding of the mathematics, for 
example the blocks used for base ten. When children are left to use the 
apparatus on their own and, therefore, to make their own connections then it 
is possible for them to fail to do so, but they are not so likely to have that 
problem when it is used to support a verbal input, as advocated by Pimm 
(1995). I used diagrams to give sight to sound, vision aiding the oral 
communication as I sought to enhance learning.
When needing to think about place-value columns were used. Jay was asked 
to write 4275 and wrote 40275. We drew columns and then had a discussion 
about a digit in the column to the left of another being ten times larger than 
it would be in the first one. This was an important discussion because as 
Thompson (1999) says we should be talking of the quantity value of a digit. 
The excerpt which follows has been quoted before to illustrate another point 
but I include it again for ease of reference in this context.
Researcher Would you like to write, underneath that one and above that 
one thousands, hundreds tens and units?
Jay Thousands, hundreds, tens and units.
Researcher OK.
Jay Thousands, hundreds, tens and units.
Researcher Good. Now what about the other?
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{He tried and ended up with thth h t u
40  2 7 5)
Jay Um ... you can’t put them really in.
Researcher Mmm.
Jay Oh, I’m stuck.
Researcher Right, do you see, that these two, you wrote that four
thousand two hundred and seventy-five, and that is what I 
asked you to write. Can you now see what you might have 
done wrong?
Jay I put the zero in.
Researcher You did, yes.
Jay So I throw that out.
Researcher Right.
Jay There.
Researcher And you get?
Jay Four thousand ... two hundred ... and er ... seventy-five.
Researcher Good, and that would be the same wouldn’t it?
Jay Thousands, hundreds tens and units
Researcher Now if I was reading that figure, going to write it on a new
piece of paper now. Going to write, whoops, have this one, 
going to write that number as you wrote it to begin with
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Jay Um .
Researcher And I read it back to you, this is what I would read, forty
thousand.
Jay Ohh.
Researcher Two hundred and seventy five.
Jay 22.2.98 pp 3-5
I did not leave the subject there because I needed to ascertain his degree of 
understanding. We drew columns and named them. Later the conversation 
went like this:
Researcher That was forty thousand, that was seventy thousand, where 
would twenty thousand go?
(He wrote: t/th th h t u
2 0 000 )
Jay Twenty.... I know that’s wrong.
Researcher Why is it wrong?
Jay Because there’s no proper numbers in there ... zeros.
Researcher You can have zeros if there isn’t a number.
Jay Good, ‘cause I’ve seen things like that in books.
Researcher Yes, that’s right. You have written twenty thousand.
Jay Good, yes.
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Researcher But just to help, why did you crowd those three numbers up?
Jay To make it look quite a bit like a thousand.
Researcher I’ve written those at the top of the columns ... do you think
you could write it in columns now?
(He did) ,
Jay 22.2.98 p 7.
We spent a long time writing two, and the necessary zeros, in different 
columns up to a million and reading the resultant number. In the example 
above, Jay had begun to understand the need for being careful with your - 
zeros and the visualising of columns had helped.
I also used columns to address a confusion which I suspected to be present - 
in Gemma, she read two numbers, 410 and 41.0 correctly but when asked to 
put them into columns she wrote: h t u
4 1 0  
4 1 .0
Because there were three digits in both numbers she put them into the same 
columns. I decided that I needed to talk about the pattern of how our Arabic
counting system is arranged as well as introducing her to the idea of decimal 
fractions. So:
Gemma Four hundred and ten
Researcher Oh that’s right. Now you’ve read forty-one point nought,
forty-one. If I just wrote forty-one down can you put tens or
units above those two, what order?..................... (She
wrote: T U
4 1)
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Researcher Uh huh, well done. What have you done there? {Pointing to 
the diagram given above.)
Gemma I’ve put it in the hundreds.
Researcher OK. Try putting it in the right columns.
Gemma Forty there?
Researcher Don’t alter. Do it at the bottom...................OK. What about
the point nought. Where does that go?
Gemma Um .. go in the hundreds?
Researcher It doesn’t.
Gemma Uggh.
Researcher Oh .. I t .. goes .. there What have I done?
Gemma Uhhg.
Researcher Have you done this before?
Gemma No.
I realised that I was assuming a prior experience of working with decimals 
and a basic understanding. My ‘listening’ to Gemma’s confusion caused me 
to pause and check.
Researcher No wonder you were looking a bit foxed. Because this goes 
on with these numbers here. They go on up, but they also go 
on down as well. How much bigger is a number in that 
column than a number in that column? Supposing we had 
thousands, hundreds, tens and units and I put a one in there
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and a one in there .. how much bigger is that one than 
that one?
Gemma Well that is one unit and that is ten.
Researcher Right, so how many times bigger is it?
Gemma U m  ten
Researcher Yes, that’s right. OK. Let’s do that. How many times bigger
is a One in that column than a one in that column?
Gemma Well that’s in the hundreds and that’s only ten now, so the 
one hundred’s bigger than the ten.
Researcher It’s bigger than the ten by how many,.... how many times?
Gemma One.
Researcher How many times bigger is a one in the hundred’s column 
than a one in the tens column?
Gemma Ten.
Researcher Ten times bigger than one in the tens column, all right?
Gemma Yes.
Researcher  So how many times bigger is a one in the thousand’s
column than a one in the hundred’s column?
Gemma It’s ten.
Gemma 19.5.98 pp 9-11
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It was not very difficult for her to guess that ten might be the right answer 
and had they been available this is a time when I might have introduced base 
ten blocks and discussed their relative sizes with her, “discussed” being the 
operative word, not just leaving her to use them and make the connection 
for herself. Eventually Gemma was able to use the column diagram to help 
her sort a series of numbers into size order and at the end of the 
conversation about the numbers we had a diagram like this:
TH H T U . 1/10
1 0 1 4
4 1 0
4 0 1
1 4 0
4 1 . 0
1 . 0
Fig 4.7 Gemma’s sorting o f numbers into place value columns.
In a later discussion Gemma used columns to help her understanding 
without being prompted. Faced with the problem 6943 - 865.2 the algorithm 
she drew and then described looked like this:
Fig 4.8 Gemma’s working o f a subtraction algorithm.
Researcher How about you telling us how you did it, Gemma?
Gemma Well I put thousands hundreds tens and units down here, er
tenths for e r  so I done six thousand nine hundred and
forty three, six thousand in the thousands, nine hundred and 
forty three in the other ones, point nought because there
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weren’t any points in the number, then I put two in the tenths 
and then I put the units, five and then six and then the 
hundreds, eight and then I took them away.
Researcher Uh hum. .
Gemma Then you couldn’t do nought take away two so cross out the
three, put a two there make it ten take away two, eight.
Gemma and Karen 15.3.99 p 2.
She went on to complete the calculation successfully. I cannot claim that our 
earlier discussion led directly to that successful performance because the 
time lapse was ten months and her class teacher would have worked with 
her in between, but the two examples do show a development in 
understanding. Our oral communication appeared to enhance learning 
through discussion about a diagram, though .that understanding was still 
incomplete as is shown next.
Another diagram employed was the pie chart which is often used to explain 
fractions. Again my main point with this is that on its own the diagram has 
limited use but in the context of supporting discussion it is a helpful tool.
Gemma That’s bigger, I think that one in there’s bigger. {She
points to the digit in the hundredth column.)
Researcher  That one’s bigger. Is it?
Gemma Yeah because that is in tenths and that one’s hundredths.
Researcher Hundredths.
Gemma It would be hundred huh, can’t say it.
Researcher Right
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Gemma And like it would be one hundred, like hundred.
Researcher Hundredths If I draw a circle. Watch this. If I draw a
circle and that circle divide it into ten, right? I’ll do
fifths first. I find that easier. OK? Divide it into tenths..........
that one in those {points to a one in the tenth’s column) is all 
of tha, is one of those. OK? {points to a division in the 
circle.)
Z"
100
Fig 4.9 Pie chart designed to show the relative size o f decimal digits.
Yeah
But if I draw a circle and divide it into hundredths I’ve got a 
hundred divisions.
Oh if you draw a hundred in the circle the things would be 
really li’le .... Er
.... Yes so I’ve divided one tenth up into hundredths, up by 
ten, OK? And if I did that all the way round
You would get a little strip.
Yes I would get ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, 
eighty, ninety, a {hundred}
{hundred}
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Gemma
Researcher
Gemma
Researcher
Karen
Researcher
Karen
Researcher So they are hundredths, all right? Follow that?
Karen Yup
Gemma Yes
Researcher So that one in that column represents one of those little strips
Researcher Got it, so something in that column is ten times bigger that
It would have been very difficult to explain that diagram on paper. It needed 
to support the spoken word. Although I felt I was operating in Gemma’s 
Zone of Proximal Development (see footnote 2 section 2) at the time, 
because she had a confusion which she articulated and which, with an input 
from me, she seemed to start unpacking, she still needed the visual support. 
This was not the first time we had had a similar conversation so whilst it is 
possible to see progress within the discussion one exposure may not be 
sufficient for secure understanding. Regression may occur and oral 
communication may need to repeat what has been covered in previous 
conversations if learning is to be permanently enhanced.
there, OK?
Karen Yup
Researcher Right?
Gemma Yes
something in that column. OK? ‘cause there’s ten of those in 
one of those.
Gemma and Karen 15.3.99 p34
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Models, such as columns, pie charts and number lines, may well prove 
useful when a teacher is seeking to explain a concept, but far better is the 
occasion when a pupil can explain the model for themselves, to make the 
model their own. It is only then that the pupil achieves ‘conscious control’ 
which is essential to Bruner’s (1985) idea o f ‘scaffolding’ learning.
Exploring pattern in number
Place-value, as it relates to base ten in our number system, is one important 
example of pattern within number but when I came to the realisation of a 
position which advocated an appreciation of pattern and competence in 
calculation as a basis for problem-solving within situations, I felt that I 
should explore numerical relationships with the children in a more open 
manner than the use of models. It also complemented some exploratory 
work being undertaken in the classroom. Thus, I presented two squares for 
investigation:
1 X •t-
s y 1 %
to II 12.
n IS l b
1 ;:ÿ i : k s
b 7 .
, • ; ■I - 16
It W:& IS"
lb MMm 00
U s % is .
Fig 4.10 The two squares used as a stimulus for exploring the pattern o f number.
Bill and Jay found their own pattern when they looked at the squares and 
diagonals within a square of four numbers. I used it to prompt them into 
testing the universality of their find.
Bill That says six add two is eight, take away one is seven.
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Researcher Yes.
Bill Twelve add eight is twenty take away seven is thirteen.
Researcher Oh that’s clever, I hadn’t seen that before. Does that work for
the others?
Bill Eighteen add fourteen is twenty-two, thirty-two take away
Jay Twelve.
Bill I know going to be twenty, not sure.
Researcher Eighteen plus fourteen, we can always write it, eighteen plus
fourteen,................... is thirty-two take away.........
Jay There we are.
Researcher Yes, nineteen................What about the next one?
We continued on with the two squares until I asked:
Researcher Right I wonder if it will work for other squares.
Bill OK, shall we do
Jay Maybe if we d o  oh. Maybe {if we do}
Researcher {You started} doing the
seven square. That seven one didn’t we?
Bill and Jay 19.4.99 pp 3,4,6.
The square was drawn and examined for the same pattern. We found it, but 
what I failed to ask was why that pattern always appeared so an important
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stage in the thinking was omitted, a stage they could well have embraced 
because the thinking involved was not very profound. I failed to help them 
reach the optimum level in their ‘Zones of Proximal Development’, 
satisfying myself with the lower level of conceptual understanding, that the 
pattern occurred in many places, but not discovering the mathematical basis 
for that pattern. When a teacher is responding to the observations of children 
it is easy to miss the full opportunities, the ‘attributes of the event’ as 
Mercer (1994) calls them, because it was impossible for the implications to 
have been thought through in advance. However, this does not absolve the 
teacher from the responsibility of being awake to such opportunities.
Of all that we discussed it was the discovery of that pattern that the boys 
were keen to share. It had been their discovery, one of which previously I 
had been unaware. Several sessions later the headteacher of the school 
entered the room and we turned to include him:
Researcher We were talking about the patterns you can get.
Bill Look what we found out!
Jay We did, look.
Jay and Bill Six add two is eight.
Bill Take one away is.
Jay Seven,
Bill And then.
Bill and Jay Twelve add eight.
Jay Take away seven equals thirteen,
Bill and Jay 24.5.99 p 24
They offered more examples before he responded to commend them. The 
more children are able to work to their own agenda, the more they are going 
to remember because their discoveries already connect with their current 
understanding. They work from that base forward, constructing their own 
structure, yet so often it is the teacher’s agenda to which the pupils work. 
From my reading of the work of Ernest (1994), I have already written that 
the skilful teacher will take the insights of pupils and bring them together to 
show how they fit into a greater, coherent whole. How? In an earlier session 
Bill and Jay were working out the probability of rolling two dice and getting 
a total of three, four or five. I did not direct their strategy which was as 
follows. They decided to write down the possible combinations and add 
them. They went through each total and added up how many times it 
occurred and the pattern they produced looked like this :
2 =  1
3 = 1
4 = 2
5 = 2
6 = 3
7 = 3
8 = 3
9 = 2 
10 =  2 
11 =  1 
12=1
Fig 4.11 A pattern produced by Bill and Jay during work in probability.
The conversation as they finished went as follows:
Bill We have now got two tens and how many elevens, one, one
.... twelve equals one ....
Jay Oh
Bill Now what do we do?
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Researcher So what’s the pattern you’ve got there?
Jay So one, one, two, two, three, three, three,...
Bill ... Ah, Look!
Jay Yes.
Bill One one, no look, one one, two two, two two, three three
and then they meet in the middle.
Researcher Mm
Jay Yes.
Researcher That’s an interesting pattern.
Jay Yes, yes, yes, yes {yes yes, la, la}
Researcher {I suggest it works} because it works out in
a pattern like that you are likely to have done the calculation 
correctly. We’ve got a nice pattern.
Jay thought they had finished then and changed the subject so I had to
remind them of the problem that produced that result.
Bill .....U m  what now?
Researcher Well we’ve got to answer the question rolling two dice and
getting a total of, what’s the odds of getting three four or 
five?
Bill How many numbers all together?
Jay One.
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Researcher S o  you need to know
Bill Getting a five.
Jay Yes, what?
Researcher There’s a five.
Bill Oh, yeah, two.
Jay Oh yes wha’
Bill What numbers are they, three four and five?
Researcher Three four and five..
Bill So it’s one and a two .. aand two, that’s  five.
Researcher Five chances out of how many? ’
Bill Two, four six  nine, twelve, fifteen ...........  seventeen
.... nineteen, twenty, twenty-one. Five out of twenty-one.
Bill and Jay 17.5.99 pp 23-25
I pointed out how the arrival of a regular pattern indicated success in the 
calculation, a strategy for checking work. I used the work of the children to 
draw out a facet of which they were unaware. This is an example of how a 
teacher and pupils might take from each other (Steffe and Tzur 1994). I also 
acted as their ‘vicarious consciousness,’ as Bruner (1985) called the activity 
of holding onto the wider situation for students whilst they dealt with the 
minutia. In that regard, I was contributing orally to the enhancing of their 
learning.
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Returning to the exploration of the two squares, Karen saw multiplication 
tables. Gemma had just drawn a six times six square as a continuation of the 
pattern:
Karen Miss, miss, Î just found out look if it goes down, it’s six
twelve, eighteen, twenty-four. That’s the six times table 
downwards.
Researcher So it is. So it is. I wonder if something happens in this one.
Karen An’ then four, eight, twelve, sixteen.
Researcher Oh yes.
Bert And that’s the five times table.
Karen Six, four, five, four.
Researcher Oh yes, that’s good isn’t it? .... Where else have we got a
pattern, got a table like that?........... I wonder.
Gemma ........................... Here.
Bert That’s not all is it?
It was obvious to me that the vertical lines at the right hand side of each 
square formed the multiplieation tables, but for Karen it was a big discovery 
and had I not responded with like enthusiasm I would have snatched the 
moment of enlightenment away from her. She had made the discovery her 
own, important for the developing of her understanding (Baroody 1999). I 
supported that by my response and subsequent encouragement to look 
further, an example of Lerman’s (1996) point about a pupil’s conceptual 
structures in relation to the school setting.
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Whilst we were looking at the last vertical column in each square Gemma 
had seen the pattern elsewhere. I moved to listening to her contribution and 
Karen followed. Gemma moved the thinking to a more complex level and 
from the ensuing conversation it seems that Karen’s understanding was 
enlarged.
Gemma Yes it is, three, skip a number, nine
Karen No.
Researcher Fifteen in the three times table.
Karen Yes, three nine fifteen.
Gemma Three skip it, nine, skip it, fifteen.
Researcher Oh
Gemma Three times table but
Karen Miss you’ve got three on there and nine on there.
Bert Yes
Karen Miss we’ve three on there and one on there. We’ve got one
two three four on that one and just one
Researcher If you’re following through three, skip it, skip it nine skip it 
fifteen I wonder
Karen Look, five, ten, fifteen, five, ten, fifteen.
Gemma I’ve told her that already
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Researcher Yes that’s fine I wonder if we do the two times table. Is there 
any skips in the two times table?
Karen Two eight, fourteen, twenty.
Bert, Gemma and Karen 1.3.99 pp 32-34
Right at the end of that conversation Gemma was beginning to think about 
an important mathematical sequence, but there was not time to develop it 
which was à great shame. She was talking about the bottom left-hand 
number in each square:
Gemma Sixteen and twenty-five. 
Researcher Yes
Gemma Is nine,
Researcher Yes
Gemma Twenty-five from thirty-six ... is nine, I think
Bert {indistinct)
Gemma That’s what happens to the end numbers, you add nine.
Bert, Gemma and Karen 1.3.99 p 36
With a small amount of support she could have corrected her mistake and 
been encouraged to calculate the sequence of differences between square 
numbers as follows
1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
Fig 4.12 The demonstration o f  sequence in square numbers.
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The difference increases by two each time. I did not continue the discussion 
on this point the next time we met, probably because I did not see the 
potential until I analysed the transcript. Mercer (1994) would maintain that 
scaffolding a child’s learning involves listening to, rather than just hearing 
what, a pupil says otherwise we can fail to put in the support, albeit in the 
form of a challenge to think further, at the opportune moment. Listening, in 
this instance, would involve hearing what was said and relating it to a wider 
picture.
The extracts of discourse discussed above are used to illustrate the fact that 
the children seemed to find their understanding enhanced more when their 
focus was directed at seeing patterns in the numbers system than when were 
thinking about hypothetical situations. I believe it to be a vital aspect of 
gaining a grasp of mathematics that the student appreciates the structures 
and patterns which undergird our understanding of the domain. Approached 
with this belief it is no longer a mystifying jumble of figures, but inherently 
a language with its own rules and these rules, structures or patterns can be 
discovered by any person willing to look for them. Once discovered, the 
patterns become understandable. At times patterns can be discovered by 
collating sets of numbers, at others a model or diagram can help. These very 
structures and patterns begin to make concrete the manipulation of abstract 
symbolism.
Once a flexible command of numerical pattern is established the 
understanding can be applied in a variety of authentic, and maybe not so 
authentic situations.
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PART FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
I set out to investigate my own work with a small group of children in order 
to gain insights into how my discussions with them helped or hindered their 
learning, to respond to the question, How can teacher-nupil oral 
communication be used in the teaching situation to establish and build on 
pupils’ perceived understanding and thus enhance learning? As I read 
studies of how other researchers and practitioners saw children being 
helped, I sought to incorporate the insights, alongside my own gained from 
studying my own practice, into our conversations.
The implications of my work need to be drawn out for the enlightenment of 
myself, fellow practitioners, whether teachers or assistants, and the wider 
educational research community.
Implications for myself and any practitioner reading this work
Aspects o f the teaching o f Mathematics
The domain in which I was working is a one with very specific concepts 
which need to be grasped. I found instances (Jay 18.2.98,17.5.99 and Karen
12.5.98) where some children were distracted from the concentration on 
those mathematical concepts involved and moved into discussing their 
experience of the situation when the material was presented to them in the 
form of a pseudo ‘real-life’ written problem. This may well have been 
because the mathematics required of them was inappropriate to that 
particular situation in the minds of the children, but it still stands as an 
illustration of the point that children may not see the tenuous connection 
that the teacher has made between the mathematics and the setting. For 
them, the situation does not throw any light on the mathematics. I conclude 
that whilst a person is actually within a situation they may perform 
mathematical operations beyond their ability to present these in a formal 
mathematical setting because they see the relationship between the two. 
Others, such as Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989), have found this to be the 
case. However, from my experience in working for this dissertation, I
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believe that when the calculations are presented as situational problems in 
the classroom they can become abstract and of less support to the 
understanding of mathematical concepts.
The need is to make concrete the abstract and I see from my work that it is 
possible for children to grasp the inherent nature of Mathematics as one of 
pattern, and this seemed to help them grasp necessary concepts. Discussion 
was found to be valuable in bringing out patterns and this was enhanced by 
the use of written modelling, where the visual augmented the aural, but did 
not supplant it. The evidence examined looked at the appreciation of aspects 
of place value and the exploration of pattern in number squares. It is limited 
in scope and on its own gives but a small foundation for the claims made 
above, but it adds to the work of others and, for me, would seem to indicate 
that my emphasis in the teaching of number would be the more effective if I 
encouraged learners to look for patterns.
Aspects o f discourse
The more useful oral strategies for the support of learning used by me 
during discussion seemed to be speculation and the use of ‘wait time’. The 
first seemed to give pupils permission to hypothesise and explore in return, 
not always deferring to the authority figure in their midst. I conclude that 
speculation has an advantage over questioning in that if the adult is not able 
to make a totally cognitively appropriate prompt the children are not left in 
the invidious position of not being able to answer. They can accept or reject 
the comment at will. One of the most valuable uses I seemed to find was 
when the children had reached an impasse, or were moving from a helpful 
conceptual path into error, I could provide a new relevant thought without 
being prescriptive (p 131).
The second, ‘wait time’, seemed to afford both the children and myself time 
to organise our thoughts, both to make sense of what was being presented to 
us and then to plan a suitable response. In my work with the children, I 
adopted the intention of waiting, holding back from either responding 
immediately to a comment they made or from following up on my own
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question before they had had time to process the implications. My initial 
reservation in doing this, that pupils Would find prolonged silence 
intimidating, seemed to be unfounded as closer examination of the 
transcripts gave rise to the impression that a considerable amount of 
thinking might well have taken place. However, a point which was 
emphasised was that the pause had to be at a stage where the level of 
understanding in the children would not leave them without sufficient 
support during the pause (p 115). I also discovered a need to help pupils 
give their peers time and space, something which would benefit from further 
exploration (p i l l ) .
From my evidence I conclude that both open-ended questioning and 
initiation, response and feedback (IRF) sequences have a place in oral 
communication in order to enhance understanding but that that place has to 
be appropriate to the present understanding of the pupil. In my experience, 
IRF tended to clarify, rather than promote learning (p 100) and that attention 
needed to be paid to the phrasing of open questions if they were not to 
confuse (p 109). Open-ended questioning was used by me on occasions to 
help children reflect on what they had said, as with Gemma and Karen 
15.3.99 and Jamie, Rachel and Lisa 5.7.99. It would have been all too easy 
to accept the first correct answer they gave as evidence of their 
understanding but further open questioning revealed misunderstanding 
which could then be explored.
I have considered various strategies for engaging children in discussion 
during this section, coming to the conclusion that paramount to all is an 
ability to listen accurately to, and beyond, their comments. Only then can 
conceptually appropriate inputs be made into the conversation in order to 
enhance learning. This is the prerequisite for one who would support 
children as they develop their understanding.
I am currently engaged in the training of classroom assistants, those who 
can be called upon to work with small groups of children, particularly 
during the Literacy and Numeracy hours which take place in most primary
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schools. I see my work as having relevance for them and I will seek to share 
my insights for their consideration.
In both my own teaching of children and in the training of classroom 
assistants I believe my work for this dissertation encourages me to advocate:
* concentrating on helping pupils to appreciate the structures and 
patterns which undergird our understanding of mathematics. In order 
to achieve this, models will be encouraged, whether they be 
diagrams or apparatus, to support oral discussion, but not to supplant 
it;
* concentrating on mathematical operations first and then encourage 
application to life problems seeking to find authentic settings if 
possible;
* speculating in order to steer exploratory discussion without 
dictating its direction, particularly if this is felt necessary to avoid 
error, and in order to give pupils freedom to create their own 
understanding;
* consciously pausing during conversations with pupils, giving them 
time to construct understanding and using that time to consider 
whether the demands which have been made on them are 
appropriate to their perceived state of knowledge or understanding;
* asking open questions where there is a feeling that pupils have a 
considerable grasp of the subject under discussion and need to 
deepen their understanding or set their thinking in a wider context;
* using ERF sequences sparingly, where there is a need to give 
considerable support in order for pupils to move forward and where 
one feels one has a reasonable grasp on the state of understanding 
held by the child.
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In all, it is the ability to listen carefully in order to formulate strategic 
responses which is going to help me, or my trainees, to interact most 
productively with the children with whom we work.
Additional implications for myself
These arose incidentally from my work and were not central to the main 
themes but are worthy of note. In addition to training classroom assistants, I 
also work with adults learning basic skills numeracy and, whilst not all 
written above may be directly applicable, I believe the comments below 
could help in that situation as well.
The first was the matter of appropriateness. Too often I had in mind my own 
agenda and was not listening carefully enough to the concerns and concepts 
apparent in communication from the children. There were also times when I 
did not keep seeking for the exact nature of their understanding and asked 
them to take too large a step from one thought to the next. Therefore my 
inputs and expectations were inappropriate, likewise my feedback. The 
result was to convey to the students that they were failing which 
discouraged them.
As I analysed the discourse between the children and myself I became aware 
that I favoured the one more in tune with my expectations, even within 
groups of two or three. I was ready to accept a solution from one, or at the 
most, two children and then to move on before the third had developed a 
secure concept. Again, as mentioned above, this allows such a child to 
experience failure to understand yet again, encouraging them to avoid friture 
failure by seeking to opt out of participation. Over a short period I saw that 
happen for at least one of the children.
There will always be the issue of dealing with variety in the pace and 
direction o f  concept modification within any group of learners and I need to 
be aware of the problems and develop further my strategies for dealing with 
that issue as I work.
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On a number of occasions I was too ready to pass on to another subject 
before children had demonstrated that they could apply their new found 
understanding (Stones 1992). Bruner (1985) discussed the need for 
‘handover’ and Edwards and Mercer (1987) looked for the time when the 
pupil took over control for themselves. There were few occasions where I 
persisted with a topic until that process was complete.
Flanders (1970) wrote about the skill of taking the ideas of pupils and 
developing them towards learning objectives. This would demand thought 
about the flexible pathways which can be used to work towards a grasp of 
concepts. I need to spend time on the necessary preparation and then be 
confident in being able to pick up points used by pupils.
In future:
* I will seek to invite and weigh sequences of inputs from learners so 
that my responses more accurately reflect the need for support at any 
particular time.
* I will seek to find ways of being inclusive, helping to support the 
learner who is making rapid progress in formulating concepts in 
their skills of giving time and space to others, alongside myself.
* I will seek to hone my skills of differentiating interactions with 
learners.
* I need to be constantly looking for independent demonstrations of 
understanding and skills in learners, not being satisfied with assisted 
performance.
* I need to prepare my own conceptual maps for subjects under 
discussion so that I can develop the ideas of learners towards 
learning objectives.
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Implications for other teaching practitioners
I feel it would be useful for those engaged in teaching to consider the points 
advocated for myself and my trainees. It may well be that they would find it 
useful to consciously incorporate some of the strategies into their work and 
examine whether these strategies might enhance the learning of their pupils.
Implications for the wider educational research community
There are a number of issues, not necessarily central to my main themes, 
which could benefit from further investigation, either by myself or by 
others.
Aspects o f learning
If we are to improve learning taking place during discourse we have to be 
able to trace the development of concepts so that successful strategies can be 
identified. I attempted this, (see p 41), but feel there is much more to learn.
* Tracing the development of concepts through the progress of 
discourse could be honed to a considerable extent.
It would take a number of hours of discourse focusing on a small group of 
children as they worked intensively on one or two concepts or small subject 
areas. Ideally the conversations would take place over a relatively short 
space of time so that outside influences on the pupils’ thinking were not 
allowed to have a measurable impact.
I am of the opinion, (see page 37), that if teachers were to steer pupils 
towards socially accepted concepts while still allowing the children space to 
formulate the concepts for themselves then it would be necessary for 
teachers to anticipate the possible thinking of their pupils.
* Research into how teachers could anticipate possible 
interconnecting pathways in moving towards a given concept and 
then how they could use that knowledge to support pupils as they 
make progress along the pathways.
A possible method of investigating this activity might be to invite some 
teachers to record on paper the pathways they anticipate their pupils might 
follow and then to record them working with a few pupils at length. The
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resultant discourse could be analysed for the paths actually followed by 
pupils and then matched to the original prediction.
Aspects o f the teaching o f mathematics
The appreciation of pattern in number has been a major theme of this 
dissertation, but the question of how this might be achieved has only 
partially been addressed.
* Further investigation could be made into how best one might take 
an appreciation of pattern and support pupils in applying it to 
situational problems within the domain of mathematics.
This would be difficult to investigate but might be attempted through a 
longitudinal study of a few teachers working with their pupils, sampling 
both written work and discourse.
I found the need to use written models to support oral input but feel that a 
further investigation could be made into the strategic use of such models.
* Investigate further the role of modelling in the support of oral . 
input.
A study where a single model is used in support of oral input over a variety 
of situations might be undertaken. That study might take the form of 
analysed recordings and written evidence.
I mentioned the need to teach the skill of mapping mathematical operations 
onto mathematical problems in section two, a response to Resnick (1989). It 
is a consideration which must be a consequence of the position I have taken 
in relation to the two, but one I was not able to investigate.
* How one teaches the appropriate use of known mathematical 
operations in a problem solving setting needs to be investigated.
Such research might be approached by analysing the facets of the task, and 
then study recordings of teachers working with the facets in a structured 
way.
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Aspects o f discourse
Many of my comments about my use of speculation reveal a use which was 
illusory rather than having much reality.
* Speculation on the part of the teacher was found to be a useful tool 
in promoting similar exploration of concepts, particularly when there 
was a need to steer thinking without dominating it, but much more 
waits to be discovered about appropriate contexts for its use.
A teacher might concentrate on one form of speculation, finding as many 
occasions as possible bn which to use it and monitor the resultant response 
from pupils.
On one occasion in particular I found myself implying to a pupil that he 
might pause and give his friend time to compose his answer (Bill and Jay
26.4.99). I feel that an investigation should be made into how teachers could 
develop such support.
* My pupils appreciated being given time and space to digest inputs 
and to compose their response but a particular issue arose about 
encouraging their peers to do likewise. I was unable to explore this 
further.
Recordings of teachers intentionally seeking to help children give others 
time and space could be analysed for the resultant effect on their pupil peers.
It is advocated that we use open questions to stimulate thought in our pupils. 
However, I found that even when I did the nature of those questions either 
assumed understanding or were inappropriate. I believe there is still need to 
investigate the nature of the most productive open questions.
* Investigate the wording of open questioning in order to ensure 
appropriateness to the understanding of pupils.
A collection of open questions could be gathered from recorded discourse 
and then matched with perceived understanding of the focus pupils.
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Dissemination
Apart from myself there are two bodies of people who could benefit by 
engaging with issues explored in this dissertation, namely practitioners and 
researchers.
Two avenues for dissemination to practitioners would be the writing of 
articles for magazines such as 4 Junior Education’ which is placed in 
staffrooms, and the writing of a book which is more likely to be read by 
those preparing for a teaching career. However, I have at my disposal more 
immediate avenues. Teachers are not the only people in a primary school 
who might value engaging with the issues, particularly ones related to 
discourse. Learning support staff and parents could well be encouraged to 
give time for thinking, to suppose and to ask open questions. I am engaging 
with both these groups in the training situation. In addition I have the 
opportunity to interact directly with the teachers in whose classes they work.
I would also seek to contribute at least one article to a refereed journal, 
appropriate to the subject of discourse in mathematics in the primary phase 
of education. In addition, I wish to submit a paper to a research conference 
so that my work might take its place in the ongoing debate about primary 
education, particularly in the domain of mathematics. I have gained much 
from the insights of others and maybe it is now my turn to contribute.
Finally
I set out to investigate the role and nature of oral teacher-pupil 
communication in the task of establishing and enhancing perceived 
understanding in the domain of mathematics. As a result of my studies I 
believe that children need to appreciate the pattern and symmetry of 
mathematics. The domain involves the manipulation of abstract symbolism, 
but according to distinct rules, interlocking patterns which make concrete 
the abstract. I believe that the appreciation of this patterning is aided by the 
use of apparatus and diagrams, but only as they are accompanied by, or 
rather used in support of, oral explanation. Once the understanding of, and 
ability to, manipulate mathematical symbols in calculations, according to
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inherent rules imposed by pattern or social instigation, are secure, I am sure 
they can be used in hypothetical or authentic situational problem-solving.
My studies lead me to conclude that the most vital oral activity in which I 
should engage is that of listening. I think that it is only as adults in the 
teaching situation encourage the pupils to explain their understanding and to 
articulate the development of their thinking that they can gain the insight 
they need to assess and support the learning. How teachers might then 
operate orally whilst seeking to support pupils’ learning has been at the 
heart of my study. I examined a controlled strategy of initial question, 
response from the pupil and the giving of feedback; open-ended 
questioning; the use of silence and speculation. I found that, when used 
strategically within a fairly accurate understanding of the child’s position, 
the last two were the more effective. Speculation, I felt, allowed the child to 
retain independence and use their own thinking whilst the adult is 
influencing the direction of their thoughts; and keeping silent, for suitable 
lengths of time, helped children to structure and build on their own 
understanding.
Notes
1. Scaffolding
Jerome Bruner (1985) coined the expression, ‘scaffolding’ when he wrote:
When a child achieves that conscious control over a new function or 
conceptual system, it is then that he is able to use it as a tool. Up to 
that point, the tutor in effect performs the critical function of 
“scaffolding” the learning task to make it possible for the child, in 
Vygotsky’s words, to internalise external knowledge and convert it 
into a tool for conscious control. ^
(Bruner, 1985, pp 24-25)
Neil Mercer (1995) is clear on what he sees as this process:
the essence o f the concept o f scaffolding as used by Bruner is the 
sensitive, supportive intervention o f  a teacher in the progress o f a 
learner who is actively involved in some specific task.
(Mercer, 1995, p 74)
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and he illustrates this by describing the behaviour o f a teacher who encourages a pupil to 
talk his way through a sequence o f operations without telling him what to do (p 77). In 
Mercer’s view it is the telling that ceases to be scaffolding.
There seems to be at least two approaches which writers have used when referring to the 
giving o f support to a learner during the problem solving process. One is the providing o f 
support at first and gradually withdrawing it until the learner is operating independently. 
An illustration o f this is given by Hofldns (1996):
Teachers will be helped to provide more “scaffolding” for children’s 
writing, to provide structures to make sure children consider settings, 
character and plot organisation in fiction and other relevant aspects o f 
fiction writing,
Hofkins, 1996, p 19)
and also described by Meadows (1993) as the teacher providing all the cognition at first 
and then slowly withdrawing it as the pupil takes over. The other is the support which 
responds moment by moment to the degree in which it is necessary at that particular 
time.
Contingent teaching...involves pacing the amount o f help children . 
are given on the basis o f their moment-to-moment understanding. I f  
they do not understand an instruction given at one level, then more 
help is forthcoming.
(Wood,. 1988, p 81)
This slight discrepancy appears to be exemplified by Cooper and McIntyre (1996) who say:
scaffolding, then, is the extension to the child’s capabilities that is 
afforded when the teacher instructs the pupil in procedures that 
enable him or her to employ existing skills in a new way to solve a 
problem.
(Cooper and McIntyre, 1996, p 117)
We have to ask, “in what kind o f  procedures is the teacher expected to give instruction?” 
“Do these come before the child tackles the problem to give a platform o f support or are 
the instructions given as the need becomes apparent during problem-solving?” Cooper and 
McIntyre proceed to give an example which clarifies their meaning.. Such phrases as 
“responding to the pupil’s own efforts” and Commenting Ort them and by offering action 
suggestions “that draw on the pupil’s ideas” (p 117) indicate a commitment to giving 
instruction during activity. Without those phrases one has the impression they intend the 
former, instruction first and then follow it. In any case, I find myself much more
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comfortable with the idea that teachers can give instruction and offer suggestions than 
with those who say that all the pupils must be allowed to build unique constructs o f 
understanding because then the teacher, who also has a unique construct, can only work 
in conflict with the pupil, never in harmony.
It is the form o f  support which responds to the moment by moment needs o f  the learner, 
increasing or decreasing as necessary, which is the focus o f my study.
Instruction consists o f leading the learner through a sequence of 
statements and re-statements o f a problem or body o f knowledge that 
increase the learner’s ability to grasp, transform, and transfer what he 
is learning.
(Bruner, 1971, p 49)
I agree with Neil Mercer when he says, “I have some reservations about its [scaffolding] 
being casually incorporated into die professional jargon o f  education, and applied loosely 
to various kinds o f support teachers provide” (1995 p 74). Because there seems to be 
some ambiguity about how the term ‘scaffolding’ is used, it may be preferable to think o f 
what a teacher does during a conversation with a pupil as ‘supporting learning’.
2. Zone o f  Proximal Development (ZPD)
Whatever the interaction between teacher and pupil, even if  it entails the manipulation of 
concrete apparatus, they will employ language as a means o f communication. The Russian 
psychologist, Vygotsky (1962), would go further and say that language was the key to 
learning, making sense of one’s environment. He would want the teacher to lead the 
conversation about an experience forward so that the child is supported as they process 
language in order to focus attention, select distinctive features, analyse and synthesise so 
forming and reforming concepts. This process is one o f  taking a pupil from where they 
are to a new level o f understanding.
We will describe a new and exceptionally important concept without 
which the issue cannot be resolved: the zone o f proximal 
development.
(in Stierer and Maybin, 1994, p 52)
This process, therefore, is given a name: a name, I suspect, which has been used 
sometimes without total agreement with the way Vygotsky viewed it.
It is the distance between the actual developmental level as 
determined by independent problem solving and the level o f  potential 
development as determined through problem solving under adult 
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.
(in Stierer and Maybin, 1994, p  53)
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So the ZPD operates in the realm o f problem solving. Vygotsky goes on to make the point 
that it depends on the ability o f the child at the time o f the interaction as to how ‘wide’ that 
zone might be. He proposes that
developmental processes do not coincide with .learning processes.
Rather, the developmental process lags behind the learning process; 
this sequence then results in zones o f  proximal development.
(in Stierer and Maybin, 1994, p 57)
For him there is a limit on the learning at any one time, imposed by the learner.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: A short extract from one transcript
This contains several pages of continuous transcript from a conversation 
with Bert, Gemma and Karen on 8.3.99. References to this particular 
conversation appear on a number of occasions in the dissertation. 
Appendix 2: Extracts from a conversation with Bill and Jay 
The pages are not consecutive but have been chosen to illustrate various 
prompts used by the adult.
Appendix 3: Moves and strategies given by the teacher
This contains lists of the moves and strategies developed by the researcher 
during analysis of the transcripts.
Appendix 4: Year six results in Mathematics
The results in question relate to the children with whom the analysed
conversations took place.
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M.K.BENNETT H9018357
Appendix 1
A short extract from one transcript
This is from a conversation with 
Bert, Gemma and Karen 
on
8th March 1999
We were discussing two squares, as seen below, and seeking to identify 
patterns as well as to use these patterns in prediction.
1 2 3 i+ 1 X 3 k- 5
s 7 % b 7 % 9 lo
1 0 II 11 IX IX i/+ is
11+ IS ik ik 11 I t 19 xo
"Xi XX X3 XL XS"
Commentary
Moves
Strategies
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M.K.Bennett H9018357 E980 Transcription
Ten. Can you think if there was any 
chance you could write down what 
the numbers might be in that line 
there if there were ten squares
^  across the top?
K Ohhh
T What do you think? You can do it
together, you can talk about it.
  there are ten
squares across the tot
M m................ten squares down.
T And ten squares down, yes
With ten between each it would be 
ten twenty thirty forty
It might, but you’ve got, each one of 
those squares starts with a one
V4 Crx,V C&
K I H erb lewd a A. ~.
L £=1A A—& CL- i « ^ 4
A- rx Ck- .xzsSx b o  csu34 cjtva-J
Lz&tSï La-ie^eJk##'VxJ^3*
■n —m^WL'mtnmvX + .'M ^rntxM4*6^pCfltitiMWaW.w,a.-to1,
L.-S
u,- i^we- ^  
 ^ l-XCL. LxAP^JL -■> ^ ^
«**iyrue- ' . wnr
•V^T«SWea5HBtS5^t»|!
T In that first square doesn’t it?
rso <  hw cx.«a < * "
—      ^
B Got
T It might, yes, that’s a good start,
now go downwards without writing
the whole lo t? ................If you can
work it out. , u ^ _ ffh oL?
K
Gonna go ... eleven, twelve
Oh I get it now  It’s going like
this ... um if you put a one onto that 
it is eleven, then it goes twelve 
thirteen fourteen fifteen sixteen 
seventeen eighteen nineteen twenty
f3 *%" Af ±sys p «lïvv^ xc.
{It might do} yes, d S ^ u a ^ e e ?T
K
K
G
{twenty one} IkâJ&JâêhàJêgT 
Twenty one... no 
Thirty one, forty one.
- ~  -r:— — -  - J f T^r  r f  —
©» t x ^  lojVi Si
WfS^fcsawasw*«eT»t.-’
TKjsx,-  ^ <. Lwi? nsu9^l USs
f^L «A iSr*  ^ -
r> vbf . i üW&fl  ;
CL G.Ç I*1 Slwfibl yUSA^S*»^ •
a. U» •» Io^AjI Ik<4.
(^ -0- L cA»^ X CH-» c5 twv «mO
our^ v>. r z-A'-pVxcA^ C^  • P^ AA^ — TjDuA .^
' Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99
M.K.Bennett H9018357 E980 Transcription
K Yes Yes , vT î -A:»»»-
T Mmmm I think you might be right
K fifty one t b \ -^ -^WTrv
S c o -^  u3%-^i sk^ t r .  j
a -... —i- waL-^ wîSïfeît,»,
T v Mm. It’s a good pattern Isn’t it?
± ;± 2  £ k ^ a ^ ^ = c ;_ ..
b<3 b u .
Mm
Twenty one 
Yes
{indistinct) ■c dl cjyx*-^. ( . .„ J_—g ^ fe  c ^ w ,\  — a-------------------
T YouSe right, are^ou? I ^  LS-S.... ------------------- LfJL.
li° !! ldn:tb ^ , to w n tethema11
K (indistinct) Uw—- L o  p h® Aa-^T
T ‘Cos it’ll take a long time to do that.
^  t, Hrf-k-ssaJ'- <=*-& •S<^Yx!fcjuLLlf_>—.
^ y>è !*•■ ‘-wr ’ /~*>, XLâA-• ci -O'X^ brV^
K {Indistinct)
/  T OK so, you think it goes one, eleven = % ..
twenty one y----------
"@5 1 (\Jr-”'t imAa» & ilS »? O "CSr (LxiX-f 1>Q X^A-Ai
B Um ... twenty nine
\ K Thirty
k^.,1 ,* a-v 6^  4 < <£>*-n <=) 0-4-.A<i tâ-.*.wl S C.-) ks- kA
t ll^ k_iv^ 0^^ rs-<a aw^S» cS-L-tJl, UJVc J^b CXVvU s^L
13
KS
^  ^ "  ' "THirty one You’ve got ten lines
-    i ■if i ,   -  .... —         . W*^w^Y*ÜS?îy-'V / " 1", v r . ^ a U ' - > \  Ç-WAVM»,
J< o -^5...vk IK CA-^ x. 3  ^
.&.'VsA, La ScA.X# , I C*t-H lor
K They’re going in ones. 
K and B {indistinct)
C l V v - ^  d *
Lfe—s-
«  L-î^yx /?xi 4'à .i.ï*# .•NeJui»L*élï
G The unit stays as one and the tens
keep on going up in numbers _ ^  ^  ^
5ao'"î> eAsjv\ ea^ \ Uk.,A-v<tXivo' tlKlT.„..-Jif^ÇX^asKrr;'...t»■ , . - < . . .
- T — .
« -  f t a a a y g L a , .  u
L-r-o-
i i .
K It must go up t o  A hundred
B
and one, 
eleven
tp o^ s-La
....  .    . .I ,.-, -..-«M.-tZ-KxS* vTX..  ^:
O n> -^ fci~£.
.Bert, Gemma and Karen 8.3.99
M.K.Bennett H9018357 E980 Transcription
Have a go, see. Just go downwards, 
don’t bother about the cross ones.
Zb On? 1
G A hundred and one
1 - JS ,
tc2» cSa(‘ô^» Cl. CA-^V_N <aâ
   .
K I told you it was a hundred and one.
T A hundred and one? Is that a ... how
_ , ,, .many lines have you got there?
VA^aFK aJu4><^ i'CzWV pAJw» t»!
» "♦«kv-* "’ tKnaYf." Ç»««rrv-*-- j
.................eleven,  so ten
would be ninety one.
Boy-
T So ten would be ninety one. I
wonder what the square might be .. 
what might be in the square, the 
number at the end of the square.
......................... Going to take you
ages to draw the lot.
K Ahh huh huh huh
.  d - s t J v x . y ^ A ,
*e*v«w**iaw«9B**aew@*%a#aB5#
Ix» lC»suau \ æ-K «-sx^
CJLX) tisk£L <3 t-«. »-^ .
I M5^ -VXia^ a t^: kû-V~ C
t ^ Ê L .  t - t - a e - .  V -v k ' P  &1
e-'V-x t.^ J) „ew. «al tA-Si.
1 ^ .  LkjL
— itv- --— ^
[rV '-.K
«M/ii4yv6t«e»
T See if you can work it out without 
drawing the lot _7b o-^i (2cj_p.a_rt;..A_.V'x 4^ ~o b<"V._^ r_Lv.<_3^_/N
K Oh
T Have a look at the last line..........
see if you can find a pattern there, 
.  perhaps.................   v.....  ,Jb ftixkvs a Lfis <L^ yp&.
wwwwSUiWftwWSmiANiiP»»*»
Hang on
K
Z  T
Oh yes there is. That goes five then 
nought, five then nought, and five.
Yes but how many squares are in
ux#pptitAeO$Uere</î;«!i
K)kg> L<> b> c^ wx^ 9»-XK^ AA.-Cb
I _ x ,, that square? . .rVô» «H  S ^ L ^ v - x  e \  C L   ^ U - d - K / s
Itiu«j&,*ju«y^. tJLu_W "1 Ce^^&^k
T Five, and what s the gap between 
^  . those numbers?, . . i. •
H- C J s  <5u^ v-~«=\ <3- <c4exat=usA«=^Tr*===5=3====e=^ =œc^ aa3sfi^ ws^ .5®^ w»4^ »!sW^ Ç4fi:a*S“W*“*|*Qr®*'
B Five ^
vo Kjw ^  ^ ^Zz!z
) Kc^ -A^L kro-v-^KAf L~Sl
 r  ^  v.r- .^.,.,-.--.».-.|«--- --•■ • , '.«u»a.'r.vn^r^ » æ .
»%ëjwU% ‘L s^ o...
^ • y - i .  O ' V - i  ? ('< S' ^ - t -  „
CjLS^ vlZutf
viVvxA^ kàO^ f^
5
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' T Sooooo have a look at that one.
‘Sæâ-Cs
4LF
Four, four.
% o '2 a l  G tr
h rus-p rC^OLa-l.^
A  x" 'C-t
-ffMWKI3Trr<UJfc
B ‘Slike being
T ^ And have a look at that one.
. _h^=^ 2_S—&%_9^ &3js62a_
V»J i^ n>.t|; vs^ro,/--) Kâ- e t -< fcsO-
IT
VV«L S» n ivvy^ 5 ->,ovy
% £.4. tv.-'Ww'**'
<o
W &_ k v -Xî~. '' A- V ^ a-mJ
V<--Q 5e= a « ^^ î» > w4» iA --A w- tn*j<i»^ f.»-w •*»*4 etwekiwa»
Six and six, so can you work out
that last
& <2» 2,
<~ - c >  *s> Li.  ^x.-',—g— — A hundred— " -
■fee? 2. i9à>f^ £wvt£. d^L^W S
T  ^ O u M red ’y o ^ îïïr^ W ^ * 1^ ^
_ ^ x think that, Bert?
<=L^% ku
I p cs-v^A,
*" k *p»«u n -P tn j- ' » * *
C*^ v~ ^ <aSL^5-*4 b * ~ 4
<-- e
»Ve»S»iS»Ati«aW*»«V.»'--
Lz~4ùf
_
u M  < y o ^  i C ..K . ^ tisL .sv -"  C6 ^ a 5 v 4 '^ ~ A c F  t x ï ^ X
tes c,0^ -_te. <• vi-’' c) iSA—l_Zb„ O-- _&a_.
‘cos there’s five going across there 
and going down it’s in the five times 
table and its the same as that but in 
the fours, and if you done ten it’ll be 
ten across, it’ll be ten times table 
down.
I think of an easier way, ten times 
ten.
Well done. Yes . 8
cos like one, five, you’ve got five 
and then you have four, four times 
four is sixteen
Uh huh
fSJevv^  î^ =5> f >
G Five times five is twenty five .... ten 
times ten a hundred.
cAaLsJ %
T w o G i f t ^ ^
you know, are those special 
numbers, those numbers, I wonder if 
they’re special numbers. The 
numbers at the end of the squares. 
?.^r:f. ‘cos you’ve just said,
£-0 "% 'S““A C{,wi .•SÎa&.v
rU
L-^-- c^LLfivA-D ,£>~v
.••«*» » w  «•««», wf ir..*
C£.
Vo- '-A TA I W  <.VVS,<*
•His.èr*%.±t i<r£U~xr*>-*x** r*zn*saM-c*v>c.i
,3 -S i, LA
_ S -r^ z y v ^  XlSSXUK__
. gA ^vx.cX-k2_a-X ^x>^VfTu^>A-vTÂ^avx „  ——- - --- - - ---  —    ----- --- - xi;?: v*L'*i<». wee * •« *
4 »;»W > A W tivnt\ v*i.. <C5 y^iA—  ^ '5X'
I
VL.X |0 < d^ -vrs <s>vÎ-"Al—'X_3~r-v'">
■^ axfiss I Ço-tA cir-x_A«â
K a.-P  lAA. J ^ o - A
•si
I C^ y^^ AHVr-yv'** I ^  SZSX^Ù ^  ^
1^8-S- ^  0-^0. JA_LA-,>^.’Vy'L:1. -: . U.-Jt-k.fc-
___
jLvV' 1%%.
dw^«rM.^;_UA^cu
5 -l_-a»yVN.L^ <>v^ x
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Gemma, that e r .. that’s four by four 
isn’t it? and that’s five by five, an
what,  and that’s six by six, and
that’s ten by ten Are they
special numbers at all, I wonder?
... .r .  ,— ,-----------—   
G Even numbers?
T They’re even,......they’re not all.
................. ‘cos twenty five isn’t
_ even is it? , . „ ,Tt> c> p O-u Cl csA Ci-v-'t e,
G Odd and even
{confused)
 OK Have - a - go, have a go at
draw, at putting dots instead of 
numbers, but making the shape of
s
Il J--I m I r ~ rn — , r n -------
| |M|     1f| .M-ri- .nt--
vt i-A l»-vx t"crc>-c
j  ciuiimn ^
\ A As^-Lfl V-JrA-vx-l
I. -H -ri--l-ii».'Tnr-lili 1 i, l.'linIrr-.-IT,.- -r  ------
t lx w ^ Q »  T- llS < L -l'1-<a-VV^L.  ^ C.'s-VA^ ‘U ^ X
: 1 — -----
tta^ . ^Xvaa, A
k a -c A  l4u  VA S^SU ^-X a h v u u - tA x  '
'J5-^ - C;-t*
rw z :»4^ t '5d> a£ i^«u^vw .setit:sf
t^ ^ â . J f  Lrtf**. 1 l '«w
«Xjase-a,.*5s. v . v  frtow
Ô mJL &%
h 9*0'®»*: , wij
'  to  •*T^»wi6v»«y6matoAs)!if, ; «-yy«»6*ifli«iuyya83»5e
tS"-X“' «^ •‘^  ti^ .-.-VS C ^tzjr-.^
i? ii*£?,~r- if"'t ^ »si mv. 'Uitu.fjA^: r.Af’ icsftfjlaMSS*!' iwfl
<X CV^ A^ LkWl*" aa
ig^ v. p o-v~- A-’*s D3-^ » ScJtA-' uk'^ -^ A x
c C.« «sJ-i 1.15^-^  <3"iL,5> '')"'
I t  -^<.‘5 *f'~  -^w." .3^  ■*—n -  ‘- <®mw«'j»s8kawi®iN<W»*iFWgAiate«<»8fi8t6i®iWteiki^  ^
c.^ j)-.--x Lax «ta-
I u^ jnyuxAr. wAa*. carwJr ^iy'-A^vvszx
K What so you
There
J t
a,.i»4.  va.-»'.
-CJ6-4
W .SL €)f/f ,   .........
1
All {laughing)
K
F a®?
K
i-.î>o % 
T
ïL.sxkia-o ex
W-«.?uA-<4Æ.nt
Right
huh hah hah
Leave it, doesn’t matter we can pick 
it up at the end. OK -
C^ v~>k c A t j’*A%i kv.- » ritftitti -  7J  /
(laughing)
^ L L ^ p k  »
you put dots instead of the numbers, 
on here, make the shape of it, put
dots.......................... so that’s that’ll
be four dots down and four dots 
across, won’t i t  Four and
L i.^4 i&A^.A pi i. iL :~s-
Ohhhh ......................................
there is that right?
Fk^ vA^ fc A-feJrp /a_ni_A A.s.a^  s--r-
1 CÂ18'S.«*. C-Lq. LL wXj X C3-A—X-’*' <-<0
Ç-t-us-wx""'Llsus^r u—v-» «Jls.-'v-s <^>*=-x ’-.--L.'-vx<q
_ « * W « #r4« i^ e*a»V#uuW%> *» Mt» &&«&—^,sz««wz* üi A K » f x ^ ^ V f ^ w i d L ^ - « i
<%L ^A k A  I cL-n-vJr-^-^c4=Av.cr i^tr '^<.yiv.<î*si.Nt> \i/<f-vvrii»vui••» W ^ ’WfVOAV#
1-|.*A fes-fô.
-wWVA<V»«<ra.ti. *i5A • V«tiv^t4 « t- iio.1
U- o^v c^
S t^iL 6aL«Û.,<(-Wx y&K" ''Vw'h./ ft ftJ™LZ5$CxJ .
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T That’s it and fill in the other ones as
well so that you have got a complete 
square................................
B> o'8»» Sax=i p<j-v*>tie>=<si b-M Ct A
K Finished the square.
T
" 1
VD vU rKs- ^
1 ^
- r r _____
LWL
.MuMMMtta H&SMXU*» »ieo*taiwe*ai-«»«iwi^ «^ *»
You’ve finished the square.
not sure it looks like that.R> o n  vxU u
p v-iXVaa tSAATv
’îc-**' .«*<••"
, ...  ---
K We got to do all of that?
T  Like this..(% O % •^jy-r^ r-ü-is-L.w* „•>■ vx
K Ugh
T four,... four... then four,
ô L a a a à . cryA^ uA» ÎIhHaÀjL t .
B I done that.
fêa. \ \ x^-NcAXeA^xeaA-^ X.Q.^ »^
r —
shape have you got?
K A square.
T You’ve got a square. What about
 um if you did the five one like
that? What shape would you get?
WX-rt->l ... *» & * Aik . A . A - A -A v^ A -. A_...
...
C f r-k L  .
| 4“
*3eB*wwa<sffi( - I6»ysi»f3>
«Ki*ï?«&5*W31 c-^
W <îy^ ,v~-JaA-'' C.^ âi>-^ Xx
% I C3-W Î-M
B Square
K Square, I think a square.
T If you did the ten like that, what
<=>ea
1
i <A5_£1. . A <=% 0-= ..^  issu Wr“*J_J'.'V-»^  L.i—£>
F)o3> Lev tAxio_^_^sLia)ul
  --------- - ........ . —  "*  »»■ ii -nfc ■ r^n j i  iwr t^ a
K I think a square.
.o*-w» ujhs^T
f.k-MiamMYwrn r IÀ&.
T Have you heard of? I wonder if 
you’ve ever heard of square 
numbers? ,A ÔCs» aAfukLA bx* cLiu»vxc-;.7^ v'î( L»cxL
fN( „ -, % W^ i2â-^ ..ûk -^-— — - — —
.^„.„.% ,**mmmM,rn,m,W,nr-f, r--------— ......... ..  .........
ÙL.
w -k -^XS- o^iej e'.yj /SCs^ vLxâ-*^
T Have you? .. ,% IV Nv-. -  Ci.r-A-^ .vUu-1 TNUipcrv-VJL
Done them last year
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B It’s when um there’s certain amount 
of dots um  er  um
G Um its got a number and its the
same did a test.
K Yeah
G It’s an eight, square numbers ....
find, eight square numbers.
T So what did you have to do?
B -  ,  1- 5 w - v|W |- | l l ^ - i r x l x r  . V: A. t-'M
G The same number by the same one,
the same number you g o t..
So I wonder if that’s the same as 
what you’ve been doing there.
Is it the same?
e*.
M o - 5  'Jt- U  est*  r  ' H k t i "
TkJU% Gk
    «— ——-•— -
.Jl^a^UL I WcsA e> cv^- ^  -u '_____  W* 4.
I—y.A •—O £»>
.  —  —— ., pa in' «r»* « et.'/J*' «Gt-'V A" •-• '■
  _ _ ïû »*va
..vL’. <
Uf-> \_A-rv <2>5 
lÂ~«Q.^LrS  ^ <0 "
■Si*. *S=*S<a V.-t.'îr^wyALV*
• M
C>- .ie^X
i Lrx. Ukua.5 W-xe>!
o*?~«, 7
Woaw» .r-*^  ->-
B Ummm
tk»a, — --.t w - ^ 0 .
T You said earlier on four by four
B o b  I'taJXQUi __ _ i^ ^ /X ^ C C t? v '
K
"7
T
S  H
Yes
And that one’s
q/to-^tX c^ •*•- 
pi-'Wll LA*XX_>*S^S» :>7'f/tr 'O’" U ’*^ » K* c*.
1 L^ Txa t -o JÛL-U’J—t-, or-fes 
Orx>e_w" bLa. r^ >-->-^ - -«J
Qa4>«-6 «Û-t<. P ' o-vx '- ■£*£-*• h Mi -^>*4mw^s6%C#S»i^ e^2MUN«àUii^*SSsU
G Five by five •
& 0 "% Kti-yaji=d2Aj—; &J*** I £,'< %_ c^ L>v»»ww,sau'Vvtr'
O T U t^ ^ S  c i
f /L f
'Æ#*WW%#.<düfWW*w^t^.A x.
L^ -%.
 ^ C .A  C A .^_ x L a  •« -.k_  ^ „ i — » - s  e „ i
T Five by five and that one’s there
G Six by six
B i A âJL*-r<
and the nexf ôn^’tërfby*ten™..... I 
wonder how many par, how many 
A square numbers we could find.
„ - W-Y-t''* Cj! .t-*s<X.>U l,A e.-'V-'
ei ®-isK- |o r  -S-  ^cQ, ^  j
• • '  — * Î".*.'yip'^«V.1 1 •.V.t-1.‘
isAfi-A^O / O ^v '  cA-t--*,- '< <r^
,. - . .. v r"*.-:«-vw« «W f •>« «.■.•*. - - -
T
B Could be four by four
^iX-ys e»w c, & )/
T I wonder, what’s the first square
number, do you think?
L SJLêJ^
\ rx— -4 >.J Ouu<5 CAA^i VfY T Vx Lii-Sl.
K
Two
Two
ex- i o \ |x  (x W* r '**■ '
U-fe^ w-v» v>~^_3 ri~t_> t “ I h r, iri b j^
k*i>w j :  t«. Jkf6^a4>.
OJ~wv * «A #*0-• vx». *^ * c:- «r io
-. ^ ü^uîihî
fc<-A. -^»L7vv.vNtiu^ LjU<
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B Four
K Two
B How is two a square?
K Ah!
T  ^ ~ Gôo3qüêstmn7Tso^a square?
^  C f t v A  _ £>-*<,— ■. .<•.% -üLi^ vv-. e a - V ^ i - T M i
-* t —— »— ^ J — - «—•-•■-r-r->ti-»~**r~~|l~*~.~* ■ ~ ~ ' ■«>•»-«■— ■— ., wrm ,.» M  I m , *1,1 «.,=*— i rani •■ Ifi - ,  JTV.MW.— >«>»-.
tw iu , c^w  .5!±_
Pt I
t.
'so/c*-»?
K Four 
Four
rw  -
i  ru m  f t  —c. t,jMf..f-^
% ea "x ^ ^ ^ S zeZtzz'&r--'---------------------- -
B (Indistinct)
T So four’s a square. ' ___  c,LZ% tZ% %  U— a.
2» C-tr^ Uv«v»-A 0 ~ 0  CJ* s ,  iyV»«^eUi,o - cxd^d6 i J L , . . . . . . , . , . „ . . , . . . , , . ^ . . .  . . . . .  . s , . . , — 4
-.....—......- s ^ te r»8s?»a«sc^aK5« ) ^ s ^ 03K asiîa^ ^  4
B Four’ll be like that.
I T So what’s the next one?
K Is six a s q u ^ ^ * 6*
T I wonder.
A- f-»
  nnnno
\ U ru  L^KcU-
K _3L_ra I '~cjU  ^L^-a V xj^îi9y ------------------ -------- I— — „
| <—  ^V-4 ixjr t
hCLA>*S--V^ . L <r:.!. W ^  ^  -^S i^Lr '‘s.fiL. é-AyWfM^
L-4f*k UAvy-v "Ct. t «$,>
K
G
B
Yes
three
Wa.. e^uu.
G No
B No
K Yes it is six by six. -â-, < «M w ^atua i»»sw rs«» «uj*ar \  i
T Six by six, yeah
î3  °  2» &>=uk.l <aâ %
\ p j^Ji-+a >..F- £>-v-*---tr^  <-s:^ . û i-Xl
”  eA-iavrta i ^ j-^vcA^vr^ , , , '-
G That’s a square nunAer"*"^"^  ^ , % ^  ^  •* m3K«.
B eight W  £.)- •' R^ js.  ^ ;
T Yes but the square number is thirty i  ^ ^  ^  ’N^* L^ c1^
V r t r ^ Ay ,--T  '  A !^ ^ .^» j^ .V3<y-kP-itagsa V —Vî. <1. V.- .^O.1,'*j.'.Tovr/^ru.P’ ^
h<_vs-p Lo k » < ^ d L v r. t  .
Ahhhuh
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v h
B Eight six
T Is six a square number, I wonder?
A- i© %
K Ha huh, ha huh
T What about you trying, Karen, can
you see if six is a square number?
r? © k® L<^ 5XÂ.il<jir-.-.v
B I don’t think it can be that number.
 Iftomes out as a rectangle.
T It is isn’t it?    mm
\ %» © lb  ^ C^WiV'i tVS _jg
K
_ . .  ~  * X a - v ©  1 s » 2X ?s.«3A - 3v * r >6S i  ,
T Is five a square number, I wonder?
PV \ ^  . A
f .r
L ^cCWuC.
j^ VM.-lSX L.>i-e
ng»- c3i cx v"\ w t ^ v ^ A  L*. gt-v*1 1
e=TC^r^^s5W f , v ? > r z H ^ i T « v - . - « . : u     ^ . .  ._ ..  ^  . . _
CXAp p  ntiC-Lke.^* L ^ '
^gag^a^J i ^ ^ ~ J 6i » . . r '
B No because you’ve got four and 
there’s one left over.
C-~l—. 4aA-AAA-»V^ -
O"
A A . ^  C k _ ^ S  ^X a^T
• e ^ L L ^  l7>.-:‘#S^CC«e»tV^-.^ .i-.i. -
So we’ve got four as a square
number...............I wonder what our
next one would be.
’ e ’ C L o ^ ti  g^ y, etAvxJSu* i'-v-oz^s
\
A .._ ,
r ’-S1-  .
Nine :>H*V3t  v s rV .b ti^ y ^
es isù■.«*«*. ssi «. ,r*~^ 1=1
Nine, how did you get that, Bert?
B> •*' ? ^  *^ kJo fcto OJ^ -Ju'fcscy.'ïx-^ A-
B Done three there, three there, three 
six nine.
>  <01 n^uKa-^ , bac J^z.
T S o w ê W g W fo îrW 'w e W p  
nine, they’re square numbers
 I wonder what our next
square number might be?
V-.o K_il ivy.A_?* Cî>
bjyVX^ Xl^ i Sb»- «-ri/'*»  ^ _2i—ibiL
Ovwh- v.jrtn^ XV.ius" ÙE ***5f£JL~A a  Cy^ kA-
p.l1 ¥ ». S»«MA!>WVfV«* <!*.;:• ■.oj**»«II«6*..M-nR» S’ IW.'-i,..; ■>» ï"Jlv.ii..i,.Vi«ir.Ai..i»..O.W*.¥,#***«»-iV^ôv^W. «aa-'wisJ./ eSjfo «i4_a. -y**^ H <*a--v' <
ci.-jS-vK*-* € Lybt—itîL..^  Si»V<al
«A5#«v*ie»e
"H  A. rQwC&JlLy cL ti>-6L^  H .5kA.>-C.
"<~A. VklA-V-WW-- «SX_'*f*r.
« p e i mn u r f - i i n i ,,
K Ten?
VAxû id -^ x ^ fx tea
Ij j^ i '  % V5 C-<U"V>XUr^ v-S«U ^
awu*af&üa^.*»<wsMw&wr>u.?'M»Aà**ra^<eu«M*u. iu^-gie^xvwixiv^-w tiae ïwa^wyw« f W« js ©-’.~v^ c>"£
T Try ten, do you think ten?
ft a ct.vxSu-tt^ vN ba C   11 """ 1 "lgmma 1 -      #
G No lû™^ Wr' cAjVY^  'T<LW<cyt.V.
.v-., e-.>-t'\jS..-’V’^  <rr
B (Indistinct) ten be a number.
‘tis too.
-fia.J- , -  K æl.
K b-oc. v^r^-I-Uuvk ^3? &.:t»'Wt>vt y,
OW. C^ .Q.. <S,
igiiiw eisysiseeraM b*
& <D & C.l’tx i <.'1 \  ubv^ eîLa^ gfi^ vszi^ wxq u5Wi- $. Ui ? Nb»k5p CiS-v, <*-
G Twelve? c   ,tîA ^  *^1- e\  l:k
OVopC'
h*u>lx Jtvsaaj'-i* w
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T Try twelve, see if you can get
^  V S. îw f
K One two three four, one two three
four..................................there.
T Is it square? absolutely
\ y\— o-Xja ^  >  W- 2kâ^klù±!£ï —
Wsx- L - p  K jW *  K > ~ ^ ‘
eXjzjy^s ("sLysTx
v~
W#*%
4S^ 5*4«WS=
t/Vwu4
K Yêâlr— •*-—
B {No}
G {Let’s have} a look.
T No ... Bert, I wonder what you
fô Q S  s J K .  Ça^ -JT 6». -^. w ^
B ‘cause there’s four across and three 
down.
T four across and three down.
fc.«3 &—t~.>v t S C a.V)R^>.HrxJi~vx.^
-yrx^r-a^suic, _..- f ,.,,
K Nnaarr..............
B sixteen
I T lL C
r^ L&X»Ak •a-Vk pO yT‘
$  lpvv| V xJl. —¥-wW K < x^n KX. ‘tJX.
*Y— — --------------
ivi A.  */ W Law
t ^ '9^ 5i»47l^ Vsr r ^ r v i .4<p,r5>,*j«2- Uft^c;
fc ly rg p p  p  v Ï ^ & ^ L :  ?vt ^'"' *x»^A jh-Ca
L#a
%
<£>^ V,«eZ*s u-Ox-O-.-t
\ yx4.. - W
-k ^ o e u N  Lts
O.V W  » &6i I*|IWWIH I
c w —- æA_a »^~^ ^  O -'a"1 Ca
m -  ii - -,T i | ,_#% „ ~: r-1- rn-*n ,----,——rtr%-*> — —**# ■ Gj  ^
So try sixteen, let’s see if sixteen is a \ p>io>a. Uz .tU ^
bkf 'Hs-A." fcka. e r tx » ^ ,  b a  U ^ i - ...square number
i O % ri.aVs^A, êh 4^ o,;
i -- - i  m m—   in ri ni rm  «>ninini i r i r r r r r i n i T r f — j l
Yup
T Ah, so we’ve now got, what ones
have we found? ,
B Four, nine and sixteen.
—-VX-'XA.Z) It3»v4«i'
Sats^ , NL<SkLL\A PO-V^  6% ^
OK I wonder which is the next one 
after that.
C ïrteÀ jà^r Co| v ©  U A j i a U  ’W n .
A ic? S 
K .... sixteen
G Twenty four?
K Could be
tb p  yt3...y^ v -bi
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T Shall we try twenty four and see
what we’ve got?...............Do you
think it is, Bert?
B No.
Why don’t you think?
h  Ù2L.A U^S*«x
Because it îs tw ê lv t l^ b s fS î" ' 
twelve a rectangle.
4aM «xsl cW'^
T  '“Tf'woüldhe arectangle then. 1......
a rectangular one would it? ..........
right, so what have we got for the 
next square number?
.....t.O ...Î^& v ............... v......
K (Indistinct)
W^ » Irxscs ÆyVvJw^ -^ w. Î
P  rcn& %  „ I I s u  K » v v x
be^ uEuA
U CL. e-Uu^>-WK V 6 ^ -  ^
•*
Ufcsû.. Si»VVi-£-‘V-VV 0*1
 a - . J.SL , . - g , ----------- »-----
3* CA-d.,X. fc^ o S» gy^ <=>- -4^ -6. Ve^ w*«vv),xffl-.
\  0.
.-iLSU‘«UMCTIWW»' .4%*-
T ................................... We’ve got
two, we’ve got four, rather, and that
_ , was two by two, wasn’t it?%> o h
*4? .-4:-L-C^  rw^ .»    1.— 1 J''» ' <$
p» eZsJbA,.St—
C>-n^  <saA ^X >  *- * SkxJ
Uc:
Mm j»
 : ------
We’ve got nine, and that was three 
by three, got sixteen, that was four 
by four,
B Twenty five five by fiveT™fI^%%
T Twenty five, five by five. OK
0» o  %2 /2e-pid c»-X -î. j» f  Crv<»»*^wâ'
T What might the next one be? .... 
Whatdo you think, Karen?
3 Thir’y six V<vw ^
"S tU-4 %%urk Lkjx
! b
■ n r*r - rama-n vuiw^rr-.».» •»a,xw«»
_D O ’ ^»S5.„. H  O -O ^S-
b^û. bc^ï—rsSkJL-J 
£2.I b o  yo^cj...^ o>-. Ces
T Thirty six, why do you think that,
Bert?
<- Qtf bjf
B Because, like four is twô byTWÔ and
then nine is three by three and then 
sixteen is four by four and then 
twenty five is five by five
•X'«ezMtrtvuzKS l«*v5ie»iCia-A-aeei64iittewa'»«i
A \ Lo LC^Cu &.&
.....—-x-..
H >Q-.- CÂ b U ü
L-ïjs | '3 '  <y— v " x  i —  o-kSL. q . „i._v 5— ^ .
LjO •"*" \ v-L-j. LxAyW«^.
t o IfkC . c, brL
OQ-&
#,W.*WKWK^ .-
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G and now it six
B Six by six
_  T Six by six . _ . .
G An’ the next one
&
G and K, {will by forty nine} 
y  T {What do you think} the next one,
Karen? •
f*v  '£>■ J r  \  t s r ^ s ^ c X  v x  C k w S -* ' r*
G Seven times seven.
T Seven times seven is gomg to be
{forty nine}
{forty nine}All
B Sixty four
G sixty four eight times eight
T eight times eight
.« a J C S *  ■C-â-^A ' L e !  v »
B eighty one, nine times nine
one hundred.
G That’ll be ten times ten
W ,.x NX
kSML- N3__ ^
----------~-s:ii-an-i-<gnOTrrri-é—
k-StvOkja_>r-A._k c^ -«sX-k-|   - ■ 1
TH <=r-vJ
k-*' .^r*- «yw*6»w»-4 ai2#o<HSî=s*t«t'^»»
|kkt_ iAj-i—
Uv-h lX*a_ a.L«-rxA>”i.'A'"s
£3-0-
C«K»Sk-^-^^su/^ | S^S
G
Um .. and then a hundred ten times 
ten. We could even go on further
iroaew^wleeessm i^i^ WM  ^ ,
Yes
&<5>^
«2 03.
couldn’t we but I think we will stop 
there... Er we’ve got two times 
two, I wonder, one times one, we 
Jiaven’t got one times one there.
C_jXW<*-k•w^ :w*iSwES<!eî5;^ i«^
‘cos you can’t do it with ordinary 
square numbers its one
Would be one wouldn’t it well 
actually it is called a square number, 
even that because it’s one times one.
B O . &#-4_
G Yes
—f
N  4s--o i C cr>"Vkja_ id
Lç>CZ3 b  C - . ^ C . ^  T r - k .  \ JL-) Ci-Xa<vry<uX'
I
&3-r^ L. oubl
3tr4cs<^Y>5L,  a .a  g*- -vw.,
i fc-v ey--v<i b>_>
U—S. <ï^y.s.y<£
CkX \ /SAjSt C f iS k s ^ r ^ »  C ^ - V V ^
L‘  --
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It’s a ftinny one isn’t it?  It’s only
got one. OK Uum.... Bert you were 
talking about a rectangular number.
I wonder whether rectangular 
numbers are odd or even, always 
odd, always even or sometimes one 
sometimes the other.
iiiihi' ■III"1!». IX IIK'lj"i 4 -^.ri m*
K
T
Even and odd?
^  p crwU^s ^  «x/Aja.
«WS
U*V£> C3^  bu
Um , d u ^V5L e.-r-cp6s'*!
4- 1 CmcX -^r to . (-€* LyJ-S CAr-s o .
You think they’re even and odd,
Karen I wonder what
rectangular numbers are..............are
they odd or even?ft £>"& B
' <£^ A rvNJ&--VS.-V
OxaTT: yItA.A4 V - J L - v - .  cJtjCX-^3 :3
K ..%..^ rJw-. They’re odd I think.
B I’ve got one even though.
T Y ou’ve got an even
£> *3- <LWxX c-^  & ^
J •—VX,
Cause three and four across.
............ M m ................. Shall we
think if we can think of any odds.
 I wonder if there might be.
............................
rectangular numbers that are not 
square numbers.
 I .S .S jM ,..................
something to think about isn’t it?
l C3 <5 ^U8_ CJWxt
\%,D
\ ULA cs-As&s i*z-Vi3M-
I vr"-r<. .exbu:*. Ok %.X..<r^ «= i^JVr tjW >v x
u î--Lx ^vsa_>v^  «a-1I9w »
I—v3
«A «_x
W M M to e e * »
W1 e»-x»43
M. cxAuau c*. c e.  ^<_»
ri>ci«rj-.-V.x# 1-'a 41>£XW’V* 1". .m.. .  ^  ■ » ‘
G
K
G
B
G
T
They wouldn’t be like two times two 
three times three ‘ud be like four 
time three or something like that, 
four times five
Yes
One two times three..... they just be
like four times three or
Odd times an even
Odd times an even
Um...um when you’ve got an odd 
times an even does it end up as an
tt > V * v \ y V v x  € S \
e î '3-.r*'! ÇctM. CD
W .-A  ^z *2i jrX c*_As LheQ - *^1.5? ^ r.< C>
HLc. t - ^ v v x e . * - / *  *^ v.
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I Km - -^tu Uj>
 M . — . , . X»•.. . A . - ^ r .  - A - . - T
f i x— I" 1>2V» o .l ' 4>,>tV-s ^JÉÏAJ
-, ".TT , k j t'M wW'i. iw.^ iw ■*. •-■•«.•*•• .«-«..«*«
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odd or an even I wonder?
G Even?
..Yyes, would be worth seeing if we 
could find an odd one wouldn’t it?
V % ’S» fs,B. •
I’ve got an even as well.
I can only think of even ones at the
moment Can you think of
any odd ones, Karen?
V- o  ^ ,(3
^ K Mmm..
twelve.
^  «kA  A (w v a  M -o ^
—. IT Mi Hr r-ir. rrn 11 r> U .tfViw — KA*ll*~- *"t>*
^bAA..^ e^ > -^  c"t ^  Z
l^ v_ o< , !rvv«»- CS-r^ Ca^ r £*> ' vîi, -¥^ tx. c,\!ri-^ 'r'&^K y^L
TW <^,A >
w e.'*”
. o-vY
ikAa.
R & " d «cs^ N-xjSu^ a v.AwV^  ^ ') •' *'
'Wo**vt^ »« U^juwx is;'.4-vT S feÛMI
V a sm F ^3tt«=<ssN»»a«w
y  <•-• îi-îîC^V -ÜCf
T Twelve, thats.... even isn’t it?
n> C? I s  CL CZÈX^ ey'V-'e.
G Its um odd by an even four by
three.
e). ;*i ^exL" K^ M
Jto . c ^ JL   ^
k&yjr
La k  evrxàws. %Sx
T Yup
S^^^kv^ssdksszszz^ t„4_y=i<rXa.xæ- ^ Hw e^Sxv^ -
5.
à.k_
B {indistinct)
T Have we found an odd yet?
e> fa- KS»xtA..!ï\î3i Çvs^ - «k --so. i
K Could you have five?
T Five ... does that make a rectangle?
 let’s look and sec.
A a % A Cv»\A ô^Ci»Jv-> te  fej&AA^ i o-vx
ni5SCC^XX-'.^ «X!s -^y0 •sr-t.L-—.
S  b v ti C,
fax«.
vSk>R# CJS... p  Ly-e,.>-.*•>. dstxW" r-L_x^ l^
K Tvernmeaodd^urnbbr
T What’s that one?
0  A s.k^ c jO  Lc .SlI^J^'^L<L.,m-m„ itnn Tir M, Mi T,,amwwOMKf»
K {Six}
B {One} two three four five
G Five ... by three .. fifteen
K Oh yes
T That’s one, yes, you have.
^  *3 <C e~rV X $k<k*,- y v ^ * ^  ^ ^ S A - V  <&Ji xaiU* ^
1 The three’s odd and so is five,
r Yes
%) C3fL^ » ^,Kl O-Lx)
C ï l i .  ^  — k » _ J .
<; W-—-O.S—•"•■
k.  ^ LtA. ^  I
*'      ---------
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Appendix 2
Extracts from 
conversation with 
Bill and Jay 
26th April 1999
These are included to illustrate a point made about prompts.
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So if that’s sixty, that’s seventy 
thirty, seventy, thir.. ty five No, yes 
Thirty five
Uh hum  ...................... (8 sec.)8 I C£lSsL& Z'U-MULjL/’
—-null i ■ 1 ■ rii-1t r ,
Um thirty, wHitwasIEe number?
Seven thousand
No nine hundred....................
thirty five point eight I think it is 
 it is
J Is it?   Oh yes.
T Is it? „
<£0 ^5; xL Ltf-Wy5.,A ''
J& B  Yes
B Thirty four point eight.
J Yes
T Could try that or just jot it down
. see if you and check.
 --
B Because you thirty five point eight
 so are we adding these or
taking away?......
T - Taking them away
|C3 Ï"
siLv^ U=<5.
T K eU r 15jP
[r*\ o 4l .  U ss l
} wsar^ .-t#v,L' jb o 'i ^  ^
 ^C:- -^ b"' h»L~£t.
ja_
e l
«dw vH L  (^■Cà«j.jLA<i=<<y5 C »-5-W ) A-*9*0^ ^
l^^aâ^JRdPkl^SEUa-MiVKiSOi
Twenty one point two I got
T Right, so if we’re going to follow
this pattern it’s then that number... 
^  take away that number.
Yes so twenty one point two
..............and what.................... do
you have the number?
Six thousand one hundred.
T Yup ,
& xD I f t  s Aduy W f;
" " •—- — — - ^ • 5^iASS.y.»ÎÂf^*A«â(*«ç.s3iXV^b»esww»t*•
1 Jà&ïJtL
§S*^V.—^ î-w  i* î  IxiS^C^Aii^Abti
Ixuub Ç ^ v  C - e  l « f c  b(Èï n.
O^bA-
K, 1  "X6 W t l
M.KBENNETT H9018357 E980 Transcript
B Five times three and add two p 1 __
noughts
3 *  âjwwî (. <. ^  -e>X.O ^  p * ~ \
J . . .Oh  yes 3 E E E ” --------- ™
B five times twenty one fj&Ah ^
J Hundred and seven times five *3&> ^  «&&&
B thirty five.
N oxo i-Sh buo, p^Nt
J How you add all of them t o g e t h e r ?    --------
B Add three hundred and seventy  — -
J  no I add ....I added those up
together. L&*bh
B Let’s do that b
J and then I added it across is
a hundred and five  .........
hundred, five?
B now Three thousand two hundred ,
and seventy................ I would do it ^
the other way I’m doing it across 
way. Jay.
J  Oh
B A hundred and seventy_________________ _— —,— ^
I  you can either do it downwards first
or crossways first. M  D L a^  B ^
B One thousand ^  ^
T Whichever way you like.
B One thousand six^^S3rla"and thirty
... k,»  <RWwL.
J {indistinct)  five ten .............
. „ "TK^Îi, L4 Kx-a o-W* sa^wT
B Four mne oh five I got. • • — -—-------
T I am not sure I am with you. . -
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s  i-s&. % __^
Oh, so
should be one oh nine
Oh, I was getting .... {thought that} 
{{indistinct)}
Yeah you did.
Three five three nought.... take 
away is nought one take away is 
three
vtr." V e  Os. / X S -  .
 ____                 V ^ ~--
Isn’t  yes it is Oh yes,
sorry I’m getting -
T So that’s one, how many have you ^  hto-vo-t^u* u..# 1 ^  ^ -v -o
got to think of?  Sss
14 VO* <z,(rcJJ u^xiX .
SomeB 
T
That was very easy that was.
cA^QvwA«1»>-x/^  Lt^ juA^ uXi-»-'-
some, so try a more difficult one.
| L /srv ^  C o -  Vv°s.<sr.. b-xSL
qJIcxlxXJ
cJ^Jd L
cLo.t*-vti»vivO Eravi^ â.
B OK so let’s try '"”
J {indistinct) .... One hundred point
nine five
B Yeah
J and then one oh nine
B thirty five
J Then put the answer which is five
add five is ten then nine add three 
nine ten eleven twelve, thirteen, 
then dot and you’ve got nine so 
that equals ten then zero
zero four add one is five so
it’s {twelve hundred}
T {So the subtraction} sum is
S  t  ^ H fc  -v^vtu*
% 4 4  feM c rw ro
<yêî-vî ptfM
^ > 1 2 »
Lwe£2S?rMS*SSi 
\ J
oing to look like ,.
vdgUa W<K
B
four hundred 
It’ll just be take away WuUD' C-’V\ LA
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Moves given by the teacher during a conversation with a 
pupil.
A Prompts requiring a response.
A 01 Asking a closed question seeking a fact,
A 02 Asking a closed question seeking inference
A 03 Asking for inferential answer
A 04 Asking for opinion
A 05 Seeks for a contribution
A 06 Seeks demonstration of understanding
A 07 Extends Child’s freedom of response
A 08 Asks a question to focus child on a misunderstanding
A 09 Refusal to accept child’s “I can’t”
A 10 Speculation
B Direct response to pupil contribution.
B 01 Accept without further comment 
B 02 Repeats child’s comment 
B 03 Confirms child’s understanding 
B 04 Commends child
B 05 Responding to contribution from child by adding to it
B 06 Makes an observation 
B 07 Mild rebuke 
B 08 Correction 
B 09 Gave factual answer
B 10 Answers child’s question, trying to clarify lack of comprehension 
B 11 Gives explanation 
B 12 Adding information
B 13 Repeats child’s comment but in such a way that indicates the child
might like to correct it.
B 14 Tells child they do not agree with child’s solution 
B 15 States a fact in order to focus child’s thinking 
B 16 Rephrases contribution from child 
B 17 Asks child to elaborate on what they have said 
B 18 Non committal response
C Moves the conversation forward through questions
C 01 Asks an unconnected question 
C 02 Asking for more information - open question 
C 03 Extension question
C 04 Asks an open question to delve into child’s thinking process
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D Moves when a child is not displaying required understanding
D 01 Repeats question
D 02 Tries another question, the same status as before
D03 Asks another question, a variation on the first
D04 Turning an inferential question into one asking for fact
D05 Asks a question implying that previous contribution from child was
not right
D06 Requiring child to be more specific
D07 Refers back to previous teaching
DOS Makes a suggestion for coping with a difficulty
D 09 Repeats instruction
E Makes use of reading cues
(UsedinE835)
E01 Uses picture to test factual comprehension
E02 Using a context cue to help a child
E 03 Encourages use of phonics
F Conversation moves
FOI Intended to calm child
F 02 Teacher thinking time
F 03 Change direction
F 04 Returns conversation to previous point
F 05 Prompt
F 06 Eliciting agreement from the child
F 07 Command made in order to try to clarify child’s understanding
F 08 Agrees with child’s agenda
F 09 Comment for recording
F 10 Explanation of situation.
F 11 Restatement of case
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Strategies employed by teacher in conversation with pupil.
(X. Goes with child’?interest
/S  Initiation, response, feedback
y* Makes child explain their thinking
Summarises progress 
£- Drops to a less demanding task
Adopts situated cognition
V Reflects back to the child their understanding of what the child has
said
G Teacher challenges
I Double checks a right answer by asking for thinking
K. Initiates a new strategy for work
X Teacher explains and continues to explain until child responds with
understanding
M  Support at the point of understanding
S) Step by step explanation
^  Allows child to demonstrate
& Teacher gives solution
Tf Teacher gives praise
p  Seeks specific demonstration of understanding 
&  Child aware of own deficiencies, teacher praises 
T  Question at point of misunderstanding 
U Teacher and pupil building on the point made by the other 
<f) Teacher prevents child from making an error without taking a lead 
Keeps silent, waits
/ Speculation
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Year-Six results in Mathematics
Teacher Standard
Assessment Assessment
Level Test
Bert 3
Level
4
Bill 5 5
Gemma 3 4
Hayley Left School
Jamie 3 3
Jay 3 3
Karen 3 3
Lisa 4 4
Rachel 4 4
2 1 0
